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l i p  THERE MUST BE 50 WAYS 
TO CELEBRATE 
TERRACE'S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY Fifty years ago this weekj 
TWO WOMEN MAKE Auxiliary wishes t° thank ~ i ~ ~  *" ~ .~ ~ 
GOOD both performers and ~ -- ..... " ,  If you know 0HE call 638-8196 
Are Working a Farm and a audience for their kind . . . . .  
Summer Home Without a assistance and patronage. TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU Man About Them Those taking part were:- THE BAGGAGE MAN was killed when the rock fell through this CNR car at the Skeena Bridge in 1928. 
Mrs. Lanfear and Miss Solo, Mr. Wilson; (E. eaugland collection). TERRACE GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE 
French, the owners of Hill recitation, Miss Dorothy , AVENUE 
Farm andRest  Home, Whitlow; sketch, Miss - PARK 
arrived at Terrace in 1915 Jacque, Mrs. Bell, Miss I ~ VOLUME 71 NO. 12 PRICE 20 CENTS 
and were impressed by the Butt, Mr. Martin; Indian 
singular beauty of the costume, "The Medicine ~00 the REALTY LIMITED 
natural surroundings. They Woman", Mrs. Lowrie, Mrs. ' aL t H ( / /1 \~ % ~ ~'~i 
were particularly attracted Amos, Mr. Morgan; solo, GO O CO -~  
to theland on the bench and Rev. W. Allen; humerous ~ ( 
saw great possibilities for duet, Messrs. Drake and 
that particular section. The Valpy; contor t ion is t  ~K~ENA AUTO 
years ince have proved this exhibition, Mr. Drake; 
to be correct. Their location readings, Mr. Wilson; Motol Shop Ltd. ~ /~ 
commands a fine and ex- sketch, Mrs. Hurlbert, Miss 
tensive view of the valley Whitlow, MissO'Brien,.J.L. Serving Terrace and area since July 11, 1908 
and is also remarkably Bethurem, Mr. Martin; 635-6572 '~ 
sheltered from the winds, violin solo, W. Morgan. I:}-OO3eiA WEDNESDAY, MARCH., , . ,  ~ . . .C~,  ~:  REALTY WORLD 
The air is bracing and they ,, ~ I 
have a good supply of good Friends were pleased to . . . . . . . .  IOlr' -e 
w, ter. welcome Milton Allison *o Costly directo th ho 
The land is specially townlastweek, rs  ree  urs  Prominent citizen 
suited for poultry, potatoes, . . 
etc. The soil readily Roy. Mr. Robinson gave responds to treatment, as is an interesting lecture on Directors Bobble Ball replied'that he had to see pected to cost in the neigh- March show the travelling 
proven'by the fact that fruit, Hindustan boys and girls at from Telegraph Creek and someone, borhood of $1,000 as Director costs for the pair as follows: passes away 
Frank Armitage from By the time the two Armitage wants a member February 26 for Director 
flowers and vegetables have the school house last Stewart were. absent from directors had arrived most of administration to go Ball - $1,349.45 and for A well-known and 
taken manyprizes atPrince Monday. :~: the first three hours of the of the business of the board along with him on a Director Armitage - $403. respected citizen of Terrace 
Rupert and other fairs. TERRACE NOTES ~i~ last meeting of the Kitimat- had been completed. One suggestion made by Iona This means that the tax- passed away on Sunday in a 
Previous writers have Miss Easthope on- Stikine Regional District for matter was tabled for their Campagnolo's office, payers have paid a total of Victoria hospital following a
spoken of Terrace as an tertained the pupils of her apple growing district. To room to a party in the reasons best known to arrival over the protests of Efforts by Alternate $1,752.45 to bring the two short illness. Ellen Bastin 
this should be added GIW.V.A. Halllast Saturday themselves. Chairman Joe Banyay who Director Vic Jolliffe tohave directors down to Terrace ~9, served several years ol 
cherries, plums and~ pears, evening' as a farewell to 
The two latter, fruffs from -Dayid-:,Mon~elL Over .% 
Chairman Joe Ban£ay," said that the two directors the. duo take along other as representatives of their the Board of Trustees o: 
when asked why the two should be there like the rest problems uch as electronic isolated areas. It would Mills Memorial Hospital. 
this farm won the gold "children were present and .direct0rsdidnotshoW-hp:for o the~¢' ~- i  i ~, " 'equipmeht for the Terrace appear to'the writer that She was a Pas tV ice  
the first three hours of  the Matte~ involving gar- Airport were turned down. such a contribution by the President of the B.C. Music 
medalpresented by Mr. Lett they had a wonderful time, meeting, replied that he has bage shutes, airport and by the board as it was felt. taxpayer should at least Festival and at the time of 
of the CN.R. especially When they were no idea where the two Were (lumps in me Temgrap that Ball and his companion warrant he attendance at her death was the treasurer 
Many summer visitors let loose at the refreshment or why they had not shown Creek area were handled by would have enough to un- the meeting of these two of the Terrace Arts Council. 
have been surprised beyond table where there was ice words at the gay and large cream, candy and peanuts up during . the morning the board without Director dertake with the far nor- elected officials. Up to last year Mrs. 
session. It was known that Ball present. The two them problems. In addition the taxpayer Bastin was the Primary 
variety of flowers, some of in abundance. The supper the pair were in town as they directors arrived just as the Both Director Ball and paid a sum of $638.50 so that School Supervisor for School 
which are sent to market was a grand windup to a big had attended the committee board was discussing Armitage come down to this Director Armitage could District 88 and was em- 
and Terrace is now event. Miss Easthope was meetings the previous funding a trip to Victoria monthly meeting at a attend a Yellowhead 16 ployed as a teacher this year 
established as a source of assisted by Misses Mallott, evening, and Ottawa by Director Ball considerable cost to. the meeting. This cheque was up to the time of her illness.: 
supply. Petters and Sibary and Rev. Directoi" Armitage was to discuss problems of Post taxpayers. The Accounts paid to Armitage dated She is survived by her 
The two ladies who run A.W. Robinson and Mr. questioned astohisabsence Office, roads and corn- Payable Statement for the February 26. husband, John, and two 
this farm do so with a great Williams. __  by the press and he simply munications. This is ex- months of February and On February 28 a cheque children. 
deal of success and are A number of residents in * for $200 was written for 
thoroughly independent of town are busy cleaning up Director Bobble Ball to 
man. ' ~  their gardens and the lawns Act ive  c i t i zen  l eav ing  Te  cover deposit for car rental. NewRemofamily lose homein f i re  NATIVE SONS TO and preparing flower beds Also on the same report a 
CELEBRATE for the spring planting. The S r ruce  cheque to Transprovincial The David Erickson The fire apparently broke 
llave Started Movement for home makers who have Airhnes was written to family of four of Kilby Road out shortly after midnight. 
Diamond Jubilee Ob- taken an interest in cover the cost of Mr. At- in New Remo escaped from The residence was a com- 
servanee -- Have Asked beautifying their grounds The departure of Stu and Powell River, will be to ,Mth the Jaycees. He is mitage flying to Terrace a fire that completely pleteloss. No information is
Other Soeities to Join are well rewarded for their Marilyn Crouse and their develop a hockey team currently Vice President and back to Stewart and a destroyed their home last available as to the estimate 
The Native Sons of efforts. Were the practice two children, Kelson and: which he wfll bring back to and the upcoming tour- member of administration Thursday morning without of the loss of the cause of the 
Canada have asked each of more general Terrace would Dominique, at the end of the Terrace to win the Annual nament is part of the flying to Stewart and back injury, fire. 
the local organizations to be the real beauty spot along month will leave a gap in Jaycee Commercial Hockey resp.onsibility of that for a meeting with Stewart 
appointa committee toform the railway or in the north, many circles of Terrace. Tournament. posAion. Mayor McCleod, on tran- Sk  
one joint committee to Stu, who has'been Sales ~Vife Marilyn has also sportati0n. F i re  at Pr ice -  eena 
arrange for a fitting St. Patrick's Day was as Manager for Jim McEwan been a great supporter of Also of note in the Ac- 
celebration of the Diamond an ordinary day until Motors since it changed her husband not only in his counts Payable Statement About $8,000 in damage A spokesman for Price- 
Jubilee of Canadian con- evening when the sons and hands last year and for the work and sports.but in her was a cheque to the District resulted from a fire in the Skeena advised the Herald 
federation on July 1. It is daughters and the great previous owner, Gary own right has achieved the of Kitimatas a fee to assist dry kiln at Price-Skeena thatthefirehasnotcaused a 
hoped that his will be one of granddaughters and sons of Reum, for the over two top post in the Terrace in hosting the North Central Forest Products on High- work stoppage and repairs 
the best celebrations ever Erin shows up in their colors years, has accepted the Jaycettes. 
held in Terrace and all will at the dance in G.W.V.A. position ofSalesManagerat Jim McEwan of McEwan Municipal Association way 16 West last Tuesday were completed by last $100,000 cruise meeting on night, weekend, returning the kiln 
be asked to lend their Hall. Shamrocks and green Bob Scott Motors in Powell GMsaidthathehastoadmit the Princess Patricia. This Firemen from Terrace to service. 
cooperation so that no detail garters were very River where a school buddy, that he has lost a top era- cheque was in an amount of fought the blaze for more 
will be over-looked, or no prominent and some had Bob Seeley, is co-owner, ployee in Stu, but noted that $2,000. than an hour. It was burning 
pains spared to make the green garters and divil a Stu expressed regrets at Stu is a young and capable Chairman Joe Banyay behind a wall- and false 
local affair compare drop of Irish blood. There leaving both Terrace and kill d 
favorably with an other was a good crowd present McEwan's. However he said Stu, who has coached the manthat eandwouldtherestandWaS nOin Ythe arrivaldirectedofthatthe wohe northerntime of floOr.cause has been attributed Man e 
celebration heldin t~enorth and it was a very lively that this is a "once in a McEwan GM entry in the way of a man obviously directors be noted in the to anelectricalshortcircuit. ~ttn 
on that day. dance, lifetime chance" for him to Terrace Commerc ia l  headingto better things and minutes. " ~]V bUS 
~ better himself and he would Hockey League, has also a great future. 
USK Born -  In Terrace on have been unfair to his been very active in the The Crouses both ex- 
Skeena's Industrial Centre Monday, March 21, to Mr.. family had he not accepted community, specifically pressed unflinching con- V e r n o n J o s e p h 
At the home talent and Mrs. Joe Cook, a the opportunity. • ...... i ...... :~! . . . . . . .  fidence in Terrace today Immunization Clinics DesLauriers, a 43-year-old 
vaudeville, under the daughter. : He said that he has known !!iii!: iii  " I and its future. ''There is n° Terrace man, was kiUed 
auspices of the Ladies :his new employer since * ~:i. , " doubt in my mind," ob- 
Auxiliary to ~e Usk church, Mrs. O.T. Sundal was a school days and he looks" served Stu Crouse, "that he Skeena Health Unit, As emphasis i placed on Sunday when he walked in 
the sum of $33 was realized, tea hostess on Monday af- forward to his new career, economic slowdown is in the Terrace, iS holding Pro- having children's' ira- front of a bus on the Safeway : 
The program from start to ternoon in honor of Miss He has never lived in Powell past and that Terrace will school Immunization Clinics munizations up to date Parking lot. The bus is 
finish was most enjoyable. Donald who is 'leaving River but has visited the i achieve its role in the for all children entering before entering rade one, ownedby the municipality ~ 
The voca, Isolos by Roy. ' shortly for the south, community on several Pacific northwest. My grade one in September. these clinics will provide the however it was operated by i 
Wm. Mien was especially occasions. ' leaving is to accept a 'booster' immunizations a driver supplied by the  
appreciated as well as a Mrs. Monsell and family Stuassured usof one thing ; 'golden opportunity' and my necessary /or protection group renting the bus. 
rendition by Mrs. Lowrie of accompanied by her father, that he will do before ~ i~ decision was in no way in- These clinics will be held against a variety of DesLauriers, a passenger 
an Indian medicine woman left on Tuesday for Van- leaving and that is win the ii~i fluenced by Terrace's at Skeena Health Unit, 2- diseases, on the bus, was picking up 
his suitcase from the front of Monsell Commerc ia l  future. I am positive that 3215 Eby Street on April 6 Please phone 635-6307 for in native paraphenalia, couver where Mrs. cur rent  
curing an ailing person by will take up house. ~ M a n y  Hockey League Cham- Terrace will be the gateway and 7. an appointment, it when he was Nt. The 
driving out the evil spirits friends here regret her pionship. In addition, one of to the rest of B.C. in thevery driver apparently did not 
from her body. The Ladies leaving, his top priorities once in near future," he concluded see him. 
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Terrace sawmill shows the way 
Bemd Koken, President of 
Abitibi-Priee Lumber Co. 
has attacked a productivity 
problem in the company's 
eight sawmills by starting 
with the Price Skeena 
Forest Products Ltd. 
sawmill in Terrace. This has 
been accomplished by 
improving working con- 
ditions and convincing 
workers that management 
was eager to cooperate with 
them. 
He has advised that the 
program helped raise 
productivity by 18 percent at 
the company's Terrace 
sawmill and it is because of 
the success, similar 
programs are being started 
in the company's Quebec 
and Ontario mills. 
Speaking before a 
Canadian Lumbermen's 
Association meeting in 
Toronto, Mr. Koken warned 
that lumber producers in 
Eastern Canada have been 
unable to compete with 
sawmills in the southeastern 
United States because of 
labour costs and poor 
productivity. 
The gains demonstrated 
by the Terrace mill reflects 
the corporate stance and got 
underway last year. He said 
that he estimated that 50 to" 
60 percent of the 18 percent 
rise in production per 
worker came from new 
investment in equipment 
and an improved attitude on 
the part of the workers. 
He explained the in- 
creased productivity of the 
Terrace mill means each 
worker last year produced 
228 more board feet of 
lumber a day over the 
previous year. 
Mr. Koken said that a 
basic part of the improved 
labour relations program 
consisted of giving more 
attention to working con- 
ditions -- improved lighting 
and ventilation for example 
and the beginning of strict 
safety inspections by a 
committee of workers and 
management personnel. 
IMPROVEMENT 
CONTINUES 
The increased produc- 
tivity reported last year 
continues in this year. In a 
telegram sent to Price- 
Skeena staff on March 9, 
Mr. W.A. Pauli, General 
Manager ,  Lumber  
Operations, for Abitibi- 
P r i ce  o f fe red  
congratulations on the 
performance of the Terrace 
mill. He said that Terrace 
has established a new 
milestone for the local 
sawmill by averaging 166 
thousand feet per shift of 
hemlock, fir and cedar over 
40 shifts. 
Mr. Pauli indicates that 
the results of improved logs 
from the woods and the 
efforts of everyone in the 
woods and at the sawmill 
are quite evident. 
Bill McRae, who is in 
charge of the Terrace 
operation, took us through 
the mill last week to show us 
some of the new equipment 
installed last year and ho.w 
the new program ts 
working. 
The Terrace sawmill 
anticipates producing 76 
million board feet of lumber 
this year. In addition the 
firm sells its sawdust and 
shavings to Eurocan in 
Kitimat and chips go to the 
pulp mill in Prince Rupert. 
The average production is
1,593 thousand board feet 
per day for every person on 
staff, including office 
workers. There are 22 on 
staff at the moment. In 
addition Pr ice-Skeena 
constructs all its forestry 
roads. All of the logs are 
brought in by independant 
contract truckers. 
The capital investment on 
new equipment and 
renovation and rebuilding 
last year was ap- 
proximately $500,000 with 
about half of that amount 
going for new equipment. 
The  skilled labour at 
Price-Skeena is very stable 
with about 80 percent of 
them qualifying to be called 
oldtimers. During 1976 there 
was no work stoppage and 
there has never been a 
labour stoppage at the mill. 
Bill McRae said that the 
best thing for the forest 
industry is to obtain peace in 
labour. If this can be oh- 
ED PORTLANCE is one of the workers at Price.Skeena who affends to 
the business of sharpening the carbide tip saw with a diamond wheel. The 
saw has been in operation at the mill  for one year. 
The process is completed as the log leaves the Sherman Edger at Price- 
Skeena. It is capable of about 80 lineal feet per minute. 
rained it will not only give a 
lift to the industry locally, 
but will be tremendous boon 
for the entire country. "It is 
essential," said MeRae, 
"that both sides do 
whatever possible to see 
that the industry works all 
year." 
McRae indicates that 
the lumber market at the 
moment is good but pulp 
remains soft. He said that 
the re-opening of the new 
kraft mill in Prince Rupert 
will help this area con- 
siderably. He said that 
according to information 
available to him con- 
struction at Prince Rupert is 
on target. 
CANADIAN OWNERS 
The Canadian Bankers' 
Association says that 
close to 95 per cent of 
shareholders of chartered 
bank shares are Canadian 
residents. 
MAJOR EMPLOYERS 
The Canadian chartered 
banks employ nearly 
135,000 men and women, 
an increase of 78 per cent 
in 10 years. 
YES, Spring is the ideal ,~ . .  ] 
time for placing the 
memor ia l  on your  
cemetery plot, but 
wouldn't it be wise to 
consider it NOW, thus 'qr~ I~j~L " - f  
assuring an early Spring W installationt 
Planning now also helps to create Winter 
employment for the craftsmen employed by 
Remco Memorials who at this time of year can 
give the memorial of your choice their extra 
time and workmanship for which they have 
been noted for over 53 years. 
M E M O R I A L S  
[I | MacKAY S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD., 
4626 Davis Avenue, 
Terrace 
Phone: 635-2444 
AHIhorIzL~(J Memorial Consultant  
And You Can SAVE On Our Complete 
Line If You Purchase Before 
March 31st 
Wall to Wall Carpet & Drapery Service 
120C 
to ch 
,Tdse  
Unto 
Insul 
i~ape rods 
All draperies, Carpel, and 
decorating items can be 
added to your personal 
WALL CHARGE ACCGUNT 
Now serving the Bulkley Valley and TERRAC E 
TAKE A SCENIC DRIVE AND ENJOY VALUE AND SELECTIO, 
l i~.~++,!~tT~rZ , ."  " ;  : ' . "  +'~j. 
" ~"  +: -,~".79 '+-+-" 
r,... ; '" ' ' " ~+ ~:... : <+~i:.: . i;' . 
-%~~+...,-.~.  ,, ,,..+~::+ :. .... : + 
CARPET 1 79 - 
hem l id yd. ; . , .  
Indoo~.Outdooc 
Shags, Loops, Twist, T E 
Sculptured S 
~ I~.~ ~. We have 
Scotch Guarded 
Carpeting 
We carry 500 pair of Ready 
made Drapes in all popular 
sizes, and a wide range of 
colours and patterns. 
Box 70, Srmthers 
1073 Mare St. I~. 847-448', 
V ELECTRIC & 
URNITURE LTD. 
When quality matters. 
Logs are fed into the Sherman Edger at the mill which is now listed as the 
best operation of those mills owned by Abitibi-Price Lumber Co. The mill 
handled 165,000 board feet per shift last month. 
PRICED 
I IS HERE. 
The newToyota years of this kind of testing 
Canadian is the lowest priced resulted in an automobile 
popular car sold in Canada: ~ that's built to take on 
Terrific, but price isn't the worst weather this coun- 
everything, try can dish out. And win. 
The Toyota Canadian TheToyota Canadian 
definitely lives up to its tomes especially equipped 
name and comes equipped with a powerful electric 
to give you exceptional rear window defroster, side 
,alue for your money. That's ,~ window defoggers, a 
because it's a direct result heavy duty heater, aheavy 
of exhaustive t sting by duty battery and some very 
Toyota in Northern Canada advanced rust inhibitors 
and various Canadian including plastic front fender 
cities under some of the cold- liners, zinc coated rocker 
est, meanest, oughest panels, corrosion and damp- 
weather conditions that exist ness resistant engine fittings 
anywhere . . . .  to name but a few. 
What was learned from TheToyota Canadian is 
rated at an estimated 51 
miles per gallon on the high- 
way, 33 in the city, based 
onqRANSPORT CANADA 
approved test methods. 
Of course, the actual mileage 
you get will vary according 
to the kind of driving you do. 
Backing theToyota 
Canadian are over 230 deal- 
ers right across the country 
and a sophisticated comput- 
erized parts system to en- 
stare the rapid availabili W of 
virtually any part, anywhere. 
TheToyota Canadian... 
born out of exhaustive 
research in this country and 
now part of the world's 
number one selling car model 
line.., lives up to its name... 
terrific! 
TOYOTA 
TOYOTA CAHADIAH. IERRIFICi 
'Based on a comparison f manufacturers' suggested retail prices of the 10 best selling small cars, 
TERIIACE MOTORS LTD. I' 
4916 Highway 16 West' Tel: 635.6558 
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?ep " Regional Dist ript Oil r ossible i washes hands of 
i! Ferry Island 
Oii refinery interests are can. Canadian refineries will be $29 million six years 
studying the Terrace, precess lightollforgaso.line later, tax the • [ ! ~  |ll~m] I The Kitimat-Stikine 
Kitimat area as the possible and naptha while ,,~nencan Income during . . . . .  i~ 1 
location for, a refinery, refinermsprocessheavyoll first ten y~rs will be $79 ~.,=~. ~::~' "  ' ~~ i ' 
for heating oil and asphalt, million and the property .~ =~.~ .... ,.~,., ,, ,/ n i 
Creseeysaid the entrance' taxes will be $70 million. ~i i~.~i?~ ~ ~ '~ i  
to the Kitimat Harbour wilt .~ , . , .~ , : :~ ,~.  
according to Jack Cressey 
who is vice-president of 
KiUmat Pipeline Ltd. 
Cressey said during a 
Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine Board 
meeting Saturday his 
company will only provide a 
common carrier between 
Kitimat and Edmonton and 
is not responsible for 
bui lding re f iner ies .  
However, he said, a refinery 
has asked Kitimat Pipeline 
Ltd. for information which 
could assist in making the. 
decision to build one in this 
area. 
He said there is no such 
thing as a Canadian market 
or an American market. 
There are 17 refineries 
which get oil wherever they 
not be used as often as many 
of the shallower waterways 
around the world. He said 
the Port of Kitimat has an 
excellent harbour facility 
and the potential of 
becoming a major harbour 
in the world. 
He said the Kitimat 
Pipeline LtJ. has applied to 
the National Energy Board 
to learn what the ground 
rules are. Even if a 
favourable decision is 
reached itmay not mean the 
pipeline will be built. 
The pipeline proposal will 
cost $200 milhon and the 
annual operating expenses 
will begin at $18 million and 
Teachers told to demand 
new leadership 
Teachers are exacted to 
make friends w~th their 
students but parents never 
expect teachers to treat 
students as equals, ac- 
cording to Mohammed 
Shamsher who conducted a
seminar on legal rights, 
responsibilities and duties of 
teachers. 
The public expects 
teachers to monitor students 
wherever they are even if 
other parents in the room do 
not take any action. If .a 
teacher attends a private 
party and finds students 
drinking there with other 
adults he could later find 
himself in trouble. 
It is the teacher'.s duty to 
adequately supervise his or 
her pupils at all times. This 
is especially important in 
shop classes, laboratory 
classes, driver training 
education .courses and 
related activities. 
Proper instruction is 
particularly necessary in 
shop classes and athletic 
classes. The pupils must be 
taught properly how to use 
the chemicals, how to play 
games and how to use 
equipment soas to minimize 
personal injuries. Athletic 
equipment should be 
checked periodically to see 
if it is in good working 
condition• Eqidpment used 
on the playground uring 
recess and at the noqn hour, 
should ' be checked 
periodically to ascertain f it 
m reasonably safe for use. 
However, no system is 
perfect and with the 
required precautions ac- 
cidents can still occur. A 
recent case where a 12-year- 
old Grade 8 pupil fell and 
• broke his wrist while 
erecting a pyramid in a 
physical training class 
attached no blameto the 
teacher because the 
following conditions were 
met: Adequate instruction 
was given, necessary care 
was taken in conduct and 
supervision, the exercise 
was prescribed in the 
curriculum, the child took 
part of his own free will, it 
was not unreasonable, it
was suited to the age, 
mental abilities and the 
physical condition of the 
plaintiff, the plaintiff was 
mentally alert and 
physically fit to take part. 
Another case involved an 
11-year-old boy who was 
injured in a grass hockey 
game while the teacher was 
attending a staff meeting• It
was held that mere absence 
of the supervisor was not 
necessarily negligence 
unless it could be shown that 
supervision would have 
prevented the injury. 
The seminar also looked 
at the appointment, transfer 
and dismissal of teachers. 
Shamsher. suggested that if 
a teacher is told he or she 
will teach a part icular  
subject one should get it in 
writing and not rely on trust. 
Teachers have sevendays to
appeal a transfer from one 
subject to another or to 
extra subjects not included 
on their original ap- 
pointments. 
" NEW LEADERSHIP  
DEMANDED 
Teachers would like more 
participation in the decision- 
making process and they 
would like to bb consulted 
before changes are made in 
the education process, 
according to a 12.year-old 
study. 
New trends (which are 
also finding roots outside the 
education system) claim 
leadershipis not confined to 
those holding status 
positions in the power 
echelon. Leadersh ip  
potential is widely dispersed 
throughout the organization. 
The superordinate will be 
more effective if he or she 
develops, rather than 
restricts, this leadership 
potential throughout the 
group. Instead of losing 
leadership by sharing it he 
can increase one's own' 
potential by the appropriate 
use of the coordination 
function of executive 
leadership. 
Good human relations 
help meet the needs of in- 
dividual members of the 
group, improve group. 
Total taxes for the first 20 kN 
years will be $700 million. 
The pipeline construction i~:~i .
will create between 2000 and 
3000 jobs and the cost of 
tanker berthing per year 
will be $2 million while pilot ~ 
wages will be $1 million per 
year. ?.i17~ , 
..:~ ; i ~ . , 
• The pipeline is designed to ~ ~'~ ~':~ '~:'~ 
fill a shortage of 350,000 
barrels, a day between ~,>~:,~:~::,~: ~ 
Edmonton and Chicago. i~;i~:~:~:,: :,: 
Canada is permitted a tariff 
on the pipeline if it is run- !~,,~:~!i,~. 
ning at full capacity and, '!~il/,~;!!:~, .  
until the Kitimat-Edmonton ,:i: ::':i ~ ~!: ~:~%.~ 
pipeline is built, no tariff ~'~i 
can be levied. : ::,i?;'- :~ 
morale and are essential to 
optimum group production. 
The indiwdual finds "~ i.i ..... 
security in a dynamic 
climate in which he-she : ~ 
shares responsibility for ~>~: :  
decision making. If a person 
helps to formulate goals, i~  
peI cies and programs he- 
she will understand them i.~,.~>! I:I~ 
  ,randf  more-oure 
in implementing them. : 
Maximum production is 
attained in a threat-free :.i!]!iiiii!ii climate. A threat-free 
climate does not mean a 
problem-free situation. The .::~:, . ~:~,~ :~ 
solution of problems must ~ =~:~:~ !:;:~ 
conform with the values of ~.~,~:~ 
{• )•'i• ,,:i • 
individuals. ._ 
The situation and not the 
position determines the 
right and privilege to 
exercise authority. The 
point of decision making 
should be as near to scene o f  
action as possible. 
The result of these trends 
is a pseudodemocratic style 
of administration i  which 
the administrator selects 
and slants information i an 
attempt, o get the group to 
make a:decision which she- 
he thinks is wise. 
Recognizes in discussions 
only those who share his-her 
opinions. 
Commends suggestions 
which support his-her 
viewpoint and ignores 
suggestions which do not. 
Instructs prior to the 
meetings one or more 
persons with view similar to 
his-her own to steer the 
thinking of the group. 
Organizes agendas with 
unimportant and non- 
participatory items first so 
that by the time the con- 
troversial or important 
items for decision making 
are dealt with the group is so 
tired that any decision is a 
relief. 
Tries to postpone decision 
making for a later meeting 
if there is a danger that an 
"unsatisfactory" decision 
will be made. 
Always reserves the right 
to make the final decision if 
in his-her opinion the group 
decision is wrong. 
/" 
\ 
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Airborne objects of concern 
to Hydro 
Airborne objects are 
continuing to cause concern 
to B.C. Hydro's safety of- 
ficials. 
High on the list are kites 
flown near powerlines, 
according to J.A. Depfford, 
manager of B.C. Hydro's 
sa fe ty  eng ineer ing  
department. 
"Every year kites cross 
powerlines, often causing 
widespread power in- 
terruptions and in- 
convenience tothe public as 
well as danger to the 
youngsters flying them," he 
Said. 
He warned that children, 
or adults, should never try 
to remove a kite from a 
powerline, pole or tran- 
smission tower. 
"Only trained linemen 
have the experience and 
equipment o work near 
high-voltage ' lines in 
safety," he said. 
Another airborne problem 
is causing Hydro some 
concern. 
Although the sport of hang 
gliding is becoming popular 
in B.C., it is also dangerous 
in the vicinity of powerlines. 
Mr. Deptford recalled an 
incident on Saltspring 
Island when a pilot of one of 
the gliders narrowly 
escaped with his life when 
the glider became ntangled 
in a 138,000-volt tran- 
smission line. 
"He either fell or jumped 
from the glider before it hit 
the transmission line. He 
was apparently uninjured 
but the glider shorted out 
the circuit and burned to a 
crisp," Mr. Deptford said. 
Kites and hang giiners are 
not the only safety problems 
facing Hydro according to 
Mr. Deptford. 
"Over the years a number 
of fatal accidents have 
resulted from television 
antennas and other vertical 
antennas  contact ing 
powerlines," he noted. 
Most recent accident of 
this type occurred in 
Vancouver earlier this year 
when a man received severe 
burns while attempting to 
set up a TV antenna on the 
top of a hotel building, 
"He was climbing a rear 
fire escape with a television 
antenna he planned to in- 
stall when it fell backwards 
onto the powerline with a 
resulting short circuit on the 
12,000-volt line," Mr. 
Depfford said. 
He added that with the 
introduction of cablevision 
this type of accident has 
decreased considerably but 
something else equally 
dangerous is taking its 
place. 
Antennas for citizens' 
band radio base stations are 
springing up throughout the 
province. 
These antennas are 
usually mounted on the 
roofs of houses or garages 
and sometimes xtend more 
than 50 feet in the air. 
Mr. Deptford urged 
anyone setting up a high 
antenna to "make sure that 
if it were to fall over it would 
be well clear of all 
powerlines." 
VERN BUKHARDT, Director of the provincial youth employment 
program from Vancouver and John Mandryk, northern region field 
supervisor from Prince Rupert hold sign as a reminder to businesses and 
non.profit organizations they have until Friday to get their applications 
in. Anyone interested should contact Janey Booth, Marilyn Crouse or 
Vinca Heslenfeld at 635.4977 or visit the Department of labour offices at 
4926 Highway 16 beside the West End Store. 
Police Beat 
JUVENILE CHARGED 
Alison Sturko reported the 
theft of $140 from her home 
in New Remo March 20. A 
juvenile was held in custody 
at presstime in connection 
with the offense. 
GAS PLANT 
BREAK- IN  
Ken Robison reported the 
Chevron Bulk Plant on 
Railway Avenue was broken 
into March 20. Police are 
investigating. 
HOUSE BREAK-IN 
Walter Baser eported his 
home was broken into on Old 
Lakelse Lake Road 
Saturday and ap- 
proximately $32 was taken. 
SIGHT & SOUND 
THEFT 
Darlene Jenest reported a 
window smashed at Sight 
and Sound Tuesday, March 
15. Investigation revealed 
that two Tasco Telescopes, 
models 55UTE and 5 UTE, 
valued at $185 were stolen. 
One Yamaha turntable, 
model YP701; two Yamaha 
speakers, model NS451; one 
Yamaha amp, model 
CA400; one Yamaha 
tapedeck, model PCS00 D; 
one Yamaha receiver, 
model CR4O0; and two 
Yamaha speakers, models 
NS625 valued at $1168 were 
also stolen. 
STUFFED TOY 
THEFT 
A shopper in Lakelse 
Pharmacy spotted someone 
stealing some stuffed toys 
from the store March 17. 
DOGS BITE 
GOATS 
FRAUD INVESTIGATED 
Kalum Kabs Ltd. reported 
a person obtained a ride 
home and then refused ,to 
pay the fare March 17. 
Police are investigating the 
matter as a fraud. 
• STREET 
CAR PARK 
John Katerberg of Soucie 
reported March 16 that 
there has been a large 
number of cars parking 
around the corner of Kalum 
St. and Soucie Ave. and it is 
difficult o see cars coming 
• when pulling off Soucie onto 
Kalum St. 
WALSH SPEEDERS 
Lynette Abel reported 
numerous speeders on 
Walsh Avenue March 15. 
MOTORCYCLE 
COMPLAINT 
Laurie Radeke reported 
an unlicensed motorcycle on 
Kenny St. south of the 
tracks. 
DOG BITES CHILD 
Lynn Kenyon of 3566 Fox 
Ave. reported that her 
danghterhad been bitten by 
a dog running loose March 
16. 
CAR THEFT 
Rufus McNeiI of Scucie St. 
reported the theft of his 
truck March 17 .  George 
James McKay of Soucie St. 
was apprehended for the 
theft. 
SHOPLIFTER 
CHARGED 
Robert Beynon was 
arrested and charged in 
connection with a shoplif- 
ting incident at the Terrace 
and District Co-op reported 
by Ken Stobbe March 18. 
ARENA WINDOW 
BROKEN 
Broch Fuger reported 
someone had broken a 
window at the ticket office in 
the arena March 17 between 
3 and 4:20 a.m.' 
HOUSE THEFT 
Phillip Weatherston 
reported his house was 
broken into March 15 and 
$20 was stolen. 
NOISY PARTY 
Irene Gleason reported• a 
noisy party at 103 Park 
Manor March 20. 
WINDSHIELD SMASHED 
Elaine Summers reported 
that someone had smashed 
the windshield in her car 
March 20. 
HIT AND RUN 
John Greaves reported 
someone hit his 1974 Mer-. 
cm'y when it was parked on 
the Woolworths parking lot 
March 18. 
Regional District decided 
not to get involvod in any 
way with the management 
of Ferry Island and 
suggested that the District 
of Terrace should rent the 
island from the provincial 
government without taking 
it within its borders and then 
allow the Terrace Rotary 
Club to develop the island as 
an overnight ourist stop 
and picnic grounds. 
Several years ago the 
Rotary Club approached 
council asking for per- 
mission to go ahead with 
this project. The matter was 
turned over to the regional 
district which considered 
for a time taking on the park 
function. This was defeated 
by the beard. Now the 
matter goes back to Terrace 
Municipal Council. 
In a letter to the regional 
district, Roger Norrish, 
Regional Manager Skeena 
Park Region gives the 
following information:- 
The Provincial Parks 
Branch has recently been 
asked for advice on 
developing a recreational 
facility on Ferry Island by 
the Terrace Rotary Club. 
We have examined the area 
and are in the process of 
suggesting a plan of trails 
and simple picnic facilities 
First wood chip 
sale in Europe 
The first sale of British 
Columbia wood chips to 
Europe was announced 
recently by Forests Minister 
Tom Waterland. Crown 
Zellerbach Canada has 
reached agreement with a 
Swedish company for the 
sale of 14,000 metric tons of 
wood chips from the com. 
pony's interior lumber ann 
plyWheoodprm~Scial govern- 
ment on March 3 removed 
the $1.50 export ax on wood 
chips and announced the 
formation of a special task 
force to stimulate the chip 
export program. 
Crown Ze l le rbach  
president Tom Rust said the 
agreement was reached 
March 12 with Eric Ullberg, 
Managing Director of The 
Pulp Industries Wood Im- 
port Ltd. (Massaim- 
dustrims Virkesimport 
A.B.), commonly called 
M.V.A. of Stockholm, 
Sweden. 
M.V.A. is the Swedish 
representative of 11 Swedish 
pulp and paper manufac- 
turers. The transaction was 
coordinated by a Canadian 
export company, Tran- 
strade Ltd., of Montreal, 
through its British Columbia 
representative, Jonathan 
Parker. M.V.A.'s first North 
American chip purchase 
was from Woodfibre 
Marketing Corp., of 
Savannah, Georgia• 
The first of some 500 rail 
cars of chips began moving 
to the coast this week from 
Crown Ze l le rbach 's  
Kelowna, Lumby and Arm- 
strong manufacturing 
operations. 
The chips will be loaded 
for Sweden aboard a new 
bulk carrier, the MS 
Scansilva, at the Fraser 
.Surrey docks, over a five 
13th AnnualTerraceScienceFair 
by John M. Chert-Wing 
The 13th Annual Terrace 
Science Fair was .held on 
March 11 and 12, 1977.in the 
Caledonia gymnasium. 
Participation was good from 
the Kindergarten and 
Eddy Di Giovanni 
(Veritas), Lawrence Brown 
(Parkside), Michael Power 
(E.T. Kenney), Brenda 
Webber and Shannon 
Dempster (Copper Moun- 
tain), Steven Mitts, Joey 
Beven, Debbie Lesopoy, 
Diane Mageau, William 
Schropfler, Lou Johnson, 
Tina Knull, Katharina 
Bertleff, Ansgar Lenser and 
David Blower (Thornhill 
Primary). 
Paper  Airplane Contest 
Winners: Tommy Gagnon -
f i r s t ,  Richard Bailey - 
second. 
Toothpick Tower Contest 
Winners :  Dwayne 
Mellanson - first - 8 11/4 , 
Robert Forsyth - second -7' 
I~" .  
Toothpick Bridge Contest 
Winners: Richard Bailey - 
f irst - 68z/~ inches, Leona 
Beauvillier - second 523/4 
inches. 
EXHIB ITS  WINNERS:  
Secondary Category: 
Edith Toy and Tina 
Morlok - first - Photosyn- 
thesis, Grade 9 Skeena; Jim 
Bowen -second - a new idea 
for transporting oil, grade 8 
Skeena; Mike Vander Meer 
- th i rd  - Tornado Syn- 
thesizer, Skeena. 
Elementary Category: 
Special Merit Awards: 
Graham Fleet "Maple 
Trees- E.T. Kenney, grade 
3; Stoven Chapplow, "Home 
made soup" - Copper 
Mountain, grade 6. 
Each particip.ant in the 
Science Fair will receive a 
Certificate at school. 
Winners of the contest and 
exhibit categories will 
receive special recognition. 
For further information 
telephone Alec Cooper at 
635-9136 or John Chen-Wing 
at 635.6r~1. 
Dorothy Derrick reported 
having trouble with dogs 
biting her goats on Kristen 
Read March 17. Primary classes of Parkside 
FIRE STARTERS Elementary School, E.T. 
Joe Pitzoff, of Moun- Kenney Primary School, 
tainview Blvd. reported that Kiti-K'Shan Pr imary 
someone attempted to set School, Thornhili Primary 
some wood on fire that was School and Copper Mountain 
leaning up against his house Elementary School. The 
March 17. projects on exhibit 
HUBCAPS STOLEN displayed ingenuity and 
John, McKnight reported imagination. 
that someone had stolen the Mike Reid and his crew of 
Grant Harris and Matt 
Hellpewhite showed science 
films. Roger Prior and his 
crew of Grade Ten and 
Eleven students put on three 
Science Magic Shows. 
Winners of the Two-Egg 
Drop Contest, (that is, both 
eggs survived without 
breaking, after being 
dropped from a height of 100 
feet) were: 
hubcaps off his 1973 Ford 
Station Wagon March 16. 
BROKEN WINDOWS 
Don Case of Kalum Lake 
Drive reported hearing 
some glass breaking and 
when he checked he found 
that some windows had been 
broken at his neighbours' 
residence on March 19. He 
Lalso saw a car leaving the 
area. 
as a guideline shoula me :. 
club be in a Position to ,' 
initiate some development. ,: 
The land is presently : 
reserved for the use,'. 
recreation and enjoyment of": 
the public by map notation '-
under the jurisdiction of the 
Land Management Branch .' 
from whom authority fort'.. 
development would be : 
required. The Parks Branch '~ 
is concerned, however, over 
the final responsibility for 
ma intenance  and~ 
management of any 
facilities developed here. : 
We are of the opinion that 
Ferry Island is of local ~ 
signific~ince to the com-.~ 
munities of Terrace and ~: 
Thornhill and therefore a :. 
regional concern• We do not, 
therefore, see the Provincial " 
Parks Branch as the most = 
appropriate agency to ; 
administer this area m the 
long term. 
In this regard, we are " 
interested in the position of 
the regional Board con- 
cerning Ferry Island, while :, 
planning and development 
are in an initial stage. The ,: 
area seems ideally suited to 
the regional scope should 
the board be considering !! 
assuming a park function or " 
handling Ferry Island as a 
special situation. 
. /  
day period beginning about .i
April 11. The Scansflva, ~ 
40,700 metric tons dead-., 
weight, is the largest fiber 
ship ever to load chips on the 
B.C. coast. The ship is 
managed by Scandanavian "' 
Bulk Traders, chartered to " 
M.V.A. The Fraser Surrey ' 
dock has the only pneumaUc ':
ship loader on the B.C. 
coast, according to Bob  
Smith of Johnston Ter-': 
minals Ltd., which operates 
the dock. 
Mr. Rust said CZ i s ,  
pleased with • the sale"" 
because "itprovides a fh'st i
step toward reducing the '  
serious over-supply of wood 
chips which has plagued the 
industry for the past two ": 
years. -, 
"One sale like this only' 
makes a small dent in the  
chip problem, but we're- 
hopeful it will lead to more ' 
• re" exports m the futu . 
" 'The  Swed ish  
manufacturers," Rust said, "i 
"are interested ~n h~gn: 
quality B.C. interior white .' 
wood chips, mainly pine and" 
spruce and wish to ex-. 
periment with them. We' 
naturally hope their ex-' 
periments are successful" 
and that they lead to more/. 
orders.' 
Removal of the chip ex- 
port tax was recommended 
by the Pearse Royal:" 
Commission on Forest'.i 
Resources. 
"The  government ' i  
believes that a sustained" 
pulpwood export program" 
lus new chip capacity are 
ey requirements to'  
alleviating long term chip 
surpluses and achieving 
improved forest utilization 
in the province," Mr. 
Waterlandsaid. 
The Minister of Economic 
Development, Hon. D.M. 
Phillips has said his 
ministry will take a coor- 
dinating role in dealing with 
the surplus chip situation 
including formation of the 
special task force. 
Mr. Phillips said that the 
expanded export of wood 
chips "in effect would be the 
sale of a surplus product 
currently being wasted. 
This will achieve the im- 
rting of capital into the 
est industry and in the 
long run this will assure 
further development of the 
provincial forest economy," 
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Test . 
Of the things we 
think, say or do. 
Is it the TRUTH? 
Is it fair to all 
concerned? 
Will it build GOOD 
WILL and BETTER 
FRIENDSHIPS? 
Will it be 
BENEFICIAL 
' to a l l  concerned?  
How basic is the 'core' of education 
and price cycle; or spiral, as it has regrettably become. Is it 
possible that lack of basic econom|c knowledge has en- 
couraged some people to make excessive demands upon the 
economy? 
We live in an independent enterprise system. A system 
which absorbs students when they eventually enter the 
labour force -- or become entrepreneurs. Is it too much to 
think that school education should give them some un- 
derstanding of the economic system under which they will 
be living and to which they will contribute? 
Taxation has been described as the government's aking 
with one hand what it appears to have given with the other. 
It is, of course, a methodof financing the essential services 
which we all demand. It is also a means of income levelling; 
afthoug,,h it is hard to consider taxation a competent means 
of achieving social equality. Tax measures are often a 
major plank in election platforms. The voting age has been 
lowered and young people are voting for candidates wnose 
platform is often basically economic. The right to vote is 
inherent in our democracy but are we not shortchanging our 
students if we do not ensure that, as far as is passible, their 
votes are informed and intelligent? 
The teaching of economics in high schools varies across 
Canada, both in course content and student enrollment. 
This may reflect reluctance on the part of teachers to in- 
clude it in the course of studies or it may reflect lack of 
encouragement to include it from economists and the 
business community. We cannot say. The provincial 
department of education i British Columbia stated that in 
1974-75 there were 38,000 students offered an economics 
course with only a five percent participation. The figures 
from other provinces are equally dismal. 
Those aspects of the economy which may affect students 
as consumers, voters, employers and employees, 
borrowers and lenders hould be included in the basic tools 
of learning -- which is, after all, one of the objectives of 
education. 
It seems logical, therefore, that there should be support 
for the teaching of basic economics to high school students 
and that it should be included in the core curriculum. 
:,:. The Conference Beard in recent stu~es on education asks 
• ." why we take a young child and place him in school for a set 
~ number of years to study a certain fixed variety of subjects. 
i~ There is a suspicion that education is primarily a baby- 
".: sitting service, designed to look after young, humans during 
i.: the years they pass from helplessness untd they reach the 
~:: ~int of contributing to the well-being of our society. This 
:." ~dea is dismissed as unworthy. The role of education is 
i~: twofold. First, it is a process of imparting basic skills as 
~:: preparation for later hfe. Second, it is a means of helping 
the individual to reach his or her fullest ~tential. 
• : Education should give children a chance to understand 
:' themselves, to relate to others and to know something about 
the world in which they live. It should, presumably, help 
students to choose and find work that seems to them worth 
doing; so that they can be happy and productive members 
:: of the community. 
~: The current controversy and discussions on education i  
:: this province touch us all. Whether we are parents, 
,. students, educators, employers or employees, we are in- 
volved and should be concerned. 
~: Money has never been able to buy happiness, credit cards 
~!-~ are not doing much better. Credit is an area of considerable 
~: misunderstanding and abuse. The Credit Bureauhas stated 
~" that excessive debt is responsible for a high proportion of 
~ marriage breakdowns. It is not unreasonable to suggest 
il that students should be taught the role, function and risks of 
credit. Credit is a way of life, running a close second to the 
~ birds and bees. Ignorance of either has never proved to be 
~:~ an advantage! 
;~ Money is said to go around and around. How? This is the 
i~ question that students should be able to answer before they 
• : enter the workforce and become consumers. They should 
~ know and appreciate that industry and governments pay 
~ wages which are used to purchase goods and services or are 
": put aside as savings. Know that savings, through many 
~-types of investment, finance industry and government in
~: the same way that monies received from the sale of goods, 
~.services and taxes do. It is a circle, money does go around 
~" and around. Understanding of this would e.xplaln the wage 
A fact .of life 
et ters  e o r  
Fo ,.woy Trudeau and gang 
,t The Editor: mucl~ of these expenditures Forgotten were  au ot me world-prieed manufactured 
Western Canada cannot were made to prop up the other deliberate snubs gooas. 
stimd another 4or 5 years of images of both the federal which had been directed at Because of this double 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau and and provincial Liberal those same southern eigh- rake-off maybe Ontario can 
his gang: governments here, bers who were so generous see fit to help to return 
This smooth-talk ing The net result of these with their applause. Trudeau and his gang to 
politician who saw fit to not policies is a country which is Maybe the Americans can office once more. • 
serve his country when it more divided than it was in afford to shout huzzahs on But western Canada can 
wasin danger of conquest 35 1968. Now there is a his behalf -- they do not no longer afford to tolerate 
years ago, swept he nation provincial government in have to live with facts such them and to go on remaining 
in1968 with the claim that he Quebec dedicated to the as thedenial of reasonably in the shadows as being 
was the Messiah who had all principle of separation and priced service to remote hewers of wood, miners of 
the answers concerning there is more than just a communities on the British ores and drawers of oil. 
Canadian solidarity, ground swell of antagonism Columbia coast while, at the Trudeau and his gang 
Since 1968, he and his in the west -- the very things same time, millions of have lost the last two 
which this Messiah claimed Cabinet have spent billions taxpayers' dollars are elections in western Canada 
of our tax dollars on poorly he could prevent, poured into a French -- eight members in 1972 
conceived programs of So this smooth talker language TV station which and 13 'in 1974. If Ontario 
which bilingualism is only travelled south -- "Mr. cannot claim to have more sees fit to continue its 
one. Good Deeds Goes to than 36{)0 viewers at any support based upon its own 
He has poured countless Washington" -- and made given time. self-interest and a con- 
billions intopublicworksin what was undeniably a Or the fact that the tinuation of the Trudeau 
Quebec --  billions which masterful speech (just like Trudeau henchman who cut policies, there can be only 
the ones he made to us back were taken from the pockets off the coastal subsidy is the one answer for western 
of taxpayers from all the in I968) and was accorded same one who thinks Canada, which is -- 
other regions of Canada. loud huzzahs' for the spiel nothing of using government To withdraw from such an 
aircraft to fly himself and unequal and unfair The acknowledged "white which he and his writer fed his party tea football game. relationship. And to work 
elephant" known as the to them. 
Mirabel Airport is a typical Forgotten, apparently, Or to ferry, his "nannies" out our own destiny based 
example. The proliferation was his buddy-buddy across the Atlantic -- at upon adequate represen- 
of federal buildings in Hull relationship with the Castro public expense! tation in a government 
ranks high as a drain on the regime whzch, at that very Maybe Ontario can afford which will be dedicated to 
citizens of all the other parts time, had Cuban soldiers in to continue to support the advancement rather 
of Canada. Africa cooperating with the Trudeau and his gang as than the detriment of its 
.An authoritative article in Russians. And the Trudeau the~, did in 1974. After all, people. 
then" manufacturers have McLeans of March ?, 1977, gan~ was still extending 
states that during 1975-76 forezgn aid to that country, thebest of two worlds-- raw R,A. Power 
alone, the Trudeau gang Forgotten, apparently, materials from western A concerned Western 
spent $3 billion more in was the fact that ins Canada at lower-than- Canadian with no party  
Quebec than the revenue government prevented world-prices and a affiliation 
which Ottawareceivodfrom Taiwan from participation protected market for the 607-707 Esquimalt Road 
that. province. Obviously in the O!ympic Games. ~.. sale of their higher-than- Victoria, B.C. 
.- INTEGRATION ! 
!i TO many people the word integration has to do with 
,. busing in Bestov or perhaps the Report by the Royal 
~.." Commission on Bilingual and Biculturalism. 
• : To an aware public integration is to do with minorities, 
ii not just language, culture or creed, but disability. Changing 
values in our society that now place the accent on brain, not 
brawn are finally allowing the voice of the handicapped to
:~ be heard throughout the land. 
' What he handicapped are telling us is, they want in. They 
i: want integration i to the mainstream oflife. They want to 
:" be accepted into all concepts of society and all strata of 
:" endeavour without being "fingered" by the public as dif- 
ferent. 
This process of integration, labelled normalization, 
should begin early in life. And that is where the Easter Seal 
People come in, the British Columbia Lions Society for 
Crippled Children. 
• The Lions believe in normalization. They believe that 
::" g~ven the right availabilities, handicapped children can 
.~" prepare for a futurebased on a happy, meaningful life that 
::', may include marriage, earning a ~ood living, participation 
::: in community affairs and establishing social acceptance 
:~ with so-called normal people. 
~7..To impliment normalization the Lions began a bus ser- 
-', woe more than 20 years ago. There are now 100 Easter Seal % 
,, buses in more than 40 communities transporting han- 
"dicapped,, children to schools, treatment centres and 
"- recreation. In large cities like Vancouver and Victoria, the 
;:systems interlocking routes and schedules allow even 
% 
% 
children from outlying districts to get to treatment centres 
and special schools for up-to-date care and to various 
progr.ams ponsored by government and health care 
agencies. 
Proper treatment for disabilities and suitable high 
standards of education are available; Easter Seal buses 
make them accessible. 
The Easter Seal eampingprogram is designed to open the 
floodgates on the social and behavioural spects of living. 
Three Easter Seal camps -- Winfield, Cowichan and 
Squnmish -- provide more than a holiday for handicapped 
children. They challenge the mental and physical 
capabilities to show the youngsters that quite often what 
they imagined to be impossible, was snnply only un- 
familiar. Easter Seal camps help the handicapped deal with 
the unfamiliar in an atmosphere of friendship and 
responsible care. 
The Lions accept the physically disabled as human beings 
with aspirations, needs and ambitions, but with physical 
maneeuverability problems. Other people have problems, 
maybe not so obvious, but they are often more debilitating 
than physical or mental handicaps. 
The Easter Seal people believe that disabled children can 
enter the mainstream oflife and be asorbed as full-fledged 
adults, earning a living and participating fully in life. But 
they need your help. ' . . . 
The money ~ou give to easter Seres supports Brit isn 
Columbia's crippled children working themselves into 
shape for a beckoning future. Donations can be mailed to 
Terrace, P.O. Box 553. 
Wanted: tankers with double bottoms 
% 
.q 
ft 
"4 
• Somewhere on one of the world's oceans rides the 
:,: mystery ship -- the supertanker that will be the first to 
~. spew its cargo of crude oil into the sea. Because safety 
~,." standards are still not good enough, because ships still 
~: cannot avoid damage by the huge seas they sometimes 
i face, nothing is more certain than another early oil 
disaster. 
~ Last year, the havoc was colossal. Tankers pilled more 
~: than 200,000 tons of oil into the sea. In December alone, four 
,.: tankers were wrecked, ran aground or suffered amage in 
U.S. ports or off the U.S. coastline. A fifth tanker, the Gran 
Zenith, vanished completely south of Nova Scotia. In all, 19 
;. tankers ank, went aground or blew up in 1976 -- almost 
~" double the 1975 toll. 
older, that margin will grow even thinner in the coming 
decade. 
While few doubt hat serious oil calamities this year will 
continue to ruin fishing grounds, blacken beaches, kill birds 
and generally harm the environment, legislators around the 
world are trying to find answers. For instance, an unusual 
number of mishaps occur on tankers flying the Liberlan 
flag. Maritime authorities have criticized lax Liberian 
standards for licensing ship captains. 
Cyril Shelford, MLA 
Dear Mr. Shelford: 
Your recent column in the 
Terrace Herald of March 9 
contains everal statements 
that demand comment. 
First, no one that we are 
aware of has consistently 
opposed "development" in
the north. Certainly there 
has been quite vocal op- 
position to particular 
development projects up 
here but these have 
categorically been projects 
whose size and rate of 
development have carried 
substantial costs as well as 
benefits, and just which 
outweighed' the other was 
never clear. We seem to 
have a propensity for at- 
tracting large projects, as if 
bigger is better! 
Planners call large 
developmental projects, 
such as the NKK steel mill 
proposal "high-impact" 
development. There are 
alternatives. 
It would be an excellent 
idea for all politicians, in- 
cluding yourself, to define 
"development" in terms of 
human betterment. Is 
"development" just sitting 
around waiting for some 
outside corporate interest to 
come in and build a factory, 
smelter or pipeline because 
conditions here suit them? 
Are we passive observers in 
the process welcoming any 
and all hare-brained 
schemes that come along or 
should we be actively and 
responsibly involved in 
developing our own 
potential? 
Environmental 
organizations such as 
SPEC, V.O.I.C.E. and 
people like Mr. Stokes have 
long been advocating "high 
quality, low impact" 
development -- a process 
wherein residents have a 
strong degree of control and 
the rate of growth is not 
disruptive to the com- 
munity. "Development", it 
seems to us, has to clearly 
lead to an improvement in
the quality of life for us in 
the northwest and until such 
benefits are obvious we 
Development in the north 
Shipping Act (Sec. 734 and theyequip their vessels with 
735) beth the owners of the this expensive gear! 
ship and the owners of the Besides, no matter how good 
pollutant are liable for the' the navigational system is, 
costs incurred through it is a matter of fact that 
accidental discharge of oil. over 70 percent of all tanker 
This exempts the carrier, casualties occur through 
Kitimat Pi~line, from any personnel error, something 
responslbihty in marine oil that will not be eliminated 
spills, with improvements in aids 
The problem remains in ana eqmpmem. 
establishing who owns the In conclusion, your 
ship and who owns the oil. statement that we will need 
For instance, the ownership a west coast oil port in order 
of tankers is .~enerally to drive our cars and heat 
extremely difficult to our homes is patently untrue 
ascertain. We still don't and misleading, par-  
know who owned the Arrow ticularly since the oil is 
which ~ grounded in committed tothe U.S.for at  i~ 
Che'dabucto Ba'y i sevet~il ~ iesst th~ first1{) ~,ears. ? ' "~ 
years ago and polluted miles We've cut off our exports 
of Nova Scotia's coastline, to the U.S. precisely to avoid 
We paid for that cleanup. In increasing dependency on 
addition, it is common for imported oil supplies. We're 
ship owners to incorporate not energy self-sufficient 
each tanker as a sep.arate yet, but national energy 
company so that if the 
vessel goes down, so does J=~- - -  ~ • • 
the company -- and you r "~e vvee  Rep  
can't claim against a 
bankrupt company. 
The ownership of the oil is 
apparently just as difficult 
to establish. There are about 
20 refineries in the Northern 
Tier States who will be using 
the oil in this case. Some 
belong to the KPL con- 
sortium, while most do not. 
Given 20 different users, all 
whose daily requirements 
will vary throughout he 
year, how is one going to 
determine who owns the oil 
on a particular vessel when 
it is still a week or two away 
on the high seas? 
The fact remains that 
while we do have seemingly 
good legislation to cover 
marine spills, there are no 
major cases in Canada that 
we know of where the 
company responsible has 
assumed the costs of 
cleanup. There are three 
major polluting incidents 
that have occurred on the 
west coast. When the 
Vanlene grounded off Port 
Alberni in 1972 we paid for 
the cleanup ($370,000)! 
When the irish Stardust 
grounded off Alert Bay in 
1973 we paid for the cleanup 
($400,000) ! When the 
The Editor: 
The Terrace 'Poe Wee 
Peps" would like to give a 
big thank you to all the 
people of our town who have 
shown .such tremendous 
support in our numerous 
drlves; and to all the 
following businesses who 
have made cash donations, 
which has made it possible 
for us to compete in Vernon 
for the Provincial Pee Wee 
Hockey Playdowns. 
Aqua Plumbing & Heating 
Ltd., Al & Mac Ltd., 
All Seasons Sports Ltd., 
Bear Creek Ltd., B&G 
Grocery, Buds Truck & 
Equipment Ltd., Co-op, 
Central Flowers & Gifts 
Ltd., Cedarland Tire Ltd., 
CFTK, Don Hull & Sons 
Construction Ltd., Flaherty 
Trucking Ltd., Fred's 
Furniture Ltd., Finning 
Tractor Ltd., Inland Ken 
policy is tr~,ing to move us in 
that direction. If we spent as 
much effort and money in 
exploring alternatives for 
energy self-sufficiency as 
we do in feeding our  
prodigious appetitios for 
petroleum products we'd be 
m a lot healthier position to 
face the future. 
The world oil supplies will 
be exhausted in about 20 to 
30 years, Mr. Shelford, and 
what will we do then? Will 
our blackened shores and 
obliterated fisheries •have 
been worth it? Do we 
sacrifice our environment 
for generations simply to 
for!stall ~a tl'ansition..that 
we re going to have to make 
i n 20 years anyway? 
Sincerely 
Telkwa Foundation 
T.D. Pearse, Dir. 
worth Ltd., L.H.&K. Ltd., 
Lehman Jewelers Ltd., 
McGillis & Gibbs Ltd., 
Overwaitea Ltd., Price- 
Skeena 'Forest Products 
Ltd., Pohle Lumber Ltd., 
Peerless Pipe Ltd., Rouw 
Brothers Carpentry, Ltd., 
Terrace Herald. 
Skeena  Va l ley  
Distributors Ltd., SponDee 
Printers Ltd., Skeena Hotel 
Ltd., Sanders Welding Ltd., 
Sharpies Equipment Ltd., 
Trigo's Shoes Ltd., Totem 
Beverages ,  Ter race  
Equipment sales Ltd., 
Terrace Totem Ford Ltd., 
Tennant Logging Ltd., Twin 
River Timber Ltd., Western 
Home Furniture Ltd., West 
Kalum Logging Ltd., West 
End Store, Woolworths Ltd., 
Yeliowhead Construction 
Ltd., 
Terrace Pee Wee Rep s. 
T. P. Air 
Dear Editor: here all winter at the air' 
I understand a few days ~rt ,  earning wages for 10 
ago, the Terrace Council amilies paying taxes in 
officially backed the ap. Terrace. We are very much 
plication of a group wanting alive and contributing tothe 
to obtain a commercial economy of Terrace. We 
In the United Stated -- ~th-30,000 tanker arrivals per should look carefully at Erawan collided with the 
year -- Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy has "development" proposals in Sun Arrow off Point Grey in 
warned of the absolutely devastating threat to the en- our regmn. 
vironment. Kennedy has sponsored a proposal for a variety We're glad to see that you 
~: One major problem is.that tankers are becoming ever of safety measures, includmgdouble bottoms for tankers to have some reservations relatively small spills -- in 
~. larger. The so-calledVLCCS(Very Large Crude Carriers) minimize the risk of off spills and a satellite monitoring about the pipeline project the order of 50,000 to 75,000 
system that would keep track of tankers and other ships up and are not swallowing the 
~: displace 400,000 tons or more. They carry often 10 times as to 200 miles offshore. Avoiding all oil spills in the near bait like some other local 
~ much oil as smaller tankers and according to oil men future is a virtual impossibility. 
,~: present fewer risks. Fewer voyages, it is claimed, mean 
~: fewer chances for the human errors that cause most oil 
~ spills. 
~: But the critics insist that the supertankers are 
overautomated and undermanned. They operate on a 
disturbingly thin margin of safety. And as the VLCCs 
1973 we paid for that one too 
($600,000)! And these were 
allons. Who is going_to pay 
r the cleanup when a 
politicians. However, we 320,000 DWT supertanker 
should like to comment on with 110 million ~allons on 
board breaks up m Hecate 
licence to operate aircraft at 
the Terrace base, calling 
themselves Terrace Air- 
ways. As I understand it; 
they said Trans Provincial 
Airlines did not exist in 
Ter race  anymore .  
Therefore they could not see 
to the needs of the Terrace 
base and had in fact moved 
have flown to many points 
north and elsewhere 
throughout the winter 
weather permitting. We 
have several aircraft 
available in Terrace the 
year round. Yes, T.P.A. is 
very much alive here in 
Terrace; thank God. 
T.P.A. employee, 
Alfred Potvin 
Legislation on a worldwide basis that will force the oil 
mento build better, safer ships and to man them with better the three points you raised to Prince Rupert. 
captains and crews may be the onlyanswer. All that should in your column. Strait? The lruth is, the Terrace 
~: be needed isman's concern for hisbrother and stewardship (1) There will be no op- (3) There is a reasonably base was never closed, is not 
~: te v~.ut;s grow of our God-given resources, portunity for taxing the flow sophisticated traffic control closed and it is not intended KEEPAZ A A ~' , ........... '~..:'.~.: - . . . .  : • . . .~ . . . .  • of crude off through the system called Vessel Traffic to close. People would do. 
........ Kitimat line. The Transit Management  System well tolookintothetruthof ~ C ~ 4 D 4 ~  
Pipel ines Agreement,  (VTMS) proposed for the statements before putting 
already ratified by Canada west coast of Canada. them on the air, especially 
and now before the U.S. However, it could not be since one of the Terrace G R O W I N G A  
• . Congress, pecifically states installed and operational Council members owns an 
~'~" thatnolevelof government until atleast wo years after aircraft and stores it in 4P~ANTJ~k4 
in either territory will be tankers start arriving a t  Trans Provincial Airlines 
~. able tolevy any tariff on the Kitimat. In addition, it is banger and Ires to pay 
: flow of hydrocarbons strictly avoIuntarysystem monthly rent on it. This 4~1 T R E E S 4  
through • internat ional  in Canada (mandatory in certainly makes one wonder ~, 
, pipelines, such as the the U.S.) which meaus it is about a few things. A ~ ~ k 4  ~ 
,~" Kitimat pipeline, up to the individual Thereare 10 of us working 
.( (2) Under the Canada s~ipowners whether or not .here. We have been working . . . . . . .  -- 
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Manuel says Indian Chiefs will not fail 
Indian people can protect 
their rights guaranteed by 
the British North America 
Act and the Indian Act is to 
bare a strong provincial 
organization. 
The Union of B.C. Indian 
Chiefs admits, he said, that 
they made a very serious 
error in rejecting federal 
funds "as an a~preach to' 
achieve Indmn in- 
dependence or as a means of 
brmging the land claims 
issue to the forefront." 
Mr. Manuel called for 
support from Indian bands 
throughout the province, to 
unify and strengmen me 
UniOn's position. 
"It would be totally 
unrealistic to expect the 
federal government or even 
the provincial government 
to deal with B.C.'s 193 bands 
on ~an individual basis," Mr. 
Bob Manuel, Chairman of 
the Executive Council of the 
Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs 
denied allegations by the 
Economic Alliance that the 
Union will split when they 
have their annual meeting 
next month. 
He admitted that the, 
Union has been having 
difficulty in unifying the 
orAanization since it 
rejected federal govern- 
ment funds in 1974. 
"But we have gone hack to 
talking to the people on the 
reserves and it is here that 
we will find new strength," 
he said. 
A Chief himself, Mr. 
Manuel said that the motion 
having an effective 
organization which truly 
represents the views of 
Inaian people throughout 
the province. The govern- 
ment would pay attention 
and together we could all 
benefit," he said. 
"Your Chiefs are the 
elected representatives and 
they make up the Union ot 
B.C. Indian Chiefs. It is 
from the Chiefs that we will 
and do take our direction in 
dealing with federal and 
provincial governments," 
he said. 
The Union of B.C. Indian 
"The second reason for 
coming" together was to 
resolve theland claims and 
aboriginal rights question,". 
Mr. Bob Manuel Said. 
He admits the 
organization did not clearly 
define their goals and ob-  
jectives. "The organization 
since then has zig-zagged in 
all directions with as many 
riorities as there were 
ders. We can no longer 
afford to continue to make 
this mistake. It is important. 
that our goals be established 
and that here be clear oles 
and" responsibilities by all 
participants." 
P Oppgrtunity DaTs 
Thur., Fri,, Sat. 
March 24-25-26 
Grocery  
Butter 
Fraser Valley Ist Grade +.1 .16  
Flour 
Co,op. 20 lb. Bag 2.49 
Ray.O.Vac 6rite.Light 
Swivel Lantern 
Ray.O-Vat 6 Volt With Batt+ry each 6,99  
Disposable Flashlight 
1,44 
Good for Fences, sheds, etc. 
Fly Reel +Be, 
Forester Single Action. . a+8.N  
Chiefs was formed in 1969 to Of f  0 V 
form a unified voice O ee  - - - - -  unanimously rejecting the ara  e l le  Pa in t  
White Paper policy of the Z|UW 99 
federalgovernment. That -When we meet in April, ,,,,,+,os.l,~n,~Ohees  . federal p.olicy intended to do that is what we are going to 0 ~ Exteri  White Only. 6.  
away wtthresponsibflityfor discuss..,the role of the Ma are  I " ' "  
,++ t=s,e.io, ' O0 
jurisdiction for them and ~fnrl 
Indian lands to the Dinner. Ca elli. 71/4 OZ. Pkts. • 
to reject funds was never 
clearly defined. He people, the bands, the 
described it as a protest District-Tribal Council, the 
against "policy guidelines" Executive and the staff of 
being forced on Indian "Our people by the federal Manuel said. biggest provincial government," he the Union office," Mr. Bob 
government. The only way strength and power lies in. said. Manuel said. 
Meat  Men's . Dryqoods  Aican Chairmen sees improvement Standing Rih IAeL Roast Co-op Trim. I)asua, Skirls 6.89 The aluminum industry is of effective capaci y y preliminary discussions the U.S. integrated Canada Grade 'A' Beef Ib 
in a stronger position today April 1. with the provincial producers." " I • ~ I I  i Designed to be worn with dress slacks or leans. A good 
than witnessed for some Mr. Davis noted that government and we believe These and other projects varlety of styles and patterms. Tapered or non-tapere~. Sizes 
d,=mAnd for orimarv these discussions will result should proviae torwara sin., med., Ige. 
time, Nathanael V. Davis, demand for primary Pork Spareribs 1 na Chairman of th  Board of alumi um increased by in underlying long-term momentum for the. com- 
Alcan Aluminium Limited over 25 percent in 1976 and arrangements which would pany, Mr. Davis concmuea. Ladies' - - 
told shareholders at the "we anticipate a further justify starting on this He added "hopefully, ..if Blouses 4.88 
company's annual meeting, growth in demand in 1977, major program, governments recognize me In new fashion stYles for spring. Asst'd. colors in sizes 8.14 
Price recovery and a con- probably of the order of Mr. Davis also referred to capital intensive industries Gov t Inspected :ork |b . i  gww Sr. Boys' 
tinuing growth in demand seven to l0 percent". Alcan the recent announcement by such as ours require more. [ s h O d  R ibs  are expoctedtoprnvidethe b lieves themetal'sspecial Alcan Aluminum Cor- realistic tax regulations and ' Denim Jackets 20% off 
basis for Alcan to show advantages -- particularly Ix)ration of an agreement in prices to compensate for the All round versatile jacket. Great for spring. Pro.washed in 
improved eamings and a in transportation, con- principle with Revere ravages of inflation, we will 79 popular'brand name. Sizes e.2o 
more adequate return on struction and electrical Copper and Brass Company be in a far bettor position to i 
investment in the period applications -- should to acquire Revere's generate and acquire .the i of Beef. Lean & Meaty lb. = Phentex Yarn .o, ~.49 
ahead, the chairman said. support an average annual aluminum reduction plant capital needed to maintain Beautiful 4.plyyarnin stunning colors. Skiens sin =1, 
consumption increase of and sheet mill located at and expandfacilities to keep 
Preliminary indications five or mx percent over the Scottsboro, Alabama. pace with the market." I Pr Buildina_ Suppl ies . A,  
are that Alcan's earnings next decade. To snstain such Subject to satisfaction ofthe ~ oduce 
for the first quarter of 1977 growth would require necessary conditions, it is . Aspenite 
"should be well above the 500,000 to700,000 tons of new anticipated that the tran- ~ ", _ 
low levels recorded last capacity in the non-suction would be closed / ~  IGrapefruit 
year". Demand has picked Communist world each year around July L "Our U.S. '4'xS"xY4" per sheet 0•UU 
up inthe United States and or a capital investment of subsidiary has to date 6 1 00 Asphalt Sh ng[es ,. is gradually improving in the order of $4 billion per conducted its fabricating [ * • 
Canada, while business year, including energy operations without an in- ~ Texas Pink or White. 48s. for • I ,u  
leal,aen~n n|=lsu,,hpr# |g an- ~n.v~p_~ and fabricating dieenous metal base", the .- ~ mM foreseen elsewhere is en- 
couraging. Only Japan's 
rate of recovery "appearSnt ~ 
have slowed in rec 
weeks", Mr. Davis said. He 
added that Alcan's 
Canadian smelters are 
expected to be operating at 
an annual rate of 95 percent 
ng 
sources  f i i  
plants, the chairman said. 
Alcan hopes to move for- 
ward with its plans to start a 
staged smelter expansion 
and rebuilding program in' 
Quebec. "Towards this end 
the Aluminum Company of 
Canada has initiated 
Tomatoes 
Mexican• Canada No)• 1 
210 lb. per square 
lb. I1~ t)hain Link Fencing 
~ ~ r y  36"x50" Galvanized Roll 
Fresh Baked Daily ~, 
t 
White, 
Crusty Rolls d.. 
Date Loaf oa, I IW 
Everybody's Favorite 
Fish & I)hips 1.49 
Plate 
~ + Garden Cent re  
& Feed 
Fertilizer ,, ,b..., 
Co-op All Purpose Garden 
FedJlizer ,.,,.,o ,0 ,,. 
9.49 
4.36 
Whole Wheat ''ed' ,4.69 SO Ib, Bag 
Gas  Sta t ion  
Rag, 6as92 9 
Gallon when you fill up this weekend n 
at your Co- op Gas Station• 
St Mement of Policy 
on 
Savings Certificates 1976 
The Board of Directors of the Association have approved the issue of Savings 
Certificates for io-ans made to the Association. Subject to the specific terms of such loans 
as shown in the appl~ation farm, the poiky wili-be as set out heio-w with regard to the 
issue: 
1. The total amount of this issue is to be for 
$260,000.00. 
2. Savings t)ertifieates will be issued in the 
amount of $60.00 and muitipbs of $50.00. 
3. Interest rate will be !/2 of 1% higher than 
applicable "Bank Term Deposit" rates at 
the times when interest payments are due. 
Board of Directors 
Terrace 0o.operative Association 
pera  
lg n( 
chairman sa id "This 
acquisition would provlde 
such a base with some 
potential for expansion "and 
would, we believe, permit 
Alcan Aluminum Cor- 
poration to become a more 
meaningful competitor with 
Safe driving incentive.grants .. 
eligible, there are a number 
'of reasons why drivers 
might not have received 
application forms in the 
mail. "Sometimes people 
chang, e their address," he 
said, and do not advise the 
Corporation. In any event, 
application forms are 
available at all Motor 
Vehicle Branch offices." 
The registered owner of 
the vehicle must be free of 
claims in which he has had 
any degree of responsibility 
for bodily injur~,., property 
damage or collision since 
January 1, 1976. 
FOR SALE 
Office Trailer 
10x40 General office and bathroom, 220 
wiring, new electric furnace, fluorescent 
lighting, newly carpeted and decorated. 
Phone 624-6005 or 635-7746 
CO-OP MEMBERS 
Terrace 0e-operative Association 
will hold its 
Annual Meeting . p.m. 
Tuesday, May 3, 1977 7=o 
in the Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Whiiein 
VAHCOUUER 
Stay with us! 
Across the street from 
Pacific Stage and 
"Airporter" bus depot, 
free parking, steps from 
downtown, Gastown, 
Chinatown, and the 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre. 
$21 single, $19 commercial 
For reservations call 
YOur local Sandman Inn 
saHManlnH 
180 West Georgia Street 
681-2211 
Other  locat ions:  
Blue River • Cache Creek 
Cranbrook • Karnloops • Kelowna 
McBride • Prince George • Princeton 
Revelstoke • Srnithers • Terrace 
Vernon • Williams Lake 
Edmonton, Alia. 
if any member is interested in running for a position on the 
Board of Directors, please anntaot Bill Keenlyside at 636-6232 
Monday to Friday between the hours of 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. or drop 
in and see Bill at h-op Insurance Services in your 0o-op 
Norman Bortnick,  
Executive Vice-President 
and General manager of 
I.C.B.C. urged all single 
male drivers under 25 who 
are eligible for the Safe 
Driving Incentive Grant and 
have not applied for it, to do 
so before the application 
period ends. This grant is 
for 25 percent of their 1976-77 
Auto.plan insurance 
premmm. 
He said, "So far the 
Corporation has received 
about 50,000 a]~plications. 
However, we believe there 
is still some who ~e eligible 
but have not applied. The 
deadline for receipt of ap- 
plications is midnight, 
March 31, 1977. 
Mr. Bortniek said that, 
even though they might be 
Shopping 0entre. 
• ard of Directors Meeting, September 7, 1976) (as approved at Be 
CO'O TERRAOE O0.OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
4617 Grieg Ave. 
M?ne-Tkure. 9'00 a.m.-6"00 pen. 
Fridays 9:00. aam.-9:00 p.em. 
Saturdays 9.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m. 
r : t t 
• . . . . 
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P@eline backers 
donate to cruise This wouldapl)earto 
the week for reports 
The backers of the proposed Opponents of the company's, successful completion 
Kitimat to Edmonton oil about private contributions to proposed Kitimat.to-Edmonton 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Pacific) Branch No. 13  
• Terrace '. 
by MarYAnn Burdett 
be Sunday afternoon and 
on evening the Branch 
of members hosted the Ladies 
Auxiliary at the annual 
Ladies Appreciation Night 
Dinner. There was an 
estimated 45 ladies in at- 
tendance. Everyone ap- 
pears to have had an en- 
joyable time with the dinner 
ztself receiving a goodly 
number of compliments. 
These ladies work very hard 
for the branch all year and it 
is the pleasure of the branch 
to be able to show its ap- 
preciation in this manner. 
It is hoped to have a good 
turnout of delegates' and 
observers to the Spring Zone 
Meeting and the Leadership 
convener and her assistants. Training Seminar to be held 
Preliminary reports ~vould in Kitimat on April 16 and 
suggest that it was a, 17. Although it would appear 
financially successful affair" that no further ac- 
in addition to being highly' commodations " will be 
successful •from an en- available in Kitimat for 
pipeline will donate up to $25,000 
to the 1977 North Central 
Municipal Association Annual 
Convention which will be held 
aboard a cruise ship. 
Kitirnat mayor George Thorn 
said today Kitimat Pipeline Ltd. 
would contribute towards the 
five-day convention if the route 
of the convention ship included 
the marine route for oil tankers 
which has been proposed by the 
company. 
The convention, to which 35 
municipalities have been in- 
vited, will be held aboard the 
CPR cruise ship "Princess 
Patricia" May 10 to 15. The 
cruise will involve a round trip 
from Vancouver to Ketchikan, 
Alaska, with a stop in Kitirnat. 
The route includes the 
proposed marine tanker route 
to Kitimat up Douglas Channel. 
Thorn said that as the host 
city for the convention, the 
District of Kitirnat had invited 
Kitimat Pipeline to contribute 
towards the convention because 
it was the prospective company 
in the north coast area. 
He said other companies and 
community organizations were 
also asked to contribute, in- 
eluding Alcan. 
"We thought the company 
might like to sponsor one of the 
dinners aboard the ship," he 
said. 
TANKER ROUTE 
Thorn said the company 
agreed to contribute and also 
asked the proposed tanker oute 
to Kitimat be considered for the 
convention ship. 
The mayor said Kitimat 
Pipeline ~vas told the tanker 
route woh ld involve extra 
running time of the ship. 
He said the company then 
agreed to pick up the extra cost 
c( the ship running the tanker 
He said normally information 
conventions is not made public, 
but the pipeline company "said 
we should be above board about 
the whole thing." 
Jones, who is organizing the I
convention, said the proposed 
Kitimat-Edmonton pipeline was 
not on the convention agenda. 
He said the only involvement 
with the pipeline will be 
travelling the proposed marine 
route. 
The convention has caused 
some controversy with northern 
municipal councils because of 
the high price tag attached to it. 
COST TAXPAYERS 
The cruise will cost taxpayers 
a minimum of $45 a day, plus 
the costs of a return trip to 
Vancouver to send delegates to 
the convention. 
The City of Prince Rupert, the 
Skeena-Queen Charlotte 
• Regional District, Burns Lake 
and Houston have refused to 
attend because of the cost. 
Last year it was a three-day 
convention held in Dawson 
' Creek. 
Jones said so far 20 
municipalities have confirmed 
they will attend this year's 
convention. 
"A BRIBE" 
A spokesman for Save Our 
Shores, a Prince Rupert-based 
group formed to oppose the 
pipeline, said Kitimat 
Pipeline's donation to con- 
vention is a "bribe." 
Hank Lavertu said, "If a 
corporation is underwriting a
convention of elected officials, 
when o political sanctions have 
to be given to the company's 
pipeline proposal, then it 
constitutes a bribe." 
Last week, the federal 
government announced Dr. 
oil pipeline said Monday the do- past events. " 
nation to the 1977 North Central 
Municipal Association annual 
convention amounts to a 
"bribe." 
But Cressey said the gift can't 
be considered a bribe became 
the people on the crulse"are not 
the ones who are going to make 
a decision m any of this." 
Cressey said the company 
agreed to support the con- 
vention--to be held aboard the 
cruise ship Princess Patricia-- 
provided the ship travelled the 
route oil tankers would take to 
the proposed pipeline terminal. 
"We said we'd provide what- 
ever funds they were short," 
said Cressey. 
Kitimat mayor George Thorn, 
whose city is playing host to the 
convention, said organizers 
"thought he company might 
like to sponsor one of the din- 
nets aboard ship." 
When ocganizers told the 
company the tanker route 
would involve $25,000 worth of 
extra running time, the com- 
pany promised to pay extra 
costs, he said. 
WAS "A PLUM' 
"We considered the $25,000 of- 
fer a plum," Them said. 
The cruise ship costs $22,000 a 
day to charter. 
Hank Lavertu, a spokesman 
for Save Our Shores, a Prince 
Rupert group opposed to the 
pipeline, said the offer con- 
stitutes a bribe. 
"If a corporation is under- 
writing a convention ofelected 
officials when no political sanc- 
tions have been given to the 
pipeline proposal, then it con- 
stitutes a bribe," Lavertu said. 
The company's pipeline pro- 
posal is under study by the Na- 
tional Energy Board. 
Cressey said the donation was 
not an attempt to influence the 
The Ladies Auxiliary 
Spring Dance was held at 
the Arena on Saturday, 
March 19. There was a 
goodly turnout of revellers 
and everyone had a very 
good time. The banquet 
room was delightfuuy 
decorated in a St. Patrick's 
Day theme with even the 
potato salads shaped into 
shamrocks. The meal was 
superb and the writer could 
not help but be impressed by 
the amount of work that 
must have been done by the 
joyment point of view. 
Saturday saw the Legion 
hockey team play their last 
game of the season. Over 
the winter they have won 20 
of the 23 games they played. 
• Thisis a most commendable 
record and the efforts of 
their hard-working coach, 
Fred Vandenboer, as well as 
of the boys themselves must 
be recognized. 
overnight it is not far and 
surely many of us can 
commute without oo great 
an inconvenience. There 
will be a social on the Friday 
evening, April 15, for anyone 
interested. 
Don't forget members, 
that March 31 is your final 
day of grace for paying dues 
for the current year for 
Ordinary and Associate 
Members. 
New Democrat 
North meeting 
Energy, environment and 
economic development will 
be the three key topics 
discussed by some 60 New 
Democrats from across 
northern B.C. when they 
meet in Prince George, 
economic development,. 
three of the topics to be 
discussed bY the party at 
their provincial convention 
at UBC during May. The 
issues will likely be 
discussed from a northern 
' School Dis~ict 88 Board is 
considering a by-law which 
• will restrict the use of school 
property to certain rules 
and regulations when used 
by the general public. 
RCMP recently refused to 
respond to a teacher's 
complaint of juveniles, who 
were not regmtered at the 
school, loitering outside the 
building during a dance 
because the school is 
classed as a public place. 
According to the by-law no 
person, other than bona fide 
students registered at a 
On the education scene 
roadway-provided for that from a public school on a 
purpose in the course o f  roadway provided for that 
delivering or receiving purpose and who are 
chattels in connection with students regis~erea at that 
the operation of the school, school. No person shah operate 
Persons proceeding to or any motorized vehicle on or 
from a public school on a over any land owned or 
roadway provided.for tha t administered by the Board 
purpose in connection w~m at a rate of speed greater 
the|r duties therein, or on than 10 miles per hour and 
other bona fide business park, or otherwise leave 
pertaining to the operation unattended a motor vehicle 
of the school, upon land owned or ad- 
Parents ,  guardians,  ministered by the Board in 
any area other than those 
set aside for parking by the 
Board, unless written 
employees of the Board or 
such other persons 
proceeding to or from a 
school, parents or guardians public school on a roadway permission has been 
of such students and era- provided for that pu~ose received. 
ployees of the Board shall who have first recewed Penalties for committing 
enter upon any land owned permission from the Board any offence against he tbKe 
or'administered by the either deemed or express, law are prescribed by 
Board save with prior Summary Convictions Pers~o~ proceed~ing to or - -  Act. 
permission from the Board . . . . . . . .  A ~ . ~  
pv  v v v v v v v v v No person having been 
requested by a school 
principal or other person in Terraoe and District Hospital Society 
authority shall refuse to 
leave any land owned or 
administered by the Board. 
No person shall trespass, 
cross over or loiter upon any 
land owned or administered 
by the Board between the 
hours of one-half hour after 
sunset and one-half hour 
before sunrise save with 
prior permission from the 
Board. 
No person shall cause, 
suffer or permit any 
domestic or range animal to 
enter upon land owned or 
administered by the Board, 
notwithstanding in open 
range areas the provincial 
statutes governing Range 
Animal Control shall apply. 
The 'by-law state~ rlo 
person shall drive, opera~ 
or ride any motorized 
vehicle on or over any land 
owned or administered by 
the Board of School Trustees 
of School District 88 except 
as follows. 
Persons proceeding to or 
from a public school on a 
Date: 
Time: 
Place: 
ANNUAL MEETING 
Wednesday, March 23rd, 1977 
8:00 p.m. 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre, 
3605 Munroe Street 
The business will consist of the election of 
members to the Society, the election of the 
members to serve on the Hospital Board of 
Trustees, and presentation of reports covering 
the year 1976. 
Mem- 
bership may be purchased at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
route to a maximum amount of 
$25,000. 
Them said it was normal 
practice to ask for contributions 
towards municipal conventions. 
He said when the convention 
was in the planning stages, 
there was no particular oute in 
mind, other than what could be 
tit inside a reasonable budget. 
"We considered the $25,000 
~ffer" a plum." 
Kitimat administrative 
assistant Adrian Jones said the 
planned itinerary for the con- 
vention would have to he 
Andrew Thompson as corn- representativesofthe35munic- Apri l9and 10. 
missioner to head the inquiry ipalities invited on the cruise. T h e d e I e g a t e s ,  
into the marine aspects of the He said the company will not be representing S,000 members 
pipeline proposal, holding any discussions or of the NDP in the eight most 
seminars about its proposal northerly constituencies inCres-e" during the cruise, the province (Atlin, Prince 
"We thought environmental- Rupert, Skeena, Omineca,. 
ists would say it was wonderful Cariboo, Fort George, North surprised of us to give people a chance to Peace and South Peace) wfll 
look at what he tankers will be be attending the New 
. doing," Cressey said. "They'll Democrats North 1977 
getun unbiased view." --Annual Convention. 
Cressey, vice-president of Kiti- Opponents of the project say. Representatives of the 
mat Pipeline Ltd., says he is the approaches to Kitimat are NDP provincial caucus will 
too narrow for safe tanker navi- be attending the convention, 
viewpoint. 
Realty World 
Member Broke 
bring you thei: 
changed without Kitimat 
Pipeline's offer. 
CHARTER RATE 
The charter ate for the CPR 
ship is approximately $22,000 a 
day. 
The 
National Policy Workshop is 
being held March 24 to 27 in 
Toronto. This is the first 
time a major political party i 
has held a national policy 
workshop. In the past, 
policy workshops of this 
type have not included 
riding representation. This 
time each riding will send 
one participant, each 
provincial association five, 
the Youth Commission 50, 
the federal caucus 50. 
surprised environmentalists gation, including MLAs Norman 
aren't applauding the corn- The convention ship will Levi and Bob SkeHy. 
convention, at pany's offer to give~$25,000 to a make a round-trip from Van- _ The . . . . . . . .  ~ ~<~3i~i i~ i~!~.  i~;f~i~ :ii!~ii:~:: .... ;~!/: 
convention cruise by represen- couver to Ketchikan, Alaska, .Duchess if arK ~en.ool, w.u! ~ °  °,~i~" ,~__i: ~ 
tatives of the province's north- with a stop at Kitirnat between mciuae aplenary alscusslon I~I~F~,~!~,~,~,~I~i;~U;~! $ 
ern municipalities. .. May 1O and May 15. on energy, envn'onmenc ana ~ ~  
Lib.erais look W-,----,,-,,-o--,--,------i ~ J l ~ . . .  _ iAverypract i ca ,  omewith3 Split leveh three bedrooms, ! WANTED i I bedrooms _and , .  fu,, fireplaceandpatioare [ustthe 
| • I basement. The yard is all beginningl Only by viewing 
In t  O S O s  i ~ j . ~ , ~  1 Ilfonced and landscaped and this home cao it be aP- 
Jincludes a steel storage shed. preciated. On a landocaped 
i The houseis very clean and in lot, quiet street and popular 
Liberal Party s party people will write livery good conditio n .  The area. Asking $54,000. Call 
papers and act as resource i basement offers a 4th Kelly' Squires, 635.7616 or drop 
people and speakers. ~' 
Joyce Krause of Terrace i JUIIE 23, 1976 EDIT ION I R bedroom and laundry room in and check out our Hand rumpus room. Phone "RealScope"display. 
will be the Liberal Ilia |see it on RealScope in our representative from the i THE TER.:.OE HERALD : I, Frank Skid _or t, s-.,1 o
Skeena Riding. Don ~ Will pay jof.ce . 
Silversides of Prince Rupert 
will attend as a memberberalOf ~ . S 2 ~  
the provincial Li _ __e__  
executive. Oohvor to 
The workshop will be a 
generator of new ideas and 
will not, therefore, be ~ The Herald, 
discussing very immediate | 3212 Kalum St., 
issues or forming specific n Z 
resolutions. In other words, i Terrace, D,e, I Liberals will be looking 
towards me 198os .  ~...~,,..,,...,,...,~,~~,~.,>~., 
The Prime Minister and 
the Cabinet will also ac- 
tively participate in the 
discussions. Several non- 
Move to the bench and get 
~)~J3 /UUI / .  q .pK I I I  111/1  O l  y U t l l l l l ~ n ,  
for more details. 
away from the hustle and 
bustle of downtownt Try this 
home on Munthe Avenue; 3 
bedrooms, large family type 
kitchen, fenced-in rear yard, 
carport with concrete pad. 
Immaculately kept. Large 
corner lot on pavement. An 
ideal place to raise your 
family. Phone Frank Skid- 
more for price and financing, 
635.5691. alBli ~ Canada Postes Post Canada 
A home for any pocket book. 
Truly delightful 3 bedroom 
bungalow near hospital. 
Spacious kitchen and nice lot, 
very well kept, full basement. 
Priced right at $43,000. MLS. 
For further information call 
Horst Godlinski, 635.5397. 
Looking for a starter home? 
Here's a great onel Large lot, 
full basement and garage. 
Two bedrooms on the main 
floor and an additional in the 
basement, Complimented 
witha family room and asking 
S36,000. Call Kelly Squires, 
635-7616. 
A truly superb home for any 
family's needs, located in an 
excellent residentia I district. 4 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
finished rec room with wet bar 
and sliding glass doors off 
dining room to sundeck are 
lust a few of the special 
features found here. Located 
on Cedar Crescent. For an 
appointment to view, or 
further details, call Horst 
Godlinski, 635.5397. 
Right home for a big family. 
Three bedrooms upstairs and 
two downstairs. Natural rock 
fireplace, rec room, carport, 
big garden. Priced at SS2,000. 
Call Horst Godlinski at 635. 
5397. 
t 
Let your kids leave the mud, 
snow and water in the 
basement. This home has that 
basement entrance you've 
always wanted. Plus three 
bedrooms, fireplace and 
carport. Call me today to have 
a closer look. Kelly Squires, 
635-7616, 
635-4971 
First class letters (up to I oz.) and postcards to 
Canadian and American destinations will cost 12¢ 
from March 1, 1977. At the same time, postage for 
sealed greeting cards will change to 10¢. 
For other rate changes, please check with your 
postmaster. Correct postage plus the Postal Code 
will give you better service. 
Stamp it. Seal it. Code it. Post it. 
This 3 bedroom home with 2 
fireplaces should be yours! 
Located close to schools and 
downtown. Full basement has 
a family room complete with 
built.in refreshment area, 
fourth bedroom and half bath. 
Asking 549,500 full price. Call 
Kelly Squires, 635.7616 (or an 
appointment to view. 
Ahome for your family? Have 
a look at thisl Three 
bedrooms, full basement 
quiet street and close to 
elementary school. Asking 
$47°000. Call Kelly Squires, 
635.7616. 
A landmark. Take a drive up 
Eby Street and you can't miss 
the house with the windmill. 4 
bedrooms with 2 fireplaces 
and rec room. Sundeck and 
double carport. A unique 
home with qualify work- 
manship throughout. For an 
appointment phone Horst 
Godlinski at 63S.5397, Ask 
about price and terms. 
PARK AVENUE. 
4616 Park Avenue REALTY LTD. 
Breaker....breaker 
Sunday was a very full is $7 per person. The door tinuoualy calling C.Q, CQ, CQ 
and active day with a great prize m a new 40 channel ~ DX ... standing Dy. It is 
deal of'activlty in the CB radio with over $500 in other much bettdi" to wait until 
field. Cricket, bless her prizes. The proceeds from you are pulling in a good 
heart, has 'been very active this dance will be donated to signal and then to reply to 
that station ,direct. A direct in putting all the confusion the "Jaws of Life" through 
into order with respect o the Kitimat Fire Depart- contact will usually achieve 
the club files. The required ment. Tickets available more positive results. Quite 
annual reports for the from Joker er Greyhound -- often a local station will be 
Registrar of Societies have to heheldin the Legion Hall. making contact with 
allbeen prepared and are in A reminder to all Active another local station will 
the mail. Super Thief and I B.B.C, members: Your 1977 walk all over the comeback 
have laid out a basis for dues are now due. Super with a blind blanket call. 
committee action in the Cookie (L16) will be gladto Make sure you have turned 
future, so that with a collect from you. All those your squelch off, you,' RF 
checklist o follow a com- interested in joining the club gain up and tlien listen, 
should contact her for in- BEFORE you key up that 
mike. Use courtesy and it 
mittec chairperson should 
have a much easier job in formation and application 
any given project. Super forms. Remember: Forms will be returnedl 
Cookie has reorganized the must be filled out and dues The Tomahawk tribe have 
membership books so that paid before it is brought up a raffle going with one of 
they are now in the format to a general meeting for those Yukon things as the 
that meet government acceptance, prize. Tickets are three for 
$1.00 and +available from 
all,requirements'the coff e breakAnd bestat the°f Mama Boots and Papa Geronimo, Fifl, Bunny, 
Sandman was exceptionally Boots have been active in Dino, Toolie and various 
the Turkey rolls a[ the last others. A11proceeds go in 
well attended with many two coffee breaks. The the pot andwill be going 
visitors from Kitimat. winner of the roll finished down to the Telethon next 
One can really appreciate Sunday, March 13 was Super year. 
the smooth flow that we Thief, Happy Cooker and  Any CBerin the area with 
normally have on our nets Raven the winners of the information or news af- 
after the lack of courtesy two rolls held March 20. We leering the General Radio 
shown by the out-nf-towner are not too proud and will Service spectrum and 
on the net last Sunday. even let the Kitimat visitors wishing to incorporate same 
Courtesy is what enables us win. into this column, can get in 
all to use the radio spectrum The Kitimat visitors also touch with me on channel 19 
with relative ease and in inform us that starting on days or lower 16 evenings. 
sueh a manner that we ALL April 4 there will be a Terrace also has a regular 
can get our messages across continuous monitoring, 24 column in the CB Round- 
" with little bother to others, hoursaday, on channel gfor table, available from Dine 
It is hoped that all who were 
listening don't judge ALL emergency purposes. Keep (01), Northward Com- 
Kitimat CBers by t.he that in mind if you are in munications or Terrace 
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0al i fomia Grown 
IStrawberriesli 
Oanad.,o , red. I! 
S.r....,h,o. Or-- 69C l  I Net Weight Approx. 
12 oz. •asker 
Navel Oranges 
CaIiforniaGrown To**++++1.00  Fancy Grade 
Size 56's 
i i i 
their groundwave radius Electronics. 
example showy by one m- and need help. • Don't forget hat the next 
dividual. I would like to offer some regular meeting is Thur- 
sday, April 1 at 19:30 hours 
Greyhound and Joker food for thought to tbe many Fruit Cocktail passed anote to Cedar Wood who donot normally use the at my (Toolie's) 20, 4824 
to include on the net that he sideband frequencies, yet Straume Avenue. THE TERRACE ROTARY CLUB recently played a best of five series 
first Annual Rain Dance will hustle right over if skip We're going topass you all with the Terrace Jaycees, losing in a close game three sets to two. Above, 
be held in Kitimat on June 4. starts coming in. There is no the good numbers and back Rotary Ace, Bert Goulet, closes his eyes in terror that the ball may fall 
Bar opens at 19:30, dancing way that you, or any other out of here for now, catch into his hands. To the left, Rotarian Bob Harvey, looks'on in dismay. The 
gets underway at 21:00 and local operator, can get a yOUQRTlater.This' is" XM 14-982, game took place on the E.T. Kenney Gym floor. [Serve with Lucerne ~ ~ ~  |" 
will ran to 02:00. Admission comeback if you are con- . I '" 7 XMCl  * 
Town House .~ 
Around the Regional .District 
The monthly meeting Of Department for assistance then flows away to Alaska. Creek, for support in getting residents incentive in sibllity for liens or liability 
the K i t imat ,St ik ine  under the Youth Em- Director Bobble Ball was the senior governments to cleaning up their yards and in undertaking this spon- 
Regional District ook place ployment Program for not present at the time of construct a multi-purpose boulevards, sorship. 
in the Terrace boardroom coordinators to be employed discussion of the above instructionaJ room 1or . . . . . .  
on Saturday, March 19 with in the camp's summer request. Junior Secondary School Directors voted to have The annual budget was 
Chairman Joe Banyay in the program . . . .  students and a mini- one-third of their salaries read for the final time and :, 
Chair. , . . . .  Further telegrams have gymnasium was granted by considered as an allowance approved. Expenditures for 
A letter from the Director gone forth to the premier the Board. Director Percy for expenses as provided for 1977 will reach $1,351,498. 
Director Bot)bie Ball will of Weigh Scale Branch in- and Transport Ministers, Taft noted that the existing + under the Income Tax Act. ... 
represent the Regional dicating+that the Transport Otto Lang and Jack Davis, facility is of log cabin This means that one-thirdof The Board, will write in 
District at public hearings Committee recently con-' insisting that a meeting:be construction with outdoor their salaries will not be support of anapplication for 
On mat ters  concerning' Vened to ' deliberate on :~eld W+discuss the ser]ods: .,+ facilities.and nP+W~ter. ' ' taxable, . . • , the principals of Terrace Air 
British Columbia Railway various complaints and  transportation problems in . . . . . .  that it be ~ranted a Class 4 
Company. suggestions resulting from west coast communities. Harold Reay has been The Board agreed to Charter Licence. 
the new overwidth ~ave! ... assigned to attend a con- sponsor the Kitimat Flying ... 
The Regional District has conditions was received and Board Chairman Joe ference sponsored by the Club for the purpose of The Board approved the 
indicated that they will filed. "Banyayexpressedsurprised C ntre for Continuing allowing that group to commissioning of an 
support efforts initiated by ... pleasure that President Education on Management qualify for funding under engineering firm to un- 
the Cariboo Regional A letter from the Perry York of the New and Growth by Local the Canada Works dertakea study to establish 
District o close loopholes in President of the Stikine Hazelton Chamber of Government o be held Program. It was stipulated the cost of installation of a 
the Strata Subdivision Act Val ley Communi ty  Commerce gets along well March 25 in Vancouver. that the Regional District water and sewer system in 
which allows developers to Association concerning me with Director Marty Allen ... would not accept respon - Thornhill. 
obtain approval through a location of the new dump who represents hat area on A letter from Outdoors 
B.C. Surveyor's cer- site as proposed and asking the Board. This information Onlittered asking that a _ .  , _ . . '  . . . .  
tification only without that a site on Dease Lake was made known to the coordination of a clean-up -[hQ o lg | r [~ 01 |e r ra~(  
Regional District approval. Road two miles from Board members in a letter campaign take place during . . . . . . . . .  
Telegraph Creek be con- from Mr. York giving the the week of May 9 to 15 as . . . . . . .  
The Regional District sidered was not acted upon names of the new directors part of a "Pitch in 77" Wq[ l=r | l lE  
administration will prepare by the Board following in- of the Chamber. campaign was received and [ [ lU~ II l imr .  
three resolutions for • formation from Ad- ... fried by the Board. - - u ~, - - .  ~ 
presentation during the ministrator John Ponsette No action was taken on a ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
North Central Municipal that he proposed site would letter from D.J. Spaldin~ of . . . . . . . .  Notice is nereDy given mat a ~'u-dc Hearing wm 
Association convention tobe conflict with an airstrip the Fish and Wildlife dif;cr~el~lSttorat~°p on TM be held on proposed Land Use Contract 
beld on board tbe cruise ship proposal. Branch in regards to recommendation fron~ Modification By-law Project No. ADP.02-7708, 
"Princess Patricia" May 10 ... firearms closure on Lakelse n,,~i ,,-~z D~-tri,'t A,~,o,,+ Tke proposed Land Use Contract Modification is 
' Lake pending ublic -,,,e~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  to 15. The Board refused to fund . . . . . .  P - -  Planner Bob Marcel|in that concerned with the following area: 
a nro,~sal b v the Stikine hearings wmcn w~l raze the involved government 
An invoice i'n'an amount of Va~/l~; ~ommuni ty  Director ohn Sari hd id  place a t ja la tercdate '  agencies be urged to enforce Folio 02511.000, Block 33 (except.the part 
$1,613.55 from Crowder Association to tear down one subdivided by Plan 6486), Diswict -of 362, 
Communications Ltd., was of the two garbage chutes express the opinion that the existing legislation in the Scenie Highways Act. This Range 5, Coast District, Plan 967 and the 
approved for payment and repair or rebulld tbe south end of the lake should will involve the local westha l fo f  Block34, District Lot362, .,11 d_ l~r~c~ 
despite protests from central chute so that a be closed. He did not feel ,Ministry of Highways and Range 5, Coast District, Plan 967, Street Town House. From 
Chmrman Joe Banyay who scenic and historical site that there are many the R.C.M.P. 1 | Concentrate. Sweet or ~ ~  |~ 
expressed the opinion that can be prepared. Ad- waterfowl present so that Address 3629 Eby SWeet and 4830 & 4836 | | Natural. 48fl. oz. T in . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . .~~ | 
the RegionalDistrictshould ministrator John Pousette sportsman would not be The Regional District Straume Avenue. 
havePaynot for studieSbeen WhiChcom. noted that garbage chutes hindered. Thornhill Refuse Site ~ 
not are completely illegal and "' (damp) will be operated on The general intent of the proposed Land Use 
missioned in advance. The that these were used to A request from Ivan a no-charge barns to non- 
Quack, Chief of the Tahitan commercial users from May 
Indian Band at .Telegraph' 1 to May 15 to provide 
fee was for a feasibility a..,,,,,,,ha, e i,, th~ mlrldl¢,. Contract Modification By-law is to modify Land II | I 
.stud. y. and. report to p!rovide_ o"~ ~' f  e Stikme~"'~ E, Rwer.. . . . . . . .  where it" Use Contract No. B7205 between the District of • | ~ ~1~ I I  I I  | 
mmwmon coverage to me Terrace and the Roman Catholic Episcopal • | • B i m ~ ~  ~ U I I I1~ I 
Camp.MeziadinLake Highways ~ Corporation of Prince Rupert to: II n iu i  
Gordon ' "  F i sher ,  I T s  Al l  • , . , ox , , ,  the date of completion for con. I11 . 
Recreation Directorat Nasa I - -  % . . . . .  . . -  = slruction of all items listed on Schedule"L" ! IRnmmt I 
Camp was told to apply • directly to the Labour [ Cont ractors  Concerned:  to September 30th, W,,; I1"'" I I  .¢4 l llll 
.e  ! + +++ ++er  reme ,,,on. n . . . .  O - - ,  £11ectJ Marc/2 1. 977. to ioc+]Jtat_ a .  works not constructed by September • I I . . .  - -  ,_ , I I  ~ l l . J l l l  
1 I.+..,. ~ i  i o . ,  ,+o,~ seJ2e_~_uJe,_J,~aJlafion _ ~_ water and of 3Oth'Terraceat'977 shall be completed by t h e t h e  sol  expenseof the District | 11 uraao, n .-. i m--~m,  11 
I+ ;= ,~ ~ ~ +  , I  [ so+e:  ] , te~ b~_ the DJst..J_ct o+ Ter race  wJ]] C~tho.c Episcopal Corporation of Prince | |  _ _  __  __  , | 
+ '  I I  Uround Beet  I I ' .  to [ be done+on Mondoy. Tuesdo¥ and The proposed Land Use Contract Modification 
By-law may be viewed by any and all persons • I -- + - 
, , . , . . . : ,~, . . : .~ . . .  " ' ' -  + - -  I the first and third ----'-wee. l ~egu,ar business hours at the Municipal Hall, | | S_.afew.ay I~ I~ I~ | I .:,,. ,:,,;,. I i requiring more specific information, during | |  ' A + A I  
The Public Hearing shall be held in the • I Kegular m- - . . ,  m ,, I 
Municipal Council Chambers on Tuesday, April | I ~.amy ....... . ................ ....,b. V V  I 
I ..... I I ..... Fo, lurtb_e_P +nlozm_ofion contact ,  m,,  1977 at 7:00 p.m. . II Prices Effechve | 
~ny and a,, persons havi,, a. +meres, i. the I I MmrnK 9.'led In Mmenk 9Bk  I 
| my++ | I  CJmr/es HoJr~e., Woter cmd Sewer Branch  proposed Land Use Contract l~odificalion By. II | " ' " " ' ' ' "  ' ' " "  " "  " "u ' ' '=  ' " ' "e"  ' 
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otem Ford  ehampions  
Fordmen take  ser ies  
Don Watt tied the count at 
one each, firing the puck 
past Lamming during a 
scramble in front of the net. 
Tookenay and Rae Rowe 
were given credit for assists 
on the play. 
Rino ~ot his second of the 
night with eight seconds left 
in the frame• Bob Peacock 
~ cked up the puck at the ueline, went behind the 
McEwan cage, passed out to 
Michaud and Ford had a one 
goal lead. 
the third p, eriod with Rino 
Michaud filling out his hat 
trick. Michaud toOk the puck 
off a GM player, sailed m on 
goal and let a blistering 
drive go that found the open 
side. 
Marcel Tookenay scored 
with 3:56 left in the game 
with a alapshot from the 
point that bounced ~ off a 
Ford defender and into the 
net, Rowe and O'Brien 
picking up the assists. 
Totem Ford won the five 
Larry Hackman gave 
Rino Michaud, playing an Ford a two goal lead less 
outstanding ame, scored than two minutes later, 
the first of three goals for picking up a break-away 
the night at the l : 01mark of pass from Peacock and 
the second. Dick Shinde outskating a McEwan 
fired a shot at Eric Chap- defender to score. The 
man in the McEwan goal. It period ended with Ford 
was stopped. Rino picked up leading GM 3-1. 
the rebound and scored to Totem Ford took a three 
give Ford a one goal lead. goal lead midway through 
Totem Ford won the 
• playoffs with their win 
' Monday night in a game that 
started out in a rather 
: cautious mood but warmed 
up as the night went.on. 
• The first period saw seven 
minor penalties called and 
' Ford playing two men short 
for  almost a minute. 
McEwan put on some great 
• pressure but could not get 
the puck past Jerry Lam- 
ming in the Ford cage. The 
period ended with no score 
for both teams. 
game series three games to 
one. McEwan Motors took 
the first game. 
This was a hard fought, 
though clean, series with 
both teams going all out 
most of the time. 
Next event for the 
Commercial Hockey League 
will be the entry of the All 
Stars at the Jaycees In- 
vitational Tournament this 
Weekend. 
Lamming the  d i f fe renee  
Terrace Totem Ford 
proved that finishing in first 
place in the Commercial 
Hockey League wasn't an 
accident as they also won 
the playoffs during the 
weekend. 
The Ford team won both 
games, 3to 2 on Sunday and 
4 to 2 on Monday evening, in 
two well-playedand closely 
contested games. Both 
games had the same 
blueprint, with McEwan 
Motors having the edge in 
play for the first two periods 
andFord coming on to win 
in the last part of the game. 
Outstanding goaltending 
by Jerry Lamming and the 
scoring and defensive skills 
of Bob Peacock gave ~Ford 
the winning touch. . 
In Sunday night's game 
the score was tied at the eno 
of the first period. Marcel 
Tookenay raced the length shot by Dick-Brown. 
of the ice, split the defense, Peacock picked up the 
drew the goalie out and put second assist. There was no 
the puck into the open net to more scoring in that period 
give McEwan the first goal and it ended in a 2-2 tie, 
of  the game. sending the match into 
Bob Peacock got that one overtime. 
back with only 23 seconds With 3:061eft to play in the 
left in the frame, converting first overtime period, Bob 
a pass from Rino Michaud Peacock saw Larry Hack- 
and Dick Shinde. man alone in front of the 
• ' McEwan cage and fed him a 
McEwan took a one goal perfect pass. Hackman's 
lead at the six minute mark first shot was stopped by 
of the second. Tookenay Eric Chapman. Larry 
drifted one from the point picked up ins own rebound 
and Rick Lewis tipped it and fired it home to give 
past Lamming. Totem Ford Ford a 3-2 victory and a one 
picked up four minor game lead in the playoff 
penalties before the period final. 
ended but McEwan could McEwan pulled their 
not find the range and the goalie with 1:40 left to play 
"SCore was~2-1~at the end 'of~and althoug h• Ford was 
theperiod~i: . . . . .  given a two minute, minor 
Ken Hines tied the game with :38 seconds left 
for Ford midway through McEwan could not get the 
the third frame, tipping in a equalizer. 
Fordmen f ight  baek  
TOTEM FORD 6 McEWAN 
MOTORS 3 
Bob Peacock scored two 
goals and had four assists to 
lead Terrace Totem Ford to 
a one-sided 8 to 3 victory 
over McEwan Motors last 
Thursday night in the 
Terrace Commerc ia l  
League final series playoffs. 
The two teams are now 
tied at one game each; 
McEwan having won the 
firstgame of the series last 
Monday night. 
McEwan took the lead 
with less than three minutes 
gone in the first period when 
Tookenay stole the puck off 
a Ford defenseman, fed a 
perfect pass to Rue Rowe in 
the slot and McEwan had a 
1-0 lead. 
Totem Ford evened the 
count seven minutes later. 
Bob Peacock got the puck to 
Larry Hackman at the edge 
of the net. Larry was tripped 
and while lying on the ice 
batted the disc into the open 
corner. 
GM took a one goal lead 
with only 3:31 left in the 
first. Steve Dillabough took 
the first shot. It was stopped 
but Rick Lewis was right 
there to give McEwan a 2-1 
lead. 
Just eight seconds later 
the count was tied again. 
Mark Hidber fired a shot 
from just inside the GM 
blueline. It hit a McEwan 
defenseman and found the 
open corner. 
The second period started 
with Ford playing two men 
short. Though GM put on a 
lot of pressure they could 
not get the puck past Jerry 
Lamming and Ford took a 3- 
2 lead. larry Hackman 
broke outof his own end on a 
partial breakaway. Bob 
Peacock came out of the 
penalty box, picked up 
Hackman's rebound and 
fired a high shot past 
Chapman. 
Both teams were playing 
a man short when GM tied 
the score for the third time. 
Steve Dillabough found the 
open side after a pile.up in 
front of the Ford net, Marcel 
Tookenay and Frank 
O'Brien assisting. 
Ford took a 4-3 lead with 
just over a minute left in the 
period, Tony Gillard scoring 
on a rebound off a short by 
Hackman. Dick Shinde was 
given the second assist. 
Totem Ford tooka two 
oal lead for the first time in 
e game with I: 16 left in the 
period. McEwan Motors 
were given a penalty at 1:22 
and just six seconds had 
elapsed ~vhen Shinde slid the 
disc under Chapman to 
make the score read 5-3 for 
Totem Ford. Tony Taylor 
fed Shinde a nice pass m 
front of the net. 
Peacock reall~ went to 
work in the thn.d period, 
scoring one goal and adding 
two assists for his six point 
night..Bob scored the first 
goal o'T the period at 10:07 
and it was a beauty. He' 
picked up the puck at centre 
ace, weaved his way through 
two defensemen a d scored 
easily with a shot along the 
ice from close, in. 
Three minutes later Ford 
had a four goal lead. Hack- 
man fired the puck high into 
the corner after picking up a 
rebound from a shot by 
Peacock. McEwan had a 
man in the penalty box at 
the time. 
Peacock was responsible 
for the final goal as well, 
digging the puck out of the 
corner, circhng the net and 
feeding Toby Taylor in the 
slot. Toby made no mistake 
as he fired a slap shot into 
the open .side. 
th ree  to one  
TOTEM FORD players crowd arouna Team captain, Larry MacKman, m 
get a better look at the priz e they won last Monday. Totem Ford defeated 
Mc Ewan GM 4.2 to win the playoffs three to one. 
LARRY HACKMAN raises his arms in iubilation after beating GM 
goalie, Eric Chapman. This goal, Ford's third, was the winner but Hack- 
man's last points. Later in the second period Larry collided with two 
other players and received a cut which took six stitches. 
FORD'S GOALI E, JERRY LAMMING,  found some unusual ways to stop 
the puck as he does here while on his back. Team mate Toby Taylor 
guards the net while Dick Brown directs the GM's in front. 
GM takes  in i t ia l  eontes t  
McEwan GM took a one corner. Marcel Tookenay Chapman robbed Rino r~: !  ~: 
IVfichaud on two occasions. ~ • game lead in the Corn- "qso assisted. 
mercial League finals last The second period Frank O'Brien picked up llk?i:~il 
Tuesday defeating Totem featured no scoring as both his second goal of the 
teams had good chances but evening as he took Rowe's I ~ss and fired it high into 
i 
Ford 4-2. The two teams 
were tied after one period at 
one each and the second had 
no scoring. 
Totem Ford opened the 
scoring at the 17:28 mark as 
Lar ry  Hackman 
pekechecked a GM defender 
and was in all alone. Hack- 
man fired a hard, low shot 
past Eric Chapman i to the 
• corner oz the net. 
McEwan tied the score 
with only 42 seconds left. 
Lanny Nevison carried the 
puck over the Ford blueline 
into the corner, then slipped 
i a pass to Don Watt who was 
.alone in front. Watt flipped 
:the puck into the open 
pa£ 
the net. 
Forty-three seconds later 
the Fordmen drew within 
one as Shinde took a pass 
from Yves Dugay and 
blasted a low shot past 
Chapman. 
McEwan rounded out the 
scoring with Frank O'Brien 
notching the marker, giving 
i~im a hat trick. Rue Rowe 
dug the puck out behind the 
boards and fed O'Brien in 
front. O'Brien took one shot, 
then picked up his own 
reboun, cl and flipped it over a 
sprawling Lamming. Final 
score: ~cEwan 4 Totem 2. 
the shooters came away 
empty-handed. 
McEwan took the lead for 
good at the 5:10 mark of the 
last period. Rae Rowe fed 
Marcel Tookenay near the 
point. Tookenay shot and 
Ford goalie, Jerry Lam- 
ming, made the save. 
However, Frank O'Brien 
was in front to pick up the 
rebound and flip the puck 
over the goalie. 
McEwan took a two goal 
lead seven minutes later but 
only after Ford had missed 
three glorious chances. Dick 
Shinde hit the goal post 
when he had an open net and 
NOT TO BE OUTDONE by Totem Ford goalie, McEwan's Eric Chapman 
makes an unusual save of his own. However, even this type of heads-up 
hockey was not enough as GM bowed out in four games. 
J ayeee  
Commere ia l  
Hoekey  
Tournament  
draws  11 teams 
Terrace Jaycees Com- 
mercial Hockey_ League 
Tournament is all set to go 
this weekend. Eleven teams 
have been entered -- CPA 
from Vancouver, Prince 
George, Cassiar, Prince 
Rupert, Stewart, Kamloops, 
Haze l ton ,  K i t imat ,  
Smithers, Quesnel and 
Terrace -- are all in the 
running for the top prize of 
$1,900 and the Herald 
Trophy. 
Last year's Winners, 
Terrace All Stars, will have 
a tough row to hoe as this 
year's contingent from out 
of town have all 
s t rengthened the i r  
respective teams in an- 
ticipation of taking the big 
money. CPA is one of the 
strong favourites again, 
having added several 
players from eastern 
Canada. 
The first game of the 
tournament will start at 7 
p.m. Friday .night. Games 
will continue ~_rom at .~int 
on ever~ two hours unto me 
winner m decided on Sunday 
evening. 
Tickets ai'e $8 for the 
tourney for adults, $5 for 
children. Day passes are $4 
for an Adult-Student and 
Children's day passes are 
$3. There will be a further 
charge of $2 for the final 
game of the tournament. 
Tickets are on sale at 
Taylor's Men's Wear, All 
Seasons Sporting Goods and 
the Arena Box Office. 
Four th  Annua l  
M in i .basketba l l  
Tourney  
RESULTS 
Friday, March 18 
Copper Mountain 52 Alexander 37 
Cormorant 35 John Field 43 
Uplands 33 Prince George 44 
Clarence Michlel 70 Alyansh 50 
Saturday, March 19 
Copp#r N~vntaln 57 Uplands 42 
. . . .  ~" '~:Cla,re~ce" ./~!chlel 38 John Field 44 
', ; ';Coi.m~l~ant'34~Alyonsh 6.1 , 
Alexander 25 Prince George 41 
Aiyansh 33 John Field 56 
Clarence Mlchlel 52 Cormorant 42 
Uplands 32 Alexander 49 
Copper Mountain 34 Prince George 42 
Semi.Finals 
John Field 50 Copper Mountain 43 
Clarence Mlchlel 41 Prince George 46 ' 
Finals 
Copper Mountain 51 Clarence Mlchlel 40 
John Field 47 Prince George 41 
Tournament Results 
First. John Field 
Second. Prince George 
Third. Copper Mountain 
Fourth. Clarence Michlel 
Most Sportsmanlike Team Most Inspirational Player 
Cormorant (Kltlmat) Clayton Cage (Copper Mountain) 
Most Valuable Player 
Mark Ringette (Copper Mountain) 
First All-Star Team 
Fred Clayton (Alyansh) 
Ward Maitland (John Field) 
Kevin Goddard (Uplands) 
Eric Metzmeler (Clarence Mlchlel) • 
Matthew Slmmonds (Prince George) 
Second All.Star Team 
George Robinson (Aiyansh) 
Gary Gottschllng (Alexander) 
Dan Lapp (Prince George) 
Martin Sterrltt (John Field) 
John Olson (John Field) 
Honourable Mention 
Willie Robinson (Alyansh) 
Steve Black, Mark Whitney (Clarence Michiel) 
Jamle Holm, Bruce Godfrey (Cormorant) 
Wayne Campbell (John Field) 
Duncan WlUlamson (Uplands) 
David Miller, Bob ,Hlgglnson (Prince George) 
Kermodes  lose  
a t  Van.  
The Terrace Kermoaes 
did not manage a win in the 
Provincial Finals held in 
Vancouver last weekend. 
They dropped their initial 
tilt to the powerful Rutland 
team 102-67. The score at the 
half was Rutland 50 Ker: 
modes 37. 
Leading the way for the 
Caledonia squad was Ernie 
Froese with 20 followed by 
Clayton Williams with 14, 
Scott Wittke 10 and Lindsay 
Coburn 10. 
The Terrace boys were 
eliminated with their second 
loss to Argyle 96-87 in 
overtime. The score at the 
half saw Argyle out in front 
47-36 and the game was all 
tied at 82 at the final whistle. 
T~rrace came apart in 
overtime, only scoring five 
points while their opponents 
were sinking 14 to end the. 
day at the short end of the 
96-87 count. 
C layton  Wi l l i ams 
managed 25 p.oints for the 
Kermodes while Kevin Earl 
had 22 and John Vienneau 
managed 18. 
Gir ls '  
so f tba l l  
Registration for girls 
minor softball will be held at 
the Terrace Co-op Friday, 
March 25 from 4 p.m. to 8 
p.m. and Saturday, March 
26 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Ages six through 17 are all 
invited to register. 
Fees are $5 per girl. Don't 
forget if you want to play 
softball.. 
BYTOWN DIESEL of the Pee Wee division won the 
title last SaturdaYafterno0n with a 5-2 victory ever after beating the Rotary 
• When I wrote my column 
in January, I indicated it 
:would be my last. Well, as so 
often happens I was wrong 
and I am pleased once again 
to be able to express an 
opinion for outdoors people 
and conservationists. 
There is one change and 
that as you notice is in the 
title of my column, with the 
reason being that "Con- 
servation and Our En- 
Vironment" reflects more 
accurately the kind of things 
that ~.I have and will be 
' talking about in the future. 
Much propoganda for the any environmentaJ amage The Copper River will still 
Kitimat to Edmonton created by construction of be crossed in at least two 
pipeline is being written and the oil pipeline? places and the potential of 
talked about. Some of the As far as I am concerned, serious silting caused 
things being said cannot be the existence of the Hydro during construction and 
allowed to go by un- right-of-way and the natural after through erresion, is as 
challenged, gas pipeline tends to restrict much of a threat regardless 
Kitimat Pipeline Ltd. has rather than broaden the if this is a utilities corridor 
released a Summary of the• options for space through or not. And as slight as the 
pipeline proposal to inform the Copper River Valley and chances may be, a broken 
people what it is all about Telkwa Pass. And wnat oil pipeline caused by a flood 
and to extol upon .the .,~,,~Sl~ve~,~l,~tionship do ! e.~:.or earthquake would ~ 
benefits to' Canada 'and ~i~th~_~l~!~'ti~have upon me ~.devastating to the steelheaa 
British Columbia. In the '~ , 'adtu~il~ohsiruction of the oil and salmon fishery of, the 
section devoted to the en-'  pipeline? If Kitimat Copper River. (As 
'vironment, one statement Pipeline Ltd. used the documented, a river in 
read~, "The proposed ensting B.C. Hydro right-of- South Walesafter an oil spill 
pipeline route traverses five way, the only advantage in 1969, killed 2000 sea trout 
distinct areas; the coastal would be a reduction in and several hundred adult 
zone, the interior plateau, construction costs to the salm'on.) 
the Rocky Mountain Trench, company. But if a new right- The next statement I wish 
the Rocky Mountains and of-way has to be con- to comment on l quote : "To 
the foothills-plains area. structod, then we are faced minimize even the slight 
• Whei~ever'. alternative with the removal of a 60 ft. effect construction .and 
alignments are available, wide swath of trees which oper.ation f the line might 
options were consiaereo, will increase the probability have on Pacific salmon 
For example, the line will of faster unoff and silting resources, river crossings 
run via Telkwa Pass rather into the Copper River. will be undertaken at 
than along McDonnell Lake Unfortunately the existing periods Of the year when 
because a B.C. Hydro logging road through the such activity will have little 
transmission line ' and the Copper River Valley is on effect on the movement and 
P~cific Natural Gas pipeline the opposite side of the river feeding of the fish." 
already run through Telkwa from the proposed pipeline What an absurd, 
Pass. Any environmental route. It seems to me that an misleading statement. 
impact from the Kitimat access road will have to be Steelhead and salmon 
line would thus be constructed along the Hydro migrate as adults and 
minimal". Are we to right-of-way to ac- smorts 12 months a .year. 
assume, because the B.C. ~ommodate .the pipeline The~ peak period of 
Hydro right-of-way and the Construction machinery and migration for the juvenile 
Pacific Northern Gas vehicles. The general public salmon and steelhead 
pipeline already runs within and politicians alike are, I smelts and fry is ap- 
the Copper River Valley and believe, being misled by the proximately from April to 
the Telkwa Pass, that most connotation that because an July with smaller numbers 
of the damage that can be existing utilities corridor likely migrating throughout 
done has been done by these exists, the environmental the year. Adult salmon and 
two utilities, thus m.it.igaUng damage will be minimal, steelhead begin their 
.. : . -~ .•: ;i•~i: • 
Terrace• Rotary. Here a Bytown forward celebrates 
goalie and d~encema n.
migration in June and it 
extends into April of the 
following year when the last 
steelhead enter the river, 
The only time of the year 
when active feeding is at a 
minimum is during the cold 
water periods from 
December to . March. 
However, this is the period 
when the juvenile fish are in 
the gravel as f ry  or 
unhatched eg~s and are the 
most susceptible to silting 
conditions and its 
smothering effects. 
The concluding statement 
of the Kitimat pipeline 
summary, quote - "The 
Kitimat pipeline project is 
an economica l ly ,  
logistically and en- 
vironmentally sound pro~ect 
which will be of immediate 
economic benefit o Canada 
and particularly British 
Columbia." 
While I would question the 
economic aspect, I will 
leave it to someone such as 
Premier Bennett o make 
comments in this regard. 
"Environmentally it is a 
sound project," -- What an 
untruth.~V-How can anyone 
make such a statement 
when it is so blatently ob- 
vious that the tanker oute 
to Kitimat could be one of 
the "most difficult and 
hazardous oil tanker outes 
in the world -- with its right 
angle turns, rocky shoals, 
the narrow passage at Dixon 
Ent rance ,  hazardous 
weather conditions, etc. At 
times the waterfowl 
populations are said to 
exceed 80,000 from Dixon 
Entrance to Kitimat. Many 
mammals inhabit the area 
such as sea lions and seals. 
Herring spawning grounds 
are within the danger zone 
of both major and minor oil 
spills; important river 
estuaries and their delicate 
ecosystems; benthic in- 
ver tabrates  (crabs,  
abalone, etc.) and as 
beautiful a piece of coastline 
that can be found in the 
world are being threatened 
'by this proposal.. The_ 
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Ter raee  Men 's  Basketba l l  Repor t  
by Mike Ireland The first game between the minute mark of the last half Kluss and (]reg Ross were 
Two high scoring games Terrace Reds / and the when the Reds went into the high scorers for the losers 
were featured in the Skeena Hotel Orphans was lead by 10 points. The Or- with 40 points and 19 points 
T.M.B.A. Monday night, close until about the 15 phans fought back but the respectively. 
Reds held on to win 106-100. Wednesday night, there 
Nick Teems and Willie were two upsets of so ts, as nauekaet s have  Chemko led the victors with the two last place teams 
• I t Jm ~lm J~k  e 45 and 24 points respec- defeated the top two teams. 
th ree  w inners  s.e. Hoto, O ph.o. Albert Olson had 27 points def ated first place All 
followed by Joe Prokopchuk Seasons 108-100 in a high 
with 24 points, scoring ame. The Orphans 
The Terrace Blueback 5:07.8 in the 400 metre The second game featured •got 35 points from Joe 
Swim Club came h0me with Medlay Relay and 4:45 in much the same type of Prokopchnk and 24 points 
the 400 metre Freestyle action with the lead going from Pat Kofecd butit was a 
back and forth between All 
three Individual Aggregate 
winners when they par- 
ticipated in the Spring In- 
vitational Swim Meet hosted 
by the Kitim~t Marlins 
recently. 
There were Girls 9 & 10 - 
Kendall Morrison, Boys 13- 
14- Bob Clarkson, Girls 15-17 
- Mona Martin. Runner-up 
Ai~gregate Winners were 
Girls 8 & U.-  Tracy Mc- 
Farlane, Boys 9 & 10 -Doug 
Romanow. 
The 13 and 14 Boys 
established pool records of 
Beautify your 
neighbourhood. 
Get out on the street. 
Take a walk'. 
__ J  
Walk a I~k Jrk.TJ~:O:, 
pipeline itself-potentially 
could cause severe damage 
to many rivers and streams 
it crosses through silting 
and excavation or oil spills. 
Work camps, such as the 
large one proposed for the 
eastern end of Lakelse 
Lake, where more than 500 
men could be housed, will 
pose difficult problems in 
sewage, •garbage disposal, 
etc. 
We have in our country 
laws which control. 
misleading and false ad- 
vertising. If they do not 
apply to information 
packets, such as I have 
made reference to, I suggest 
that it is about time we 
asked our Members of 
Parliament o change the 
laws! 
You will be hearing more 
on this subject from myself 
and guest writers in my 
columns to follow. 
TERRACE PEE WEE 
Captain Glen Palahicky 
displays the trophy the 
Pee Wees Won by 
defeating Kitimat. They 
captured the /Northern 
.B.C..Yukon Zone. 
I Nothing like it I , Canada's most respected 8 year 01d whisky. ....................................... ~:~:~:~:,~:~ . ,
• , '  . ,  • . 
So smooth, so mellow, so very mixable. 
Only V..O. is V.O. 
• , ' , -  
Relay. Mona Martin set new 
pool records in the 500 metre 
Freestyle and the 200 metre 
Freestyle for her age group 
.while Ty Martin set a pool 
record in the 50 metre 
Freestyle for his age group. 
Overall, 17 pool records 
were established and eight 
• pool records were broken. 
There were 40 competitors 
from Terrace. Kitimat 
amassed a total of 729 team 
points, Prince Rupert was 
second with 568 and Terrace 
was third with 525. 
Seasons and Ev's Clippers. 
Then with about three 
minutes left the Clippers 
lost two players with fouls. 
About a minute later 
another player fouled out 
leaving the Clippers with 
only three players on the 
floor. All Seasons ran away 
with the game from here, 
winning 117-97. All Seasons 
were led by Dung McKay, 
Mike Ireland and Tom 
Marvin with 34, 31 and 25 
points respectively. Rod 
team effort that pulled off 
the upset. Mike Ireland had 
41 points followed by Tom 
Marvin and Doug McKay 
with 26 and 25 points 
respectively for the losers. 
The second game saw 
third place Ev's Clippers 
defeat the second place 
Terrace Reds 77-69. Red 
Kluss and Greg Ross had 25 
and 19 points for the Clip- 
pers while Willie Chemko 
scored 25 points and Andy 
Ru),grok 21 points for the 
losing Reds. 
(nn UJE GlUE V0U 
IILL THE (0mFORTS 
OF HOME... 
• , Now youcan  go anywhere and ,still have those . . . . .  ~ .~ .. . .  
• comfortS'of-home. Take your vacation this year A ~ , ~  '.: 
in one of  our fabu lous  recreati0nal vehicles. _ 1 ~  ~ 
Its the only way to gol . 
We have fine used camper trucks available now. ~ 
1974 Oamper Special,,.-. 
1973. Camper Specia[,,,,o... 
1974 Oamper .Speoial ...o. 
1971 Camper Speoialv,,4,,,.,. 
ssm 
SS405 
$419§ 
$1895 
19"/5 Ford o,,.,,-.,,,-. $4195 
1975 Monte I)arlo $4895 • stereo, P.S., P.8.o etc. 
1976 6ranada v,..-''.o..,,,,oo0.,,.. $4995 
1973 6MC v..... $3295 
1974 0apri v..,... $2695 
1.973 DatHn,,,.,o,, . .-. $2595 
1971 Pontiao..-o.s,-  .v-.o,o,r.n. $2195 
1970 Ford,,,-,, $2195 
1974 Chrysler".:w::  $4395 
1973 Mustang v,,-o,,,o,. $3395 
1976 Valiant USB 
N ~ ¢ ~  r., Ford a 
) '~~(~ 4631 Keith , 
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 pull team from ic ,facedis¢iplinaryat..  Sehnee Day  at . 
Fowler Cup series suspended Hudson Bay--ounta'n 
• Skiers are in for. an There will be clowns, an " or~ganizers recognizing the" 
KingsSSmithers3 d some description would be twelve-minute mark of the preliminary report had him thenighi, and it was fttting that unusual fun day at the Easter egg hunt for the friendly competit ion bet- 
Kings 3 Smithers I forthcoming, but be did not rule opening frame, receiving seventeen sutcnes to he was the one to pot it. Smithers ' Hudson Bay youngsters, ki golf on the ween skiers on the Smithers 
An incide'nt involving Moe out the possibility of the series Vaudry, playing the left point, close a vertical cut on his The Kings's most in- Mountain ski facility on hill and for the ladies a Sits mountain and our own 
Kmyta of the Prince Rupert resuming as scheduled, let go a wicked slap shot which forehead, spirational player this season, Sunday, April 3. It is called Mark contest which consists Kitsumkalum hill, would 
Atom Motor Kings and Chris The fifth game was originally eluded Totems' netminder Mike Saturday night, meanwhile, Gillesple, along with netmlnder Schnee Day and it involves of sitting on the snow and like to see this fun spirit of 
Dyer of the Smithers Totems slated for Thursday night in Smithson with less than four both teams were forced to 01msteed, Came up with a all kinds of shenanigans the best imprints will be rivalry prevail with a lm'ge 
Sunday at the Civic Centre Smithers, with dates for games minutes gone, and then made it juggle their lines throughout as stellar performance in the with partieular emphasis on adjudicated. The best ira- contingent from • Terrace. 
arena served as the catalyst for six and seven, if necessary, et 2-0 eight minutes later when he they tried to cope with a game, especially early in the skiing on shovels, print will receive the grand Take along your shovels, 
actions resulting in the tern- to be determined, swung his own rebound high seemingly endless stream of first period when the Kings On this fun-crazy day no :" prize, whether plain or modified, 
porary suspension f the Fowler If the BCAHA disciplinary into the net past a sprawling power-play and shorthanded were almost eonatantly shot- admission will be charged Competitors will be and part ic ipate in an  
Cup final series involving those aclion taken against he Totems Smithson. situations, thanded. The actiwties get underway two club , does not allow them to complete Mike Vannler pat the Kings in The Ki gs, who played two- Olmstead, for his part, held and there is plenty for al ias required to get their shovels unusually, fun-fille  day. Terrace participation is at 1:30 p.m. Sunday, April 3 
The series was suspended the series, then Prince Rupert front 3-0 with a short.handed men 'short for almost four Rupert in the game until th.ey this is planned as a family to and from the hill. 
when, with 8:50 gone in the will automatically be awarded marker three minutes later but straight minutes early in the got their offense tolling; me dal~,a es will be. conducted particulaHy wanted out at on Hudson Bay Mountiiin in Hudson Bay Mountain. The. Smithers. 
second period, the Totems the Fowler Cup -- their first Smithers closed the gap to 3-1 period, got on the board first veteran goaler was particularly c y Bo spi  1 with omp.etitors on shovels. Highw 
pulled their team off the ice possession ever of the trophy moments thereafter when Jim with a pair of goals late in the sharp on deflections from the Prizes will be awarded for a s n e 
following referee Kim Black- which goes to the Pacific North McAloney's long shot found its opening frame from art sticks o~ Butch Morris and fastest t imes on plain 
bum's assessment of penalties West Hockey League playoff way past a seresned Jerry Frenette and Gord Stepheas. George Lutz in the first period. Shovels or modified shovels. .The local Department of John, Dawson Creek, 
with regard to the Kmyta-Dyer champion. Kurka. Smithers made it 2-1 early in Armstrong, on his The rules are simple; the Highways in Terrace will be Cbetwyn, Prince George, 
incident. Oddly enough. Sunday's game As it turned out, McAloney's the second period when Cam breakaway, Don Pederson and Smithers, trailing 3-1 in the was a much tamer affair than tally was the final marker of the Armstrong slipped behind tho Russ Berg "were the only shovel must be in contact hosting a three day Bonspiel Quesnel, Vanderhoof, Burns 
game and2-1in the series as the the eneonnter of the preceed~ng ame -- and possibly of the Kings' defense after eme.r.ging. - Smithers' shooters to beat with the snow. The main forthe Pacific Northwest or Lake, Prince Rupert, Bob 
result of an 8-3 Saturday night evening, series, from the penalty box anU Rat Olmsteact ~ weight of the competitor . Regi0n.4-5 on April 1, 2 and QuinLake, Good Hope Lake, 
setback, placed themselves Up until the incident which After the clubs played DonOlmsteadonabreakaway. While the Kings now await he must be over the shovel. The 3. Deass Lake and Campbell 
under immediate suspension by sparked the Totems' with- through a tight.checking, BCAHA ruling to find out the shovel may be just a plain Teams are from Fort St. River. 
making such a move. drawal, only eight minor, uneventful eight minutes at the however, when they hit for status of the Fowler Ctip series, everyday shovel or it can be 
penalties had been handed out, start of the second period, modifiedin any manner as 1111} Distriot Terrace The matter is now in the 
hands of the British Columbia 
Amateur Hockey Association 
and its president, Frank Spring. 
Spring,. in talking with the 
Daily NeWs, stated he expects 
to make ~ decision on' the 
situation by ;'uesday, 
He said he '"would look into 
the circumstances surrounding 
the incident ... and after 
studying the pros and cons of 
the situation, make a decision." 
The BCAHA president also 
stated that ~isciplinary action 
although Dyer did receive a 
misconduct penalty when he 
protested a hooking penalty he 
picked up early in the opening 
sta ,za. 
In comparison, one hundred 
f i f ty .seven penal ty  minutes 
(eight-six going to the Kings) 
were dished out by referee Len 
Trudeau in Saturday's contest. 
Sunday, John Vaudw scored 
the first two goals, both on the 
power-play to vault the home 
club into a 2-0 lead  by the 
Ter race  
PeeWees  in 
Kmyta and Dyer got tangled up 
at the side of the Kings' goal. 
The players fell to the ice, 
with Kmyta on top, and as the 
Kings' defenseman started to 
move away, the Smithers 
player, from a prone position 
and obviously upset about 
something, high.sticked Kmyta,. 
catching him either high on the 
shoulder or on the helmet. 
Kmyta then swung a gloved 
fight-hand at Dyer, and ap- 
peared to hit him either on the 
back or side of the helmet. 
Dyer, who then struck his 
face on the ice as a result of the 
blow, ended up, like Kmyta, 
getting two minutes for 
roughing, while the Rupert 
" Rupert broke the game open, 
three straight goals late in the they must still prepare them- 
period to go in front 5-1; they selves for the best-of-three 
then outscored the visitors by a series this coming weekend in 
3-2 margin in the final twenty Prince George against that 
minutes of play. " city's Mohawks in opening- 
Richard Wright and Stephens round Coy Cup action. 
each scored twice to pace the Furthermore,. ff the Kings 
Kings' attack while Frenette, manage t'obeatPrinee George, 
Vaudry, Wayne George and Don they will then h~ve to travel to 
Gillespie all chipped in singles. Fort St. John the following 
Gillespie's was thelast goal of weekend. 
long as the above rules 
applT" ' els It m expected that shov 
will have hobby horses built 
on such as the anticipated 
entry of the Kitimat Lone 
Ranger. A bathtub entry is 
also rumoured and dozens of 
others. 
On Tuesday, March 29 the 
Terrace Pee Wee Rep team 
will become the first 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
League team to compete in 
a provincial playdown. They 
will play the host team, 
Vernon, in their first game 
of the round robin tour- 
nament. 
Coach Brian Truitt is 
pleased his team is 
representing the Northern 
B.C.-Yukon Zone and feels 
player also got a five-minute clean-up day is on April 17 at 
high-sticking penalty. 10 a.m. at the stock car ambulance. Anyone willing Prov inc ia l s  T,e Totems felt Kmyta track. Please bring your tocome to the races and has. 
should have received a match own equipment. The same a station wagon or van, we Bob 
rule ap~.hes as last year - -  would appreciate your help. 
fines will be imposed on all " Turner .  
those who don't have their 
penalty for intent o injure, and 
when it" was not forthcoming 
from' referee Blackburn, they 
left the ice. 
Dyer was taken to hospital 
following the incident and a 
Editor's Quote Book 
Ambition is but the 
evil shadow of as#- 
ration. 
George Mac Donald 
in stride t0r me big !our- 
nament." - 
Truitt also said he would 
like to thank the public for 
their sunnort. "The guys 
- - "  °n  have been out gett~ g 
enough money to make the 
trip and the town has been 
very generous. I 'd like to 
take this opportunity to 
thank all those who con- 
tributed through various 
d Luck, Pee Wees!V 
s tock  Car  news  
. by B. Woodcock be purchased by April 21. Remember you must also 
We are on our way again Anyone willing to help at join the club and race the 
- -  a little earlier this year the races this year please car in the very next race 
but it is sure to be a sue- call Randy. We need a first day. That's all there is to it. 
cessful season, our first aid man, a fire crew and a That's all for now - -  see 
track crew as well as an you April 17.. 
Anyone In Terrace or 
Kitimat that has an old car, h e  a d s 
Terrace Minor Girls 
Softball Annual Meeting 
was held Wednesday, March 
16. Turnout for this im- 
year, the same as last year, 
all cars on the track can be 
claimed for just $399. Just Turner, Vice President - 
give your name and money Dennis Fugere, Secretary 
to the announcer or'flagman Treasurer - Pat De Wacht. 
Help is still needed. Call. and the ear will be yours 
after  the race daY. 635-5286 if interested. 
car represented at a l l  parts or tires to sel l  or give 
meetings and clean-ups, away, please give me a call 
Also, on April 17 there will at 635-9245. These old parts Gir ls '  
be a membership drive, so may be just the things the 
come prepared. If you need fellows need. . Softbal l  
any information please call Don't forget, if you need 
Randy Goodwin at 635-4278. any information regarding 
Don t forget, drivers and the Terrace Stock Car Club 
family, there is a dance on just give Randy Goodwin a 
May 7 - -  the day before the  call. He would be glad to 
first race and tickets must help you out. pertant meeting was very 
. . . .  The first race day is May 8 disappointing, with only 
at 2 p,m. Here's hoping we eight people, most of these 
see all of you out there. This last years executive. 
Officers for the coming 
season are President - Bob 
NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given that a #ublic Hearing will 
be held on proposed Land Use Contract By.Law 
Project No. ADP.02-7709. The proposed contract 
is concerned with the following area: 
Folio 06080.000, Lot 3, Dis,rid Lot 611, 
Range S, Coast District, Plan 3067, Street 
Address 5003 Graham Avenue 
The general intent of the proposed Land Use 
Contract between the District of Terrace and 
Madig Construction Ltd. is to allow, under 
certain conditions, the manufacturi.ng and sale 
of modular homes and components on land 
currently zoned A 1'Rural. 
The porposed Land Use Contract may be viewed 
by any and all persons requiring more specific 
information, during regular business hours at 
the Municipal Hall. 
The Public Hearing willbe held in the Municipal 
Council Chambers on Tuesday, April 12th, 1977 at 
7:15 p.m. 
Any and  a l l  persons  hav ing  an  in teres t  in  the  
proposed Land Use Contract By-law Project No. 
ADp.O2.7709'shall take notice and be governed 
accm;dingly/ • "; / :" !:" ....... "~ ~ 
G.W. Buchanan 
Clerk-Administrator 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
~TERRACE PEEWEE REPS will represent the. 
'.Northern B.C.-Yukon Zone at the Provincial Finals in 
:~Vernon. Back row (L to R) Joey Courtoreille, John 
,'Amos, Colin Parr, Glen Palahicky, Doug Shar, ples, 
• ~Warren  R id ing ,  S teve  Evans ,  Me l  Re imer  and  Duane 
~e youngsters wi l l  put on a 
'~ood show. 
:" "This is what we set our, 
~ights for at the beginning of 
~he year ,"  said Truitt, 
:~'With only one player from 
Jast year's team we knew 
that we'd be no threat in the 
~arly season." % 
;; "The boys have worked 
~ard all year, showing 
~teady improvement and 
~aave playedvery well in the 
~ast wo months," ~ 
;: "As the season wore on 
:the guys gained valuable 
¢xperience, took fewer and 
fewer penalties and began to 
Work very hard as a unit, I 
Ieel that the team has 
layed their best hockey in 
e last month so we're right 
~' Drug combinations 
can be dangerous. Antibio. 
', tics and sedatives may cause ," 
increased sedative ffects; i 
'i antidepress.nts and antihis. 
~. tamines may cause drastical- 
"~ ly increased blood pressure, 
Avoid dangerous combina. 
tions to help your Lifestyle! 
Melanson. Front row (L to R) Steve Truitt, Robert 
Cederberg, Jim McColl, Eric Metzmeier, Ross Smith, 
Mark Flaherty and Roger Tooms. The team is 
coached by Brian Truitt, managed by Ray Flaherty 
and the trainer is Bud Smith. (Ken's Photo •Studio). 
Peddle your way into 
spring on a bike from us. 
We are the exclusive dealer 
in the Northwest,.-, 
for 
Apollo 
bikes. 
We carry parts and 
a lull repai r  service. 
OCO CRAFTS 
4616 Greig 636-4442 
It's too 
There's no comparison. 
No other car ir~ the worlcl con 
deliver the combination of perfor- 
mcn',ce, nfilec ~ge, Ilclndlin£t and ronlu 
tl ~c~t tl:~.: ~ ~lkswu.qen Robl ~it can. Nn 
othe? cu~ (~I ~mv sizn. Or at any price, 
And lhat's tt:e truth, 
StcIlt with i.~erfnrmonce and 
mild.at!e: The Rut ~l:,it t:,.,~ ;:oom ham 
c~ st~.m~ ii~(l sh.Ht hob0 mile~ all hour 
in :~us~r.nishing 7.7 seo.Jnds, Yel ' 
~::i], 'si e~ .gcdlc,n c.,~thnhiflhv:cr,, 
, :~ ,,.I c~ stingy 30 ml .g iv: lhc: dt'¢. ° 
(A ~:, nd~ineti~ n :,nmutch~:~! I ,*,' 
~Ii ~,'~ )nu,,  tl wwh~e1u.} 
Then tl ~er,;'s ils size: The; 
RI II ~l~it is~.I l-,icj ccll. Nol  outside 
(it ~ ~(tiks ill (Jhll, ,sl I~, ~ sp(.Ice}, J.~t 
it ~sid~:. II .-:,ec.ltS f~ ,lit' ,. I,.IuIIs vury CHin- 
i, ,r t(Jbly wifl~ us nu ~ch leclrnnIil oI;, I 
i~,~udr, ~nm (~s m. my "mid-si:.'cd? 
t.,.Ir :~. II hems five dnors, includin!j tt 
I~:tn h~llchly.~ck. II h¢m ul.+tmt thu 
~......::.::.::.:::~:~i~i~;.:..: S{. e (J (..':,S :!:!~i~i~!~!~ i:i!~!~:~,~:~::::::~'~::-:,--~ ",  
c~reu oso 
.... Lincoh~ Coi~tinenkd 
Murk V. With thu lec~r seat 
fl ,k.le, I down, it h(~s more luggctgu 
51 ~, ~(:u Ih,;n ,.I Cadillac Fleelwood. 
5c ~t~ ;Iv? Fr,.~, ~t-whe l drive 
gives you belier trucking. Rack-trod. 
pinion steering gives you precise 
~.lndling. If, ~ne brake circuit fctils, 
(~ second one is still there, A 
totcdly new ~e~ r axle moke~ 
the car more stable an 
ro~gh roctds. The Dos- 
I~ gonger comportn~enfis 
a unitized "safety cell". 
There are rehdorced ~teel 
stele beams in the cloor,, 
..~Even the'rear window 
delrosts eleclricollv. 
If you still find it 
.,, a liltle hard tO believe 
that one cat" con have 
all of this, and do a11 of this, 
drop into your neoresl V(~Jkswagen 
dealership and take a VW Rabbit out 
for a test drive, You'll discover the truth, 
the whole truth and nothing but the 
truth. 
In a recent article 
Ublished in "Recreation 
porter", David Andrews, 
B.C, Provincial Hockey= 
Development Coordinator, 
poses the question, "Hockey 
development and municipal 
recreation, what can we do that in •many areas both 
for each other?" -- each organizations find them- 
other being the local minor selves on a collision course 
hockey •associations and andthis isusually aresult of 
municipal recreation demand for facility time vs 
departments, supply, programming 
It would seem, he states, factors and costs. However, 
RECREATION 
CHATTER 
he has noticed one less 
tangible factor and this is 
the attitude of some 
departments, that minor 
hockey is a necessary evil. 
Mr. Andrews goes on to say 
that his attitude isa natural 
Skeena Badminton team with recently won medalsand Northwest Zone Trophy. 
N.W. Zone Senior Badminton winners-- Prince Rupert Senior Secondary 
and Caledonia Senior Secondary (L to R) Dave Cook, P.R. coach; Kathy 
Paffon, P.R.; Jack Bhanwer, P.R.; Debbie Hallam, Caledonia; Bob 
Warren, P.R.; Debbie Anderson, Caledonia; Charlene Walker, Caledonia 
coach. 
result of concerns in the 
following areas: 
1) Poor utilization of 
facilities 
2) Lack of expertise of 
volunteer leaders 
3) Over-emphasis on 
competition -- particularly 
the elite "rep" teams 
4) Undue pressures on 
participants 
5) Minor hockey 
associations generally do 
not come under control of 
recreation programs but are 
a major recreation con- 
sumer. 
If these are valid con- 
cerns, then he feels the 
result should not be simply 
'live with it' and ignore 
these concerns because 
minor hockey associations 
do not fall within the 
recreation department's 
sphere. He is not suggesting 
massive interference in the 
operations of the 
associations but more input 
into hockey development 
programs within municipal 
areas. 
The input of hockey 
development programs into 
a community not only 
benefit he experience of the 
participants hrough ockey 
but also can be of great 
value in reducing the con- 
cerns of recreation 
supervisors, particularly in 
the area of philosophy 
towards amateur sport and 
the area of effective ice 
utilization. 
Just how can this be 
achieved? Does the problem 
exist in this form here? The 
articleponders numerous 
questions and if We are to 
maximize the use of 
facilities then maybe an 
overhaul of the  minor 
hockey system is at hand. I
would tend to agree that 
there should be some con- 
cern at over-emphasis on 
competition which in itself 
produces undue pressures 
on participants who snoum 
be more orientated at that 
age to enjoyment and 
participation. 
Poor utilization of 
facilities sounds rather 
severe but upon 
examination would it not be 
possible for recreation 
departments to offer 
teaching to skate programs 
and maybe hockey skill 
improvement with qualified 
instructors. Would this not 
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F igure  skaters  p lay  
be fore  la rge  erowds  ' 
Over i,000 spectators 
enjoyed the 4th Annual 
• Terrace Figure Skating 
Club's Ice Carnival over the 
weekend. Saturday evening 
over 600 fans observed the 
festivities while Sunday saw 
an audience of about 500 
people. 
The theme for this year's 
carnival was Movie 
Memories and the event was 
highlighted by guest 
skaters, 'Greg Ladiet and 
Lisa Trahan of the 
Hollyburn Country Club in 
West Vancouver. The dance 
pair skated twice in each 
show, giving the onlookers 
near perfect performances 
each time. During the past 
season Greg and Lisa have 
done very well, winning a 
competition in Seattle, 
finishing second in western 
Canada and fifth in the 
Canadian Senior Dance 
Competition. 
The program opened with 
selections from Hansel and 
Gretel, played by Kathleen 
Biagioni and Christopher 
Chicoine. The beginners 
were the candies and Gall 
Ellis the witch. 
Babes in Toyland was 
next with Sherry Dahl as the 
toymaker. Laurie MacKay 
and Rod Mielnichuk skated 
as a pair and the Junior 
Dance Class were the trees. 
Dolls and toy soldiers were 
played by the beginners. 
The guest skaters then put 
in their first performance, 
receiving a rousing round of 
ap.plause. They skated two 
different dances and had the 
whole building buzzing with 
excitement by their smooth, 
near perfect act. 
The next memory saw the 
Beginner Girls come out as 
puppets and Pat Mielnichuk 
as Jimine Cricket as 
selections from Pinnochio 
were depicted. Michele 
Volkman and Marilyn 
Watmough played fairies. 
South Pacific was the next 
movie featured as the 
Junior and Senior Dance 
Class played dancers in 
grass skirts and the sailors 
were skated by Seniors. 
The Wizard of 0z was the 
last movie memory before 
intermission with Anita 
Bjorgaard as t)orothy. The 
Lion was played by Cindy 
Geeraert, Tin Man by Lynn 
Patterson and the 
Scarecrow by Christie 
Volkam. Penny Hogg and 
Wands Watson were wit- 
ches. 
The first half of the 
~ ogram ended with a autiful performance by 
freelance professional, 
Devre Coutts. 
Selections from the Pink 
Panther opened the second 
half, with Jennifer Daumont 
playing the pink feline and 
featuring the Senior skaters. 
The next movie memory 
saw Donna Grass as Gigi. 
Donna Wilkinson played the 
little girl and Intermediate 
skaters were the French 
waitresses and artists. 
The King and I featured a 
pair by Janet Waldie and 
Laureen Rowland with the 
Intermediates as Siamese 
children. 
The Senior Dance Class 
was next as they beautifully 
rfOrmed the Dance of the 
m from the movie West 
ide Story. 
Greg Ladret and Lisa 
Trahan then did their 
second performance. They 
were greeted by a long 
applause and finished to the 
chant of "Encore". 
The AI Jolson Story was 
the final movie memory 
with the Seniors playing the 
part of darkies. Then Club 
Professionals Brenda Selley 
and Elizabeth CurLs per- 
formed a pair to an AI 
Jolson selection. 
Throughout the pro[~ram 
the seniors of the Fzgure 
Skating Club performed 
solos. These were done by 
Cherise Lynch, Cindy 
Pleasants, Wanda Watson, 
Debbie Badge, Cindy 
Mangnus, Ursula Althairs, 
Sandra Hislop, Penny Hogg, 
Donna Lessard, Laureen 
Rowland, Janet Waldie, 
Denise Hunter, LeeAnn 
Reimer, Sheryl Radford, 
Wendy Durand,• Julie 
Lorette and Laura Watson. 
This year's carnival was 
directed and produced by 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
the club's pros, ~lizabeth 
Curts and Brenda Sell.ey. 
Costumes and accessorzes 
were the work of Donna 
Donald, Carolyn Burton, 
Audrie Cox, Judie Condie 
and Lorraine Dempster.! 
Make-up was done by, 
Sharon Lynch, posters by, 
Judie Condie, programs by; 
Maisie Althaus and music~ 
by Art Selley. 
The Figure Skating Club~ 
would like to thank all those I 
who helped make the car -~ 
nival the success it was. 
Institute of 
Chartered Accountants 
of British Columbia 
Members of the Institute in B.C. 
provide the fol lowing services: 
AUDITING AND ACCOUNTING 
INCOME TAX CONSULTING 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
ESTATE PLANNING 
For a chartered accountant 
in your area. consult the 
"Yellow Pages" of your 
phone book 
NOTIOE 
By-Law 534-1969 states that: 
"No person shall park a vehicle 
on any street between the hours 
of 1 :00 A.M. and 6:00 A.M." 
(Street includes Boulevard) 
Sect ions 178 and 179 of the Motor Vehicle Act 
provide that any vehicle parked in contravention 
of the By-law or in a posit ion that interferes with 
snow removal  may be removed and stored 
then produce far more The Good Ship Lollipop 
competent hockey players was the next memory with 
the Junior Girls performing 
better able to 'hand lecompe titlve~ ~ .e~oment~'"a" as i~de~TemPle ,  and: as 
. . . . .  Lollzpon= : . .  
once theyhave  more  ,~X O~' jL~~"  
adequately developed their 
ski]is? Maybe it is time for 
minor hockey associations 
to sit down with recreation 
The sink cupboard indepartments and come up 
with a more meaningful and 
enjoyable program without 
too many pressures too 
early. 
I-" " 
You have a case of  tris- 
kaidekaphobia f the number" 
13 makes you uneasy! 
your kitchen is the most 
dangerous place for your 
cleaning supplies; keep them 
out of the reach of toddlers. 
Never store poisonous, caus- 
tic or inflammable substan- 
ces in such containers as 
pop bottles or jam jars. 
E 
$36"$142 4646 LAKELSEAVE. ( ) 
- ° ° -  
Nice, cezy3edrm.homewith full Iosrnt., IN THE HORSESHOE AREA ~.,: ' .~  ~" .... , , ~ Two3hdrm. &one 4 bdrm. suite• Each 
w.w carpeting, double windaws, wood l~rea bdrms., full Iosmt., rely 3 years ~'~,~,~ ¢ unit has 1V2 bathrooms, w.w flooring, 
flnishlnteriorwalls&somefJnishingln oldwithmodernbrlghtkitchoncamplete ~ :~! '~  modern kitchens, patio doors to 
basement. Preperty is iust under 3 acres with built.in dis}nwasher. Patio doors . balconys. Only 2 yrs. old. Very well 
with the inapt in law and the acreage from dining rm. to sundeck. On quiet constructed, economical heating. Large 
=,~ ='~ i~ street, only $42,900. Call Bob Sheridan. :!. ii :."" " ' lot in farms & gardm. CerNenlent to rough cleared. To view phone Rusty ..... ~ ...... ~-'!"' 
Liufclh. *i,~:;~:~::;~:~::~,, ~ .  - - .  ~ . . . .  ~" - -  hospital. Call Bob Sheridan. 
ATIrI~ACTIVE TWO STOREY i ~  ~ ~  J cONVENI ENi" LOCATIN - -  .... . .  I M .  ~ Cadar siding' double windaws' ensuite 
Well kept 3 edrm. home with w-w car. ~ plumbing, w.w carpeting, attached 
0efing, ensuite plumbing, large walk.in ' 3425 Kalum St. 4 bdrm. sldit level, at. carport, eating area in kitchen & a full 
" ~* tadled garage. Very large lot fenced & 
closet in master bdrm., fireplace, patio i landscaped. 1'/= bthrms. "[his home is in basement are only some of the reasons 
doors to sundeck off the dining area & a why you should make an appointment to 
carportt.qlder the sundock. Property,s i verygaedcendlflen.,~sklng$45,000.Will • ' viewthlshome.Thetotlslevelled&has 
nicely landscaped & fenced. /Vake an i (~lsider offers, Call Bob Sheridan. " established trees. Pho~ Bert Ljengh to 
appointment with Rusty Llungh to view. view. 
r~: '~rv . ,  ,~ ,~ : ~ NEARING COMPLETION 
4709 STRAUME AVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .". =---=--,  ~ = ^ RnE STOREY AND A HALF I ~?~; ,~! ;~ ~11 ! ;~.:,~Jl l i~ N'ove into this new house this spring & 
Neat & c can mls ~ aorta., no oa:~u,~, -=~. ~.~ . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . .  ' ,va~, ~.~= . :1 ~: onjoya the u~ quefeatures "fllereare 3 
homehas  r~wvlnv_  foors  ina l l  rooms 6DQrm,  rg~l le ,  tu l tgsm, , ,  1 / 2 0 0 m r g ~ r l ~ , ,  ~! / ~ 1 1 ~  J ~ ; mm m~ h.-,h-,~ * ©mb~ wP.~,,.j ~'m'e . ,~ ,  ~n~ 
except the living rm & hal whch Is Two 70x13~ lots --  needs some = X ~ ~ /~: iBBF  I " = m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "-- ~"  • " tructurall sound *g * " patng, ensute plumbng & some in. 
carpeted, hotarfumaceheat, carport& r_euvepa!ing ~t s. y . J ~  I~]~ ~ ' J | J tere~., , -  nferorc~,--&~ ~i~ 
mud room with aundry facilities & wiceo r=gnr. ~rear possbilities. Call ---- '=~=== = ~ J E l l  i . . .  "?' . .. , ':" ~ -  - 
• - " " -=~"erdan  :~=k,~-~ ~ • - -  ; ~ =  I I I  i maTm,aKe i ta l f f l ' l espeC la i .  P11ooeNusTy 
storage. Fullprlce~33,000. RIo~eRusty t~ Juo~,  . ~ "~,~d:,~ = " ~ I I I  I Liunoh to view 
Litmgh tO view. = ..... ~ "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• \ ~ ON THE BENCH , ~A-FRAME FRONT ENTRANCE 
CATHEDRAL ENTRANCE ~ j  ~e ~ _ | _ 4116 Sparks St. - Cmnl~etely finished up ~ ~ A.Frame look gives the house an 
Affractvehomeonly2V~yrs.oldwithw-~ _ : ~ ~  " ~ "~'~ ~' &da~m. Lov~yrnodernhome.4bdrme., i~ i I~B- -  ~i attractive exterior with wood slding & 
w carpeting, double fireplace, ensuite ~:!~)~ ~ ~L~;~'~r~==il 2 fireplaces, ensulte ptumblng off rnotr. ~ i ~ affachedgarage. The house has 3 bdrm. 
bdrm., largekitchon with bullt.lnoven & ~ M s., w.w carpeting, rear stmdock & full plumbing, rear sundeck & carpor t . ! '~ '  i B~I~: .~ 
Property Is landscaped & fenced in the ~ l l l~  1 !~ '~,  ~ ~1~ range, cabinets galore. Patio doors from l ~  ~ basement. Thepreperty ls landscaped & 
rear.TovlewpheneBertLiungh. O~ner ~ ~ . . . . .  .'!~: . ~ l toncedon3s ides .  Full price $47,000. For , , , , , ,  ~=~.. ,.,:.;..~ ~ ;~:~.::~! .':~.=':*" dining rm. tolarge sundeck, rumpus rm. 
wi IIIng to look at & games rm. In 10smt., double carport. J lviewing phone Bert Liungh. 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
/ f i l l ~ ~ ~ , ~  ~ . . . . . .  . . . . .  
- -  CONVENIENT LOCATION " AL~ YOU W~ LL ~VER INKED'( ~ r~ J'" ~ oAVJ s ~ ON AN ACRE OF LAND 
1250 sq. ft.ful l  10smt., 2 fireplaces, 4 Very aflractive 4 Iodrm. home, 2 51xIrm.splltleveI.Arealfamllyhomein ESTABLIsHED BUSINESS FOR sALE 
I~lrms., large instr, bdrm. with msulte, fireplaces, 2V= 10thrme., full daylight an Ideal location. Over 1600 sq. ft. of  Lsoldng tot" a good family business. Beautifully kept this 3 edrm., cathedral 
delightful kitchen, tamlly rm. with bsmt. All IxIrms., living rm., dining rm. finished living area in Immaculate Here's ene that's been in town a long entrance home features w.w carpeting, time & has an established trade & flreplace, lots of closet space, patio 
ilreplace, also a rumpus rm., bathroom nicely carpeted. Comfortable cozy ce~ditonpusthedasm~ont. Besides'he Iocatton.Ownerwilllngtose~lbusiness& doors to rear sondock & a garage. Lotis 
with sho~r in bsmt., sundock over family rm.v~th fireplace, dbl. carport, full 4 poe. bathroomlhere are 2 half landacaped&foncedaroundthehouse& 
carport, quality flooring & carpeting, ~rap.aroond sundsck, shake roof, bay bathrsome. The kitchen,dining area • Iocatlonorlsopmtos~lingthebuslness 
fanced & landscaped yard with 24'x16' window, meintename free alum. siding.' family spacious. Lovely fenced yard, & leasing the premises to prospective there are concrete retaining walls. 
wockshep storage bldg., w~l located for One of the nicest subdivisions in town. . d~. carport, paved dbl. driveway. Drive purd~aser. Phone Rusty Liu~h for full Property has pofontial for future sub. 
all sd~ols. Give Bob Sheridan a call to V~de paved street, undergrourd set. by 4808 Davis Ave. i~ticulars.. MLS. diviskmLlu~gh forVdthappolntmentrear Iots.toPhonoview. Rusty 
Ic no d tches see 4819 Scott Ave. Y ~f  ' ~ ~ m. . 
EVENING PHONES 
. John Cur r ie ,  635.5865 Bob Sheridan 635-2664 Bert  Liungh 635-5754 Rusty L iungh 635.5754 Dwaln  McCol l  635.2976 
at the owners expense.  
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
~, ~ . ! . . . . . . . .  . .  
!="'"7.,~ ~ ~ 
IE197Y MODEl  
HAVE NOW 
ARRIVED II 
Introducing... 
a great  new 
breed of 
recreation vehicles 
2 on ly  
1976 
Frontier 
Campers 
ON SPECIA 
8 '9 -  - 
916 IF  • 
53200 
53725 
FRONTIER is' new to 
RV enthusiasts but the 
people, behind these 
campers, motorhomes, 
van conversions and 
canopy tops have a 
great track record in the 
industry -- longer than 
anyone else in Canada. 
Everything they have 
learned as designers, 
builders and outdoors 
sportsmen are com- 
bined in these quality, 
functional units. And it 
shows. Down to the last 
care fu l  deta i l .  
FRONTIER: the ob- 
vious choice in '77. 
NOW you're in 
, l 'mllln 
territory! 
Front ie r  Is made by Leisure 
Coach Inc.,  Ke lowna. .Ca l l  J im 
McEwan Motors (635-4941) in 
Terrace. 
Jim McEwan 
Motors (Terrace) Ltd. 
Dealer License No. 1492A 
THE HERALD, Wednesday, March 23, 1977, 
T • e  Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
PIO. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
• Phone 635-6357 
S0bscription rates: Single copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 80 
cents. 
Yearly by mail In Canada 
$(4.00. Six months in Canada 
~.00. Senior Citizens $8.50 per 
y~ar. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$~.00. Six months $12.00. 
Apthorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
p~stage in cash. 
Classifieds due by 12:00 noon 
Monday. S2.00 for first 20 words, 
10 cents each word thereafter. 
No refunds on classified ads. 
I. Coming Events 
~/eight Watchers meeting held "! 
~very Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
I~azelle Avenue. 
, t 
terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
b~ in Room 4, Caledonia High 
S~:hool. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For part- 
nership or information phone 
635-7356. (ctf) 
I.~yal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1~120, Terrace, B.C, Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (cff) 
~',~ornhill' Calorie Counters 
n'Jeet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
E~ementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
T~rrace and Thornhill. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
F~)om at the Sandman Inn. For 
further information phone 63~- 
3~2. 
ALCOHOLICS 
+• ANONYMOUS ,. Mon., Thurs., Sat. 
'~ Phone 638-1021, 635.5636 
" Parents 
,° in Crisis 
~j:e you making your own life 
and your d~lldreri's miserable? 
~l.C.'s goal is to help you 
b~come the loving constructive, 
I. Coming Events 
o.O.R.P. 
Garage & Rummage Sale April 
2. The Elks Hall. Corner of 
Sparks and Davis. 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Proceeds are for the 
painting of the Tuck Ave• Senior 
Citizens residence. 
The regular meeting of the 
Registered Psychiatric Nurses 
Association will be held Wed- 
nesday, March 23 In the lounge 
at Skeenaview Lodge. 
GARAGE SALE 
at 
2918 Braun St. 
Sunday, March 27, 1977 
For Sale: propane fridge & 
heaters, weight lifting set, chain 
saw and much more -- many 
good bargains. 
10 to 4 
(p-12) 
6. Deaths 
Harry Edgar (Herb) White 
passed away in Mills Memorial 
Hospital February 24,1977 after 
a short illness. 
Herb was born In Glanorgan, 
Haliburton County, Ontario, 
May 15, 1894. After serving his 
country In World War I and the 
Siberlan War, Herb became a 
railroad engineer for the 
C.N.R., retiring in 1957. 
H~rb made his home in 
Doreen for many years but for 
the last slx years has been a 
resident of the Senlor Citizens 
Apartments on Tuck Avenue. 
A Memorial Service was held 
February 28 at McKay's 
Funeral Home with Capt. Win. 
Young of the Salvation Army 
officiating. Cremation followed 
at Fraservlew Crematorium in 
Prince George. 
The late Herb White is sur- 
vived by a brother, Albert, of 
Black Folds, Alberta, two 
nieces and one nephew. 
8. Card of Thanks 
We wish to thank the relations 
and friends of the late Harry 
(Herb) White for their help and 
kindness shown him. Special 
fhanksto Elsie Hull who met us 
and helped us around while In 
Terrace. 
Thank you one and all. 
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14. Business Personal  19. Help Wanted  , 33. For  Sa le .  Misc.  ; 33. For  Sale - Misc.  
CASH for TAX 
BILL'S TAX 
SERVICE! 
4920 Ha l l iwe l l  
Phone  635.3971 
Open 10 a.m.  -11 p.m;  
(ctf) 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 
jobless• Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. 
Phone 635-4602 Evenings. 635- 
4565 days. (ctf) 
i t .  
Webb Refr igerat ion 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Qf) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No job too big or small, tree 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
)alnting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ct!) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part 'time, Class 4' 
Wanted: Janitor for Lekelse 
Hotel. Couple preferred. Apply 
in person at desk. (p-13) 
Bank of Commerce requires 
experienced full time tellers. 
Salary based on experience. 
Phone Mr. Tledle, 635.6231. 
(df) 
Help Wanted: 
Apply Scott Kennels. Phone 635. 
6454. (p-13) 
Will day care my home: 3 to 4 
year old. Closeto town. 638-1895. 
(o13) 
For Hire: pickup and driver for 
light loads. 635-9654. (p.12) 
24. Situat ions Wanted • 
For'Sale: spruce logs suitable, 
for log houses. 635-2503. (ctf) 
FOR SALE 
• Pair of size 5 CCM Junior Pro 
Skates - S20. Used one season. 
Phone 635.3268 after 5:30 p.m. • 
?(stf) 
For Sale: Trav-L.Mate camper. 
Dog Grnomer. • For Import truck. As new. 3. 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 
.rofo-tilling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(ctf) 
32. Bicycles, Motorcycles 
1975 200 cc Honda. 1,000 miles. 
Phone 63S.7675 after 5 p.m. (c- 
12) 
For ,Sale: 250 Suzuki Dirt Bike. 
$350. 635.7610. (p.13) 
Electro lux floor & Rug 
Renevedater. Model B-22. Only 
used twice and in perfect 
condition. Comes complete with 
all attachments. Phone 638-1748. 
(o12) 
For Sale: Canopy. Good con- 
dltlon. Phone 635-4247. (p.13) 
For Sale: one set of car chains 
H78.1S. 2 winter tires H78-15. 1 
winter tire 700•15. 8 mounted 
truck tire 100-20. 1 Kenmore 
stove. 1 front backhoe tire 11L- 
16 10 ply. Phone 635.7838. (ctf). 
33. For  Sa le -  Misc. '~ 
Price Skeena Forest Products" 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade •lumber Monday through ~ 
Friday 7 a.m. to  3 p.m, X . '  
marked --$20 per 1000 bd. f t ,  
Economy - -  $40 per 1000 bd. ft. :+. 
(Cff) 
'Spot Cash for Used Furniture,' 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
63S-3202 
80 lb. bales good quality horse 
hay. $75 per ton. Delivery 
Terrace or district arranged. 
Phone Telkwa 846.5827 anytime. 
(p-14) 
way fridge, heater, dual tanks For Sale: fridges, stoves, hot 
& jacks. $1000. Phone 638.1080. water tanks, doors, windows, 
(o12) etc. As Is. Cash & carry. Bring 
Top qualltyalfalpha, clover and your own tools for dismantling. 
All sales final. The cabins 
timothy mixture in barn. $70 per behind Cedars Motel. Phone 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van. 635-2258. (o12) 
derhoof, B.C. (cff) I set Encyclopeclla Briftanica 3. 
Hay for Sale: $80 per ton. Will 635-2316. (p-12) 
deliver. Phone 847-2528. Jack For Sale: Two 900x15 American 
Reltma. (cff) mags. Two 8x14 American 
Mags. $150 or best offer. Phone 
635.3789 after 6 p.m. 
[ LINK o , . . , c .  88 (TERRACE) 
Will receive bids on a Helntz. 
man Upright Grand Piano. 
m .. Basis of where Is and as Is. 
Hav ing  a Party ,  Picnic: 
or Wedding? We now 
have s ty ro foam cups, 
p last ic  glasses, knives,  
forks and spoons. 
Gordon & Anderson 
Hay for Sale: Top quality horse 
hay. Also medium quality. 
Heavy bales. $85 and $60 
respectively. Phone 847-3165. 
(o13) 
+ Piano may be viewed at Cassle 
Hall Elementary School, 2620 
Eby St., Terrace durlng school 
hours. 
Bids in writing to be sent to: 
School District 88 
Purchasing Department 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
Closing Date: March 31, 1977. 
(o13) 
Hay. Straw 
Western Tack. 
English Tack.: 
37. Pets 
~11 types hor~es wante¢/,-635- ~ 
5617. (ct f ) .  : 
For Sale: 3 year  old small 
saddle horse. Green broke. 
Phone 635.5617. (c-13) 
For Sale: Used western saddle. 
Phone 635.5617; (c-13) 
I=or Sale: 6 year quarter horse 
gelding. Well broke and very 
quiet• Phone 635-5617. (o13) 
For Sale: 3reglstered 2year old 
Alaskan Malamutes (female). 
Contact Kanlak Kennels. 
Registered. 638.15S4. (p-13) 
38 Wanted - Misc. p~rent you really want to be. 
-All enquiries absolutely 
c~nfidentlal. 
~. Phone Mary or John - 635.4419 
o~ Jane - 635-4607. (clfl 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(i:lks Lodge). First and Third 
T~ursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(r~adies of the Royal Purple) - 
Stpcond and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8~'00 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
Flpr more information phone 
635.2847 or 635.3023. 
;The Terrace Child 
Development Centre will be 
holding another plant sale in the 
S~ring and would appreciate 
any donations of house or 
gbrden plants. Call 635.5650 or 
6~5-6454. 
I 
, GARAGE SALE 
, March 27, 1 - 4 
: at 
~Thornhill Community Centre 
Spring Cleaning? Moving? 
Anything -- don't throw it away. 
We will take it away. Call 
=, 635-3467 or 635-7573 
for pick-up 
D.onatlons of any sort needed. 
Proceeds needed for im- 
p'rovements to Thornhill 
Community Centre. For sale 
also will be books, plants and 
baking. 
"l:here will be a card party at the 
Thornhill Community Centre 
/~arch 23 at 7:30. Lunch will be 
available. Bring along your 
cards and friends. 
! GARAGE SALE 
. 4622 Munthe, Terrace 
March 26 
Phone 635.5573 for more in. 
fol'matlon. (p.12) 
Terrace Moose Lodge HARD• 
TIMES DANCE at the Terrace 
H~tel Banquet Room Saturday, 
/~rch 26, 1977 at 9 p.m. Music 
b~. Canyon Country. $2.50 per 
person. Tickets phone 635.9315 
or, 635.2357. 
: 
PACK HORSE CLINIC 
Mpr. 28 to April I at Fred Krebs 
- -Matson Rd. Weather Per. 
miffing. Overnlte trail ride to 
follow. April 2 & 3. For in. 
formation phone Fred Krebs -- 
635-7402. 
XI Beta Mu Chapter of Beta 
Sigma Phi will be holding a 
BAKE SALE at the Co-op on 
Saturday, March 26 from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Albert & Jane White licence and police permit 
Black Falds, Alberta. (p.12) , required. Contact manager, 
We wish to thank the nurses 
and staff of Mills Memorial 
Hospital and Dr. A.E. Menii for 
the care and attention given the 
late Harry Edgar White. Also a 
special thanks to Capt. Wm. 
Young for his words of comfort. 
Elsie & Den Hull (p-12) 
10. Funera l  Notice 
BASTIN, Ellen Josephine, 
age 38, in Victoria, B.C. on 
March 20. Survived by her 
husband John and daughters 
Michelle and Andrea, all of 
Terrace; also by parents Mr. 
and Mrs. John Stuart of Sidney, 
B.C. and brother Captain John 
Stuart of Esquimalt, B.C. 
Cremation in Victoria. In Ileu 
of flowers, donations to The 
Secretary, Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival, Box 456, 
Terrace, B.C. would be ap- 
preciated. 
13. Personal 
Swlngtime News, picture ads, 
dances, for Swingers in Wash. 
and Western Canada. Est. 1969. 
$3 per copy or free details. CY 
Club, P.O. Box 2410, New 
Westminster, B.C. V3L 5B6 (p. 
13) 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorian Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. 
14. Business Personal 
ADULT 
BOUTIQU E I I ! 
Marital Aids, Unusual 
Items, Exotlc Lingerie. Best 
selection in Canada. Send for 
free illustrated Catalogue to 
The Garden of Eden, Dept. T., 
101-727 Johnson St., Victoria, 
B.C. (p-12) 
ROOF REPAIRS 
Now is the time to have a look at 
that roof. Over 20 years ex- 
perience in applying asphalt 
and cedar shingles. Free 
estimates. Just phone 
635'-6757 
(p-13) 
SATTELITE VINYL offers the 
following services: 
Repair, Recovering & 
Recoloring of vinyl furnlture 
and cartops, sk idoo, car & truck 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (cff) 
"MUSIC" 
Parties, bancluets, 
dances ..... no breaks, 
just music. 
You name the type. 
BAKKER'S  MODULAR GroominR 
STRUCTURES FOR SALE: - ' - -  
Pre.Fab Greenhouses. Very Ecl iD • Wanted to buy: Old fashioned 
reasonably priced. Phone 638. U ment wooden dining room table with 
1768 evenings or view at 3961 635 56171 or without chairs. Phone 635. 
Dobble St. (p-12) I= 5335 after 6. (p-12) 
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Come to Church 
Reasonable rates. SALVATION ARMY 
• 4637 Walsh" 
Phone 635-9585 Captain: Bill Young 
Are you Interested In 9:45 Sunday School 
biodegradable cleaners, cold 11:00 Morning Worship 
processed natural food sup- 7:30.Evenin,g Services 
plements and protelnlzed Mon. Cottage meeting 7:30' 
cosmetics? Distributorships Wed. Home league 7:30 
available....contact SNAKLEE Sat. Youth group 7:30 
CENTRE. 635.2190, (p-12) Phone 
• - t ~ _Cag.taln or Mrs. Bill Young. 
+ For 
PA RTI  Cl PACT ION 
with 
ACT ION 
Join 
Terrace 
Fitness 
Centre 
Swimming  (Heated  
Pool) - Sauna - Super- 
vised Gym.  
Open 7 Days 
A week 
Month ly  o r  year ly  
membersh ip .  
Join Anyt ime 
3313 Ka lum 
(Across f rom Arena)  
Phone 635-5361 
. I  
19. Help Wanted 
. .+  
CAREER oPPORTUNITY 
Join Canada's leading mfg. 
exclusive calendar & specialty 
advertising today. Above 
overage earnings assured from 
long established following 
throughout Northern B.C. & the 
Yukon. Our top producer excess 
of $25,000 annually. Protected 
area being offered to qualified 
applicant who Is willing to work 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
CHURCH 
Anglican Church of Canada '- 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rev. Lance Stephens. 635.5B55 
Church: 635-9019 
KNOX UNITED! 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. D.S. Lewis 
SundaySchool 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m, 
Worship Service 11:00 a,m. 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 
Phone 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Sunday Worship 
Sunday Services 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
SACRED HEART 
PARISH 
4830 Slraume Ave. Terrace 
8:15 a.m. 10:15 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
EVANGELICAL 
FREE CHURCH; 
Cor. Park Ave. ~. Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks St. 635-5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
7:15 Evening Servlces 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. • 
Pkayer & Bible Study 
CHRIST LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
Rev. Roll Nosterud 635.5882 
Morning Service at 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday School, Adult Class & 
Serv ice  (babys i t t ing  
available) 
Interested In a home Bible 
Study? Call 635-3015 or 635- 
3030. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Corner of Halliwell & N. 
Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Wed. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
"You are welcome 
at Uplands" 
CHURCH OF GOD 
086 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
ZION 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks & Keith 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Eyening Servlce 7:15 p.m. 
ICHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. at Strau.me Ave. 
Rev. Arthur Helleman 635. 
2621 
Sunday School • Terrace 10:00 
a.m. 
Sunday School- Remo 1:00 
p.m. ' 
11:00 a.m. Worship. Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
I"ERRACE 
ALLIANCE 
CIIURCff 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-3470 
seats. Upholstery In vinyl, 
fabric and leather and furniture 
repair. Phone 635.4348. Johns 
Road, Terrace. (p.17) 
& follow our direction. Reply In 
strict confidence to Lawson & 
Jones Ltd. 550 Beafly St., 
Vancouver, B.C. (o14) 
Confirmation Class at 9:45 Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
+. ~ " i~ ~ • 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Office 635-2434 Home 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
38 Wanted - Misc. • 47. Homes for Rent 
I 
Wanted 10 buy: jackplne logs. 
Phone 635.2603. (cff) 
Wanted: One dresser. Approx. 3 
ft. wide. 635-9654. (p-12) 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sale: 1 used 35 HP Johnson 
outboard, I used S HP Johnson 
outboard wlth built.in tank, 1 14 
ft. flherglass canoe (green) as 
new, with paddles. Phone 635- 
5560 after 6 p.m. (p-13) 
For Sale: GM 327 cu. In. Barr- 
Marine motor. With Borg- 
Warner velvet drive tran- 
smission. Good condition. 
STEEL BARGE 
40'x24". 3 in. deep. Three- 
sixteenths steel plate. 3 fuel 
tanks built in and pile driver• 
Built to operate from barge. 
Leads 42ft. - Hammer 2500 Ibs., ' 
18 in. guides, powered with 
Hayes.Lawrence motor, Model 
5-6 power unit & winch• Phone 
635-3181. (o12) 
50 HP Evinrude electric with let 
with regular prop motor. Used 
no more than 20 hrs. Riverboat 
18 ft. with trailer. Cost $3100. 
Will sell $1900 firm. Old Lakelee 
Lake Dr. No. 10 Mobile Home. 
Thornhill. (p-12) 
For Sale: wood & flbreglass 
riverboat 29 ft. and 24 ft. A lar|le 
baby crib. Phone 635.3265. (c- 
t4) 
For Sale: 16' aluminum 
"Starcraft Jupiter" boat • 
complete with 60 HP Johnson 
outboard, electric bilge pump, 
electric tilt, tachometer & full' 
canvas canopy. One 
"Snowcruiser" snowmobile. 
Good running condition. $150. 
Household Items too numerous 
to mention. 4919 Scoff. 635.2190. 
(p-12) 
?;; 
41. Mach inery  for  Sal.~_ 
J r_,1 ,, ] [ I 
. .  • . . . - - . . . •_  
TE R RACE 
PRINCE GEORGE 
SMITHERS 
"John Deere 
in the North" 
Bill Ross 
635-3210 
N 
Verne Ferguson 
635-3316 
~. ,  : :  ' 
Dale Stacey 
635.4703 
635-7131 
• -Construction and J 
FoP Sale: 450 John Deere dozer. 
Sunday 9:45 - Bible School Phone 635-6782. (p-12) 
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship ' 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 43. Rooms for Rent 
Wed. 7 p.m. - Bible Study & . 
I 
Prayer HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
'Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
PENTECOSTAL unto, centra.y located Fu"y 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
TABERNACLE Cay or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 638.6611. (eft) 
Sleeping room for rent. Phone 
635.5291. (p-12) 
p i i  
47. Homes for Rent 
"YouP Friendly Family. 
Church" 
, '  . . . . .  I l l  l i o  l l l l l ~ t l e l ~ e l l e l l i i ' t  ' 11~£1 '¢1" i *e~' !1~'~11 
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! 
For Rent: 2 bedroom un- 
furnished house. Also 1 Ioey 
• shack, completely finished. 
Aloha Trailer Park, '1148 Old 
Lakelse Lk. Rd. 635-7035. (cff) 
Terrace• Throe bedroom horne. 
Garage, fridge, stove, yard, 
garden. Schools close. $250 plus 
e lec t r i c i ty .  References 
required. Box 1153 this paper. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom A.frame 
chelet. Fireplace, frldge & 
stove and washer & dryer. 934 
Cresentvlew• Phone 635.6862 
after 6. (p-13) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house on 
Lazelle. References requlred. 
Phone 635-2898. (o13) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom house. 
4645 Keilh. Phone 635-6334 days. 
(ctf) 
48. Suites fo r  Rent 
Bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/= baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
4530 ScOff. . . . . .  ( .Cff!~ 
For Rent: one bedroom 
basement suite for a reliable 
working person. Phone 638•1937. 
(p-13) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom furnished 
unit at 4708 Park Ave.'3 rain. 
walk from downtown. Call et 
3314 Sparks St. or phone 635- 
2039. (p-12) 
For Rent: furnished suite. 1885 
Quoensway. 635.4894: (p-12) 
For Rent: 1 fully furnished 
bachelor, suite Including all 
utilities and cablevision. 2 
blocks from center of town. 
Phone 635•6672 or 635-2819. (p- 
12) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom duplex. W- 
W carpet, frldge & stove, close 
to town & schools. Phone 635- 
'5485. (p.12) 
For Rent: furnished basement 
suite suitable for non.smoking 
working 'girl. Apply 4522 
Haugland or phone 635-5760. (c- 
13) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom basement 
suite. Frldge & stove. Available 
Immediately. $185 per month. 
No pets. Phone 638.1786. (c-12) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom furnished 
house and a 2 bedroom duplex. 
Also 1 small furnished 2 
bedroom house and a 2 bedroom 
furnished house on Kalum Lake 
Dr. Phone 635.5775 or 635.5874. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: Suite, clean. 
Reasonable rent. In Thornhllh 
Ideal for single person or 
couple. Stove & fridge. No pets. 
Phone 635.3166. (p.12) 
Large 3 bedroom basement 
suite with private entrance for 
rent. Available April 1. Phone 
635-2618. (p-12) 
Small one bedroom furnished Evening Worship 7:30 a.m. Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer servlee Wed. 7=3Op.m. Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m.. duplex for rent at 968 Moun. 
. . . .  talnvlew Blvd. Phone 635.2577. 
(df) 
Suites for Rent 
I<eystone  Cour t  
Apar tments .  Off ice No. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, two & 
three bedroom apart -  
For Rent: Duplex on bench. 
large bedrooms near school• 
Fenced. Phone 635-7987 
evenings, 635.4925 days. (cff) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apart- 
ment. Fridge 8, stove included• 
$125 per month. Westerhoff 
Apts., Nelson Rd., New Remo. 
635-6904. Available im. 
mediately. (o12) 
For Rent: large 2 bedroom 
duplex. W-W Carpet, fireplace, 
frldge & stove. Utility room 
with washer & dryer hookups. 
Located at Kalum Lk. Dr. 
Phone 635.5634. (p.12) 
I I 
- -  ' Cedar  Place 
i 
Apar tments  
4631 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge & stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec. area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment in town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
~ (ctf) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
For Rent: 2 bedroom apartment. 
with frldge & stove, etectrlc 
heat. Free laundry facilities. No 
pets; $130 per month. 3145 River 
Drive.633.6445. (off) 
For I~.ent: 2'bedroom unit, 
Frld,le & stove. No pets. 
"r~.~¢nhlll. Phone 635.6668. (p- 
13) 
49. Homes for Sale 
For' Sale: 3 bedroom con- 
dominium on Davls. 1 year old. 
Low down payment. Assume 
loW mortgage payments, After 6 
638.1709. (¢-12) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom home with 
finished basement. Close to 
shopping, elementary and hlgh 
schools. To view, phone 635-6610 
$1, Business Locations 
i |  
OFFICE SPACE 
RENT 
FOR 
Approx. 600 ft. of office space. 
Prime location. Phone 635- 
2.496, (df) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
49. Homes for sale 
t m ' "or  call in at 3406 Sparks St. (p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12) Wanted to Rent: a cabln on 
Hudson Bay Mtn. for all or part 
3902 of week March 26 to Aprll 2. 
WESTVIEW DRIVE Please contact Kitimat 632-63¢5 
(coiled). )c.12) 
;;5. ProPerty fol "S;le :-- ~ 
For Sale: 30acres. 6mllesouf of 
Terrace on paved highway. 
Phone 635.2089 or 630-1161. (p- 
13) 
50 ft .  lot for sale. On Homer. 
Reasonable price. Phone 635- 
2417. (p.12) 
For Sale by Owner. 1974 3' 
bedroom 1V2 bath and 
basement, garage, doublewlde 
home. Sacrifice at S38,000.. 
Phone 635.3975. (c-12) 
For Sale: house on 5 acres on 
the bench. Phone 635.4453. (elf 
m FOR SALE 
I New 3 bedroom home. CMHC 
mortgage.• Located at 4728 
Loan. Phone Madlg Con- 
J struction Ltd. Phone 635.3231. 
I (ctf) 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE:. 
House, shop and 5.2 acres ()f 
land. In town. Phone 635.7838. 
(cff) 
AVAILABLE NOW 
1200 sq. ft. split-level home on 
large lot. For sale or rental 
purchase. Phone 112.562.6651. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1 bedroom house. 
Phone 635-3956. (c-12) 
FOR SALE 
Iw ,  oH,  im. l l | * , /~umum mlVe l l~  v i i  
full basement. Includes 
frldge, stove, washer & dryer, 
3 bedrooms. Situated on 2.07 
acres with year-round creek. 
Mostly landscaped with good 
garden spot, greenhouse and 
tool shed. 
Asking $38,900 
Will consider mobile homeor 
motor home as down 
payment. FOr more in- 
formation phone 
(p-13). 635-3469 
Solid 2 bedroonl home. On well 
treed one acre lot. Low taxes. 
Low heating costs• Excellent 
garden soil• Owner anxious to 
move. Only S25,000. Phone 635- 
7586. (p.13) 
FOR SALE 
3 bedroom pan.abode on 10 
acres of land. 2 fireplaces, w- 
w carpet, full basement and 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carport. Land is partially 
cleared. On pavement. Priced 
to sell. $65,000. Phone 
635-4454 
after 6 p.m. (c-2) 
3 Bedroom, semi view. Open 
kitchen, dbl. carport. Rumpus 
room, sauna off bathroom and 
4th bedroom in basement. 
To view phone 
635:4426 
evenings & weekends. 
d 
Owner leaving soon • price 
lowered. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home In' Thor- 
nhlll. Features a lovely mur@l In 
living room - fireplace - dining 
rm. withpaflo doors - sundeck • 
lots of kitchen cupboards - at- 
tractive bathroom : workshop - 
laundry rm. This 1800 sq. if. 
home sits on two-thlrds acre. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Taxes $31.00 only. To view 
phone anytime: 
635-3986 
(p-12) 
51. Business Locations 
For Rent: Garage or warehouse 
space near Northern Magneto. 
4645 Keith Ave. (off) 
Garage or warehouse space at 
Northern Magneto. 635.6334. 
(ctf) 
OFFICE SPACE 
; ~ii;~iE~B;ifEASE i ,  :~1 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace; 
Smal!er areas available. 
635-4636 
- Manager. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: Ground floor com-, 
merclal or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. (off) 
McCOLL 
REAL  ESTATE SERVICES LTD. 
(A. J ,  McCol l  - Notary  Publ ic)  
4609-A Lakelse Ave.  
Large family type home on 
excellent acreage• Fenced and 
landscaped• 5 acre parcel 
within municipality. Good 
soil, fruit trees and small 
fruit. Vacant and ready for 
. Immediate occupancy. 
635-6131 • 
3 bedroom home on large 
~109'x450' lot in Thornhill. 
Numerous fruit trees have 
been started• Good garden 
soil. Excellent property for 
someone with a green thumb. 
Landscaped. 
OWNER HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED--  MUST SELL 
Reduced for Asking $30,000 
Quick Sale Will Consider 
All Offers 
2709 Keefer 
This 3 bedroom on quiet street and well treed lot with 
numerous bearing fruit trees in backyard. Franklin fireplace 
Installed in large bright living room. Owner would consider 
$1500 down and carry remainder on Agreement for Sale. 
Make an offer. 
~ii~i •¸ • 
I 
'Large up and down duplex on J 
70 x350 lot on McDeek Ave. 
Two meters, two hot water 
tanks, 4 bedrooms up and 
down. Asking $51,000. 
Bonnie Shaw 
• Bud Mccall 
3 bedroom doublewide very 
nicely set up on treed lot in 
Thornhllh Entrance porch, 
storage shed. Garage with 
concrete floor, wired, 
fireplace. , 
Night Phones 635-6970 
635-2662 
For Sale: Forclosure property. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7207. If no answer phone 638- 
8249. 
Lot for Sale: Building lot 
80'x120'. Copperside Estates. 
Fully cleared. Asking price 
$5,300. Phone 630-15e5. (p-15) 
For Sple: Workshop 60'x40' 
wide and 20' high on 12V2 acres 
of land 1/= mile from city limits. 
For more Information phone 
635-5886 after 4 p.m. (p-14) 
For Sale: 10 acres good soil 
suitable for market garden. 1972 
12x68 mobile home with 12x48 
addition. Call 635.4508 before 9 
p.m. (p.13) 
For Sale: 80 acres with 25'x33" 
frame cabin and Other out- 
buildings approx. 10 acres 
cleared in Rosewood. 28 miles 
north of Terrace. Phone 638.1768 
after 6 p.m. (c-22) 
For Sale: Lot 100x300. For in- 
formation phone 635-5522 bet- 
ween 3 and 8 p.m. (p.14) 
For Sale: large lakeshore lot on 
Quesnel Lake near Mitchell Bay 
in the Cariboo~ 58 logs peeled 
and ready to build. Spring 
water, excellent view. About 14 
miles from Horsefly. Good for 
hunting and fishing and lots of 
sunshine. For more information 
phone 635-3181. (c-12) 
Bullring Lot for Sale. 4811 
Hamer Ave. 62'x132'. Open to 
offers. 635.3366. (c-12) 
,For Sale: approx. 9v~, acres 1 
mile north of city limits. Phone • 
635-4094 after 6. (ctf) 
FOR SALE 
Approx. 6 acres choice 
property in Thornhill. 
Zoning for Residential 
or Light Commercial. 
Corner of Old Lakelse 
Rd. and Krumm. 
Further enquiries, call 
635-3181 
or wr i te  . 
Box 430 
Terrace,  B.C. 
(p.13) 
Attractive building lot for sale 
on bench - 4006 Benner Drive. 
Asking $14,750. Will consider 
any reasonable offer. Contact: 
Box 444, Queen Charlotte City, 
B.C. or phone 559.4757 after 6 
p.m. (c-14) 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
CAR DEALERSHIP 
Tremendous app. in thriving 
Car!boo City to take over well 
established business for only 
$120,000 down. 
, L.W.S. 
THORNHILL 
acre comm. site. Great 
holding Ordevelop now. Only, 
$63,000. 
L.W.S. 
WHITE ROCK 
Jewellry store $74,S00 & gift 
shop $11,500. Terms available. 
L.W.S.: 
PORT KELLS, SURREY 
Industrial parcel In fast dev. 
area plus 2 family home. 
$125,000 F.P. 
L.W.S. 
For Into on these and many 
Other bus. opp. In B.C. please 
phone collect to Elizabeth 
Mueller 576-9394. Canada 
Permanent Trust 530.4111. (p- 
12) 
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  T . . . . . . . .  7' ' 
.~7. Automobiles • 
'Consign your car ,  truck or 
trailer. Leta professlonpl sell it' 
for you. 
Copper Mountain Enferp_r sea 
-'Ltd. 635-4373. DL4144. (ctfl 
For Sale: 1970 Dodge Coronet 
500, 383 motor. Immaculate, 
condition. P.S., P.B., Asking 
$2500. Contact Wayne at 210•4502. 
Lazelle. (p.12) 
1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974' 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewcab, 1973 Ford o/~ ton. Call 
635.6636or 2609 Skeeno St. (off) 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1968 Mercury v= ton. 
Phone 638.8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: a 70 Ford 1/= ton for 
parts and a 67 Pontiac for parts. 
Phone 638-8276 after 6 p.m. 
(ctf) 
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE 
I.H.C. Tandem Dump Truck, 
1973 I.H.C. pickup, 1971 Ford 
Pinto, 1974 12x68 Vista Villa 
Mobile Home. Phone 635.6310. 
After 5 - 635.9405. (ctf) 
For Sale 36 passenger School 
Bus. Phone 635.2600 tim 5 p.m. 
635.6937. Evenings. (aft) 
'For Sale: 1974 Toyota Land- 
cruiser. 25,000 miles. Phone. 635. 
2571 after 6. (c-12) 
MUST SELL 
1969 Chev */2 ton pickup. V-8 
auto. 1975 Comet 302 auto. Gets 
20 miles per gallon. Asking 
$3,500. Phone 
635-3929 
(c-14) 
1974 Ford Supercab, V2.ton 
pickup• 22,000 miles, automatic, 
.power steering, power brakes, 
"V-8, 360-motor, good tires. Unit 
like new. 635-4610. (p-12) 
For Sale: 1972 Datsun 510. 2 Dr. 
Good condition. Phone 635-9367 
evenings. (p-13) 
Must Sell: 1974 Datsun pickup 
with Sportsman canopy. Snow 
tires and chains Included. Best 
offer. Phone 635-3207. (p.13) 
1972 Chevelle. 4door sedan. 6 
cyt. automatic. Phone 635-4246. 
(c-12) 
For Sale: 1968 Ford 2 door 
hardtop. P.S., P.B., V.8 auto. 
Phone 635.4246. (c-12) 
1973 Ford Gran Torlno. P.S., 
excellent condition and 1970 
Chrysler Newport. P.S., P.B. 
25,000 on new engine and 
transmission. Both open to 
offers. Phone 635-5625. (c-12) 
1974 V=ton Doclge pickup. 319, V- 
8, 4 speed. Needs some body 
work. Best offer. Motor In good 
condition. 638.1292. (p.12) 
1 Ton 1969 International with 
crummy. 1973 Chevelle Malibu 
Station Wagon. 049-5304 or view 
Cedarvale Ferry House. (p-14) 
Must Sell: 1973 Mazda RX3. 
Very good condition. 20,000 
miles. 4 speed trans, radio & 8 
track. Asking $2,700. Phone 635- 
.2059. (p.13) -- 
For Sale: 1968 :Chev pickup In 
good condition. 635.6941 or view 
5010 Graham. (c-12) 
1959" TR3. 80 percent partially 
rebuilt. Open to offers. Phone 
638.8225 after 6 p.m. (p.12) 
For Sale: 1972 Volkswagen Van. 
Excellent condltlon, completely 
camperlzed Inside. Open to 
offers. Phone 638.8225 after 6 
p.m. (p.12) 
1973 Landrover 4x4. 36,000 
miles. Welded roof rack. Ex- 
tras. Asking $3,850 or best offer. 
Phone 635.4559. (c.12) 
• 1977 Granada 2 door. 6000 miles. 
Custom interior. Vinyl roof, 
studded radial t i res.  $6200., 
Phone 635-5587. (c-15) 
Lease & Repo's. 
For  Sale 
Plus Used 
1975 Chev V2 ton 4x4, V-8 
speed 
19.72 Mazda Plckup with 30" 
canopy. 
1975 Malibu 4 door classic, V.8, 
auto. 
1974 Mazda, Rotary Pickup. 
1972 Chevelle H.T., V.8, auto, 
P.S. 
1974 Ch'evelle Mallbu Coupe 
1972 Chrysler New Yorker 
1974 aids 4 door sedan, air 
cond. 
1974 G.M.C. ~/~ ton; 
1970 Datsun P.U.. $345.00 
1970 Chevelle Wagon. Rebuilt 
motor and rearend. 
1974 Pontiac Sedan - $2800.00 
~f~; C'hev Van. v.e, auto, 11,00( 
miles. 
DL 006SA 
To View 
Copper' Mountain Ent. Ud 
3026 Hwy. 16 E. 
635.4373 
. .mm,mmm.m=m-mm 
1973 Cortlna GT. Michelin tires, 
full gauges. Offers. Can be seen 
at 107.4502 Lazeile. (p-12) 
1973 Chev 2 ton. Good shape. 
p.t.o, and extras. $4500 or best 
offer. 638-1909. (p.13) 
For Sale: 1956 Ford pickup F- 
150. Best offer. 635.4450 after 5. 
(p-13) 
For Sale: 1973 Chevy I/= ton 
pickup. Six cylinder, 3 speed. 
635.6080. (p.12) 
For Sale: 1970 Ford ~/2 ton 
pickup. 203, 4 speed~ P.B., c-w 3 
spare tires & rims. Also 1971 0V= 
ft. 4 Star oamper. Both ex. 
cellent condition. $4000. 635.9074 
nights or 635.7144 days. (p.12) 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: 1969 Pontiac 4 dr. 
sedan. V.8. Good running 
condition. Phone 635.4419. (p- 
12} 
For Sale: 1975 Mustang I I/V~ch 
I. 302, V.8. Very good shape. 
Financing possible. Call 635. 
4636 daytime. 635.9797 evenings.- 
(off) 
1969 Cortina 1600 FT. Must sell 
as owner Is leaving town. 635- 
9481, (c-14) 
International V2 ton 4x4. 1966. 
Snow blade. $650. Phone 635. 
2161. (p.12) 
~- ~!  
58. Mobile Homes ~'; 
'For Sale-o;; Re"nt: 12x'52 mobile" 
home. Well insulated. Set up in 
local trailer court, ex40 ad. 
dltion, insulated with electric 
heat. Take over bank payments 
or reasonable rent. Available 
immediately. Phone 638.1761. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1975 12x68 Laments 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
Trailer space available April 1. 
Large private lot across from 
Copper Mountain School in 
Thornhill. $60 per month. 624- 
5216. (p-13) 
For Sale: Trailer & lots. Trailer 
12x56 2 bedroom. Fully fur- 
nished, extra included. Washer, - 
dryer, T.V., freezer. Joey shack 
attached with extra bedroom. 
Good condition. Lot 75x250, 
fenced, skirted, storage sheds, 
garden area. Asking price 
$20,000. View at 2672 Penner St. 
or phone 635-3516. (p-12) 
Large corner lot with trailer. 
Plus large living room & 
bedroom addition. Must see to 
appreciate. 635.6897. (p.14) 
FOR SALI~ 
1973 12X68 Paramount Mobile 
Home on own property at 
Copperside Estates. 
1973 Diplomat 12x68 Mobile 
Home on large lot in Thornhill. 
Bids and enquiries may be 
forwarded to The Bank of 
Nova Scotia. (c.13) 
For Sale: 1972 3 bedroom 
Cabewood set up and skirted on 
75x200 fenced lot. Joey shack is 
insulated and wired. Make an 
offer. Phone 636.4,L34 after 6. 
(sit) , 
For Sale: 1970 12"x47' Knight" 
~custom built. 1 bedroom. Ex- 
cellent condition. Furnished or 
'unfurnished. Joey shack. 635- 
2691. (p-12) 
For Sale: mobile home. 2 
bedroom. Fully furnished with 
washer & dryer. Phone 635-6759 
after 4 p,m. (p-12) 
TRAILER SPACE 
SPECIAL 
TWO MONTHS FREE RENT 
OR FREE towing with 20 
miles radius of Terrace. 
Space~, available In a treed 
rural setting two miles from 
center of Terrace. Phone 
(fin) 635-6611 
Fol" Sale: comfortable 
bedroom doublewide Squire 
situated on fully serviced 75x100 
ft. lot. Call 635.9395 for ap. 
pelntment o view. (p.15) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom furnished 
trailer with I0x30 Ioey shack for 
storage or play area. Seven 
miles f~Jm Terrace on school 
bus run. Fully serviced. $130 per 
month. Phone 635.2307 after 5:30 
p.m. (p.12) 
= 
For Sale: 12x60 Statesman. W. 
W carpet, fireplace, 12x40 Joey 
shack, fenced lot 86x200. Phone 
635.9039. (p.17) 
For Rent with option to buy. To 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
. For Sale: 24x52 doublewide. 3 
bedrooms, 11/2 baths and utility 
room. Good condition. Phone 
635-5627 after 6. (p-14) 
private lot In Thornhlll. For 
more Information call 635.7042. 
(c.12) 
For Sale or rent: 12x68 3 
bedroom mobile home. 
Separate laundry room with 
washer & dryer. Fully fur. 
nlshed. Set up and skirted In 
local trailer court. Close to 
schools & hospital. Low down 
THE HERALD, Wednesday, March 23, 1977 ~': 
WELDING ALLOYS FIELD 
Sales Representative with welding experience or 
technical background in the WELDING ALLOYS 
FIELD required in the Terrace area. 
Wanted to service new and established accounts. 
Guaranteed salary, commission, expenses and 
bonus incentive. 
Please submit resume to Box 1151, Terrace 
payment. Phone 638.1870 after Herald. (c.13) 
6. (C-12) , ,, , = . 
For Sale: 1974 12x60 on I !REIITI.L APARTUHTS 
furnished Bendix mobile home, 
Owner moving, must sell quick. J ' "Ohnton Manor 
S14,o0o or offers. 635.5292 or 635. -,, 
344. (c.lS) | Wi l l  Furn ish  
For Rent: small trailer ~ I •Have your own new, cozy private studio apartment, also I I ~ 
Thornhill. Phone 635.6716. ( • I bedroom. Security enterphone, sauna, game room, drapes, |c  
12) I stove, fridge, laundromat, pressurized hallways, covered r ~ 
For Sale: 1966 10'x53' Knight j parking. Close to swimming ~ool & Arena. ° ! ;~• 
one bedroom traller. Furnished, ! , Phone . |~ 
skirted, porch and meta l |  63§-432i or. 636 103= 
storage shed. Located at North L Kalum Trailer Court. Quick 
sale at $3,800. Phone 635.4412. 
(IO-13) 
65. Mor tgage  Money 
si~C0-ND MORTGAGES 
14.9% 
on amounts over $8,000, 
FAST SERVICE 
No bonus, brokerage 
or finder's fees 
Household Realty 
Come on in or call the nearest 
office of Household Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
- 635-7207 
67. Snowmobiles 
For Sale: 1974 Mere 
snowmobile. Excellent con- 
dltion with only 300 miles. 
Asking $650 firm. Phone 635- 
3253. (p-11) 
68. Legal  Bm ; 
............... I NVITA'ITOIT- ... . . .  "~ 
TO TENDER 
Tenders are Invited for the 
supply, and installation of the 
following additions to the Ed: 
ward's fire alarm system at the 
Bulkley Valley District 
Hospital, Slithers, B.C.: 
1. Door release apparatus for 
four double fire doors 
2. Two sets of chimes 
3. One set of gongs 
Complete details and In. 
spectlon of site may be obtained 
by contacting the Plant 
Manager at the Hospital, 
telephone 6~7-2611. '~ . . . . . . . .  
Tenders must be submlftecl 
by 1:30 p.m. on April 7, 1977 and 
will beopenedthat day in public 
at 2:00 p.m. 
Tenders should be submitted 
to the Administrator, Bulkley 
Valley District Hospital, P.O. 
Box 370, Slithers, B.C. The 
envelope must be cleal'ly 
marked "Tender for 
modification of f ire alarm 
system." (c.12) 
UEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
Timber Sale A.02221 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Terrace, B.C., at 11 
a.m. on the 8th day of April, 
1977, the Llcence A.09221, to cut 
170,000 cubic feet of Hemlock, 
Cedar, Spruce and trees of other 
species located vicinity of L. 
5623, 20 miles west of Terrace 
C.R. 5. 
One (1) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction in 
person may submit a sealed 
tender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid. 
sell with no down payment, take Particulars may be obtained 
over payments. A fully fur-_ from the District Forester, 
nlshed 2 bedroom trailer on Prince Rupert, B.C. or the 
Forest Ranger, Terrace, B.C. 
(c.13) 
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
Timber Sale A-09216 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger at Terrace, B.C., at 11 
a.m. On the 151h day of Aprlh 
1977, the Llcence A.09216, to cut 
402,200 cubic feet of Hemlock, 
Balsam, Cedar and trees of 
other species located 10 miles 
from Terraceon Beam Stn. Rd., 
Herman Lake C.R. 5. 
One (1)years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not 
considered as an establlshed 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auctlon in 
person may submit a sealed 
tender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the 
, Forest Ranger, Terrace, B.C. 
(c.14) 
Trade: three bedroom deluxe 
mobile home on large land. 
soaped lot for house near town. 
Not necessary Terrace. Write 
Box 1162, Terrace Herald. (c- 
13) 
New 68x12 Vista Villa" This 
new unit is situated at space 
no. 2, Terrace Trailer Court on 
Graham Ave. Drastically 
reduced from original price of 
$17,900 to $15,995. 
Chinook Trailer 
• Sales Ltd. 
• 4406 Hwy. 16 W. 
R.R. 2, Terrace 
635.2033 
D12.847, (ctf) 
For Sale: 10x42 troller. 
bedroom with 3rd bedroom built 
on. Asking $1,900. View at 2 
Aloha Trailer Court. Must sell. 
Are moving. (p.13) 
Mobile home. 10'x46' Safeway. 
Well Kept. Also 12'x52' on 
trailer frame, as'x270' serviced 
lot on Thornhlll Road. 635.3685. 
(c.13) 
For Water Wells and Pumping Systems 
call 
G00DWIN DRILLING 
Dealers for Starite Pressure Systems. 
c., 635-4073 E,enines 
HOME SEWING 
DRAPERIES  • ALTERATIONS - REPAIRS 
R E A O O N A B L E  R k ' r [ I  
LILLIAN JOYES 
PHONE 638.1413 
ROOFING 
Re-roofing specialist. 
Complete new roof or repairs. 
Free Estimates. 
Call 
Dave's Oontraoting 
Evenings 636-4600 
" H ~ d e u r  - Algonquin~: 
- Quick- Richmake" [i 
Fly Ty!ng &RodBuilding S.pplies ii 
Souvenirs&Local Crafts J- 
~r Our prices are fair J: 
, S_hop & Compare [; 
4120 Hwy. 16 East 635-9471 
" " - "  ! NEW IN TOWN? li 
ET US PUT Ili '
OUT THE HAT I 
t FOR YOU! I 
) 'i 
timber J Phone 636-5511 /" 
Fub,,c L "S'701= 
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
Timber Sale A.02326 
There will be offered for sale 
at public auction by the Forest 
Ranger of Terrace, B.C., at 
10:30 a.m. on the • 8th day of 
April, 1977, the Licence A-09226, 
to cut 223,300 cubic feet of 
Cedar, Hemlock and trees of 
other species located 3 miles 
S.W. ef Terrace on Old Remo 
Road C.R. 5 
One (t) years will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further 
within the Skeena 
Sustained-Yield Unit. 
Provided anyone who Is - -  
unable to attend the auction in 
person may submit a sealed 
tender, to be opened at the hour 
of auction and treated as one 
bid. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the 
Forest Ranger, Terrace, B.C. 
(c.13) 
Applications are invited for 
Field Work Instructor, 
Terrace area, part.time 
during May 1 to August 30, 
1977, to supervise a unit of 
social work students in 
summer field work 
placement. Responsibilities 
include agency liaison, 
coordinating roup seminars, 
evaluation of performance. 
Social work degree and RSW 
required. Stipend of $5,000 and 
travel expenses covered. 
Apply by March 25 to 
School of Social Work 
University of Victoria 
Box 1700 
Victoria, B.C. 
V0W 2Y2 
Advertisingm, 
J helps you find | '~i 
I exactly l'i'~ 
J what you need. i .  
CANAOIAN AOYERTISINO AIDVISORY OOARD 
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Jehovah's Witnesses Convention 
"The most effective in- 
fluence for the betterment of 
man is applied 
Christianity." This was how 
Dirk Giese, Presiding 
Minister of the Terrace East 
congregation of Jehovah's 
Witnesses ummed up the 
feeling of the Witness 
delegates during their 
convention just concluded in 
Terrace. 
Delegates from Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat and 
Stewart combined with the 
local delegates informing a 
captive audience during two 
days of lectures, 
dramatizations and per- 
sonal interviews, based on 
'effective methods of per- 
sonal evangelism, at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Peak attendance came 
Sunday with the feature 
address by District 
Supervisor, Dave Walker, 
entitled "Follow the Way to 
Life". 
He told the 600 in at- 
tendance, "Life is a very 
precious gift from our 
Creator. In order to live it to 
its fullest enjoyment 
mankind has to accept 
God's way of doing things." 
Walker, by applying the 
book of Proverbs, showed 
the audience how to deal 
effectivel~ with such topics 
as aehiewng a happy family 
life, employment, how to be 
liked by others and leading a
healthful life. He then 
pointed cut that the book of 
Proverbs contains more 
than just common sense on 
how to live. Said he, "The 
book of Proverbs and the 
Bible as a whole hold out the 
rOSpect of everlasting life 
r mankind the way the 
Creator intended it to be in 
the garden of Eden." 
Walker explained that his 
gift of everlasting life is 
something that mankind has 
to work for by recognizing 
that as the giver of life, GOd 
knows the things we need 
and gives us the right 
principles for a successful 
life. 
"Helping persons by 
showing them how to mold 
their lives according to 
Bible principles, produces 
responsible, considerate 
people, fine assets to any 
community," he asserted. 
Young people, prominent 
in both audience and 
program, came in for 
special consideration. Apply 
Christian principles, both in 
play a~d in work, that's the 
way to life with a future they 
were told. 
Giese concluded by saying 
that the convention once 
Registered mail 
cost increases 
On April 1, 1977, Canada 
Post will implement revised. 
fees for Regmtered Marl and 
• Certified Mail within 
"Canada and to Canadian 
Forces Post Offices and 
.Fleet Mail Office. 
Related revisions of 
:registration fees to the 
-United States and to all 
other countries will also' 
Come into effect that day. 
The French islands of St. 
Pierre and Miquelon are 
included in the list of other 
countries. 
The implementation of 
~ew rates for these inter- 
related services follows the 
domestic postage rate in. 
crease which occurred 
March I and coincides with 
the availability of reprinted 
Certified Mail kits. 
The new fee for Certified 
Mail will be 60 cents plus 
postage. 
The registration fee -- 
exclusive of postage also 
will range from $1.00 to $3.25 
depending upon the in- 
demnity. 
Customers are advised to 
check with their local post 
office if they require more 
information concerning 
these revisions or postal 
rate changes which went 
into effect March 1. 
Giese noticed that the 
convention also aided the 
delegates in recognizing the 
various ways in which 
people can help each other. 
again showed that by 
aligning themselves with 
God, mankind's present 
problems will be overcome 
and man can look to the 
future with the utmost 
confidencd. 
YOUNGER ONES were not forgotten as can be seen above where a group of teenagers take 
an active part. 
by Hugh Power 
COLLEGE 
FILM SERIES 
We now have con- 
firmation of the final five 
films for the College Film 
Series. The films will be 
Citizen Kane, Elvira 
Madigan, Cat Ballou, A 
Doll's House and Murder on 
the Orient Express. The 
films will be shown every 
two weeks in the order 
listed, beginning on March 
26. The films are shown in 
Room 202, Terrace Campus, 
Northwest Community 
B.P.W. Night 
Members of the K'Shian 
Business and Professional 
Women enjoyed a delightful 
dinner at Gim's Restaurant, 
Wednesday night, the 16th of 
March. It was during dinner 
Free comping 
Senior Citizen's B.C. Hydro 
bus pass. This proof is to be 
presented to the gatebouse 
attendant orcollector in the 
park. 
Free camping privileges 
will be •extended to single 
campers over 65, couples, 
one of whom is over 65 and 
groups of over 65's, said Mr. 
Bawlf. "Senior citizens will, 
of course, be subject to 
regulations such as length of 
stay applicable to all 
provincial park campers. 
that an exchange of ideas 
takes place and each 
member is given some in- 
sight into the world of the 
other members, all involved 
in the community, at many 
levels. 
Plans were finalized for 
the Rummage Sale'to be 
held in April. Plans were 
started for the June meeting 
and the installation of of- 
ricers. Arrangements for 
attending the Provincial 
Conference in Williams 
Lake in May were started. 
The next meeting will be 
on April 20 at Gim's 
Restaurant when Kate 
Inoue will be speaking on 
"Women in Nigeria", a look 
at another country in the 
Third World. For more 
information phone 635-2425 
anytime. 
Free camping for British 
Columbia's senior citizens 
in the province's cam- 
pgrounds will come into 
effect on April 1, 1977, Sam 
Bawlf, Minister of. 
Recreation and Con-' 
servation, said recently. 
Mr. Bawlf said proof of 
age and residency will be 
re~juired in the form of a 
British Columbia driver's 
licence, Golden Age Club 
membership card or a 
Missionories to speak 
For further information 
regarding these meetings• 
and a pot luck supper 
planned for Saturday, 
March 26, please phone Bob 
Sutheriand, 635-7823. 
"Old foxes want no tutors." 
• Thomas Fuller 
College, 5331 McConnell 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Fees 
are $2 for adults and $1.50, 
for students. 
Citizen Kane was written 
and directed by Orson 
Welles in 1941. It is still 
acclaimed as one of the 
greatest movies ever made. 
It is the powerful story of a 
newspaper tycoon (with 
rather pointodparallels to
the life of William Randolph 
Hearst). This movie is a 
study of the corrupting 
forces of power and wealth 
and of the emptiness, 
loneliness and unhappiness 
that accompany them. 
Citizen Kane was also a 
landmark in the develop- 
ment of cinematic 
techni.~ues with the in- 
troduction of overlapping 
dialogue and special wide- 
angle, deep focus 
photography. • 
Eivira Madigan is the 
movie chosen to appeal to 
• the romantics m our 
audience. Elvira Madigan is 
the tragic love stow of two 
young people, a soldier and 
a circus tight-rope walker 
who meet, fag in love and 
attempt to escape together 
from their former ways of 
life. Unable to return, they 
are forced to face the 
practical problems of life 
together and are inevitably 
and fatally doomed .,in a 
hostile world. A con- 
,siderable part of the appeal 
of this movie lies in its 
beautiful water-colour ~ 
photography and 
background music of 
Mozart. 
Watch for writeups of the 
other movies as they 
become due to be shown. 
Mr. Bruce Farebrother, 
western field representative 
for the Shantymen's 
Christian Association, will 
be speaking in Terrace on 
Sunday, March 27 to present 
the work of this mission. He 
will speak at 11 a.m. at the 
Zion Baptist Church and at 
7:15 p.m. at the Alliance 
Church. 
Accompanying Mr. 
Farebrother will be Don and 
Pat Jacobsen, a young 
couple recently appointed to 
mission work in northern 
B.P. They will cover the 
Highway 16 area west of 
Prince George, the Nass 
Valley and north as far as 
the Yukon border. 
DEALERSHIP AVAILABLE 
Filtex Built-in Vacuum Systems 
Music & Sound AM/FM 
Intercom Systems 
Ai-phone Electronic, 2-way Systems 
A prestige, highly renumeratlng product Invites Inquiries 
from plumbing, heating and electrical contractors: Add 
these products to your present lines - residential, commercial 
and industrial. 
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE: 
DAVE GOGEL HEAD OFFICE: 
957 NEWTON STREET PROGRESSIVE PRODUCTS LTD. 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. 925 TUpPER AVENUE 
PHONE 376-499] VANCOUVER, B.C. 
PHONE 425-7374 
Totem T.V. Challenges You 
to find a flaw in any of their Quality Furniture. 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
• OTTER DRIVE -- 3 bdrm. 
[] Doublewide with 4th bdrm, In 
i addition, plus'entrance, llar 
for vegetable storage. VIEW 
BY APPOINTMENT. Priced 
[] at $26,000.00. 
i 
=~ SPECIAL REDUCED-- '72 3 
[ ]bdrm.  furnished Display 
• Shamrock 12x65 with double 
• frame and other features with 
6x10 fac tory  extens ion ;  
[]]]]Owners have added 8x65 
[] addition with 4th bedroom and 
[]]]family area with Franklin 
[]  Fireplace. Exterior is nicely 
[]  finished in dark wood trim. On 
[ ]  property is a 40x16 finished 
bldg. with wiring and heating, 
[]]]part garage or workshop, 
[ ]  could have local grocery store 
If buyer wanted. Has play 
room upstairs, separate 
storage bldg., new well and 
[]]chicken house. Property is 
[ ]  fenced, on water main. ALL 
[ ]TH IS  FOR $36,000.00 - -  
[ ]  OWNER IS MOVINGand will 
I=11@ • ~11 I= lml l l  I m ~ i l l  • 
ON PAVED ROAD-  Four 
bdrm. home, large l iving 
room with fireplace, two full 
bathrooms, BRIGHT and 
roomy family kitchen. Full 
basement has a large ] bdrm. 
suite, another bedroom, 
laundry room, double garage 
--  MANY EXTRAS. For more 
information CALL IN. 
I i l  :.:, =, trr,. 4' i 
82' Serviced lot on Park Ave. 
with 3 bdrm. residence with 
full bsmf. Very well kept and 
redecorated, white stone 
fireplace in large IIv.dlnlng 
area, hardwood floors, 
downtown is 2 blks. away. 
Well worth viewing for the 
[}rico of $45,000.00. 
• . .  , | 
~ .  • = • 
. i  
Ok• LAKELSE LAKE RD. 2 
bdrm. full basement home on 
1 acre, •ridge, stove, washer & 
dryer Included. Full foun. 
datlon and sundeck at rear of • 
property to build on. ASKING = 1 
... Nicks, Scratches or Dents 
I i SEVEN SISTERS. 160 acre = farm with modern 3 bdrm. i l  Terms o f  Sa le :  
home, basement, about 10 == 
miles east of Cedarvale. Farm [] 
has been operated for several i 
i 
years and comprises of 90 i  
acres cleared and 70 otherwise 
seeded. Buildings Include i 
large machine shed, hay barn, [ ]  
loafing barn, hydro and[ ]  
private water supply. Land on ill 
i 
both sides of the hlghway with ~= 
view of mountains. Owners • 
wish to sell QUICKLY and are []  
open to offers on ASKING [] 
PRICE OF $110,000.00 with []  
terms to right party, m []
• You will receive a 20 .% Discount on any 
| furniture you purchase that has: 
[] 
! Manufacturing Flaw 
===' Shipping Damage 
- Al l  Sales Final - Cash or Approved  Credit on ly  
- Del ivery Charges Extra - In Home Service Extra 
, Sale ends March 31st 
USE OUR REVOLVING CREDIT PLAN 
Totem T.V. Centre Lt 
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Wednesday, March 23, 1977 
N 
N 
BOBBY HALES Big Band will appear at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre On 
Wednesday, April 20 at 8 p.m. For more details see page 8. 
~m~ v v v v v 
For the week ~(~J~[~[~ 
.arch 23rd ~(~(~[~ [~~J~~i  
thru 
March 29th, 1977 ~(~(~[~ 
T Q j A Y 
2, ENTERTAINMENT, THE HERALD, Wed. Mar. 23, 1977 
" Perso/tswh0 wish to list 
:information in tHs column 
.,should telephone TAB at 638- 
~8195 before 12 noon on 
:Wednesdays  fo r  the  
. fo l low ing  week 's  i ssue of  the,  
iTerraee+ Hera ld . .  
"Second Thursday of Every! 
• Mouth .  i' 
Old Age Pensioners Monthly. 
Meeting - Senior Citizens 
Pan. 2.p..m... 
Kiwanis Club meeting ;6 
p.m. Terrace Hotel every+: 
.Tuesday. 
:-Rbtary Club M~e[ing 12 to ~ 
1:30 p.m. Gim's. Every+ 
Monday.. . . . . .  ! 
Whist every Tuesday night/ 
Senior Citizens Rm. at. 
iArena. -- " 
- CentenniaL ions Meeting _t 
every Thursday - 12 p.m,] 
Sandman Inn . 
- Kinsmen meeting - 1st &i 
3rd Thursday - 7 p.m.~ 
Terrace Hotel. 
-A .A .  meeting-  Terrace~ 
i Hotel~ Every Sunday 7:30! 
+p.m. 
' -Alatean, Alanon meeting at: 
,the Skeena Health Unit! 
'every'Monday L { 
- A.A. Meeting at ox I 
,United Church every 1 
• Monday 8:30 p.m.  i 
- Kinsmen Bingo every 3rd 
Wednesday/of every month 
at the arena. 
:Mills Memor ia l  Hospital I 
,~.uxiliai'y Tl~i'iftShop open 
]rein 11 a,m, to 4:30 p.m.~ 
every Saturday. Lazelle 
Avenue up from Speedee.'. 
• Printers. 
O.O.R.P. (Ladies of the 
Royal Purple) 2nd & 4th 
.Monday 
- Loyal Order of Moose 
Lodge. No. 1820 - 8 p.m. 
every 9nd & 4th Tuesday 
• Thomhill Calorie Counters Monday, April 4 
meet every Tuesday, Terrace Community Cho~r 
Thornhlll Elem. School. 7:15 Pract ice - Christiaz, 
p.m. New members Reformed Church. 8 p.m. - 
welcome from Terrace & 9;30 p.m. 
ThornhllL ' April 9, 1977 
- Weight Watchers 7 p.m. - Canadian Union College 
every Tuesday, Knox United (Calgary, Alta.) Band & 
Church Choir Concert, R.E.M. Lee 
- Inches Away every 
Tuesday Skeena Health Unit 
8 p .m.  
- Council meeting - 2rid & 4th 
Monday, Municipal Hall. 
- Keriuede Four Wheelers - 8 
p.m. Ist Wednesday of each 
month in meeting room of 
the Sandman inn. 
- B.P.O.E. (Elks Lodge) 1st 
& 3rd Thursday of each 
month. . 
-The  Terrace Shriner 
Lodge 18 meet the first 
Tuesday of every month at 
7:30 p.m. at Gim's' 
Restaurant. 
-Shrine Club Bingo every 
last Thursday of the month' 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
beginning at 8 p.m. 
March  23, 1977 
-Terrace & Dist. Hospital 
Society Meeting - 8 p.m. - 
Lecture Theatre 
March 24, 1977 , 
- Loyal Order of the Moose 
and Women of the Moose - 8 
p.m. - Oddfellows Hall 
March 25, 1977 
- Terrace Little Theatre - 
Green Room. 
~March 25, 26 & 27 
Jaycee Commercial Hockey 
Tournament 
Saturday, March 26, 1977 
-Xi Beta Mu Chapter of Beta 
Sigma Phi will be holding a: 
Bake Sale at the Co-op from 
10 a.m. to 2 p .m.  
Saturday, March 26 
The Catholic Viom"ert"s 
League of Terrace will hold 
a Spring Tea and Bake Sale 
on Saturday, March 19, 1977' 
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at tbe 
.Veritas. Auditorium . . . .  
March 26, 1977 + 
- A.A. Meeting - Skeenaview 
- Thrift Shop Open 
- Children's Storytime - 1:30 
- Library 
Terrace Little Theatre -
Green Room. 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
~c 
TOLL FREE Reservations- 
112,-800-261.3330 . 
anadian Owned & Operated 
MGR.TED PRYSTAY 
1755 Davie 
English Bay at Stanley Pink Bus Stop 
at Our Door end Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
Theatre 
April 15, 1977 
- Nanaimo High School Band 
& Choir Concert, R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
April 18 - 29, 1977 
-Pac i f i c  Northwest Music 
Festival - Competitions in 
various locations including 
schools and R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre.Mar~h 3, 4, 5, 1977 
-Ca ledon ia  Sr. Sec. School 
present "Chamber Music" 
at R.E.M: Lee Theatre 
• Terrace Community Choir 
Pract ice - Chr i s t iqn  
Reformed Church 8 p.m. - 
9:30 p.m.  
"Wednesday, April 20 , " 
Business and Professmnal 
Women Monthly Meeting 
April. 2!, 19.77 
-S t .  Michael's Cathedral 
Boys' Choir (Toronto). 
Evening, R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre 
Saturday, April 23 
12th Annual Arts and Crafts 
Show - All day at Caledonia 
Sr. See. 
April 24, 1977 
- The Bobby Hales Band- in 
concert - 2 p.m.R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
dunday, April 24 
12th Annual Arts and Crafts 
Show - All day at Caledonia 
Sr. See. 
Monday, April 25 
+Terrace Community Choir 
Pract ice - Christian 
Reformed Church. 8 p.m. - 
9:30 p.m.  
Saturday, April 30 
Final Night Concert of the 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival/  R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre - 8 p.m. 
Monday, May 2 
- Terrace Kinettes' 2nd 
annual "Step into Spring" 
Fashion Show at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre at 7:~egp.m. 
Tuesday, May 3 
Ter race  Concer t  
Association present world 
famous violinist Ricci. 
R.E.M. Lee Theaire - 8:15. 
p.m. 
May 4 - 7, 1977 
N.W. Drama Festival, 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Thursday, May 5 
O.A.P. Monthly Meeting - 
Snr. Citizens Room 2 p.m. 
,Friday, May 6 
'Skeena Jr. Sec. School 
Bands. Final Music Night.  
R.E.M. Lee Theatre - 8 p.m. 
Sunday, May 8 
Terrace Community Choir - 
eney a+ ! i  Business and Professional r Women Monthly Meeting r - Caledonia St. Sec. School 
Grad Rehearsal - R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre 
Ma~' 20, 1977 
- Vicki Parviainen's Dance 
School year-end per- 
formance - R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre 
May 21, - 22, 1977 
- Terrace Jaycees Trade 
Fair - Arena 
May 26 - 28, 1977 
Skeena Jr .  Sec. School Monthly Meeting - 8 p .m.  
performing arts presen- Wednesday, June 15 
tation. R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Joan Spencer's Singing 
Students Final Concert - 
Wednesday, June 1 R.E.M. Lee Theatre 8 p .m.  
Suzuki Piano Students Friday, June 17 
Recital. R.E.M. Lee Caledonia Sr. Sec. School 
Theatre 8 p.m. "Graduation Ceremonies. 
ThursdaY-~-June 2 
O.A.P. Monthly Meeting - 
Snr. Citizens Room 2 p.m. 
Tuesday, June 14 
Pacific N.W. Music Festival. 
Terrace's 
I 
'Top Twenty 
rw Title Artist LW 
1 Theme from "A Star is Born" Barbra Streisand (1) 
2 Jeans on 
3 I Like Dreamin' 
4 Dancing Queen 
Year of the Cat 
Hard Woman i l Luck 
Torn Between Two Lovers 
8 You Y' Look Good 
0 Blinded by the Light 
David Dundas (2) 
~Kenny Nolan (12) 
Abba (5) 
AI Stewart (4) 
Kiss (9) 
Mary MacGregor (4) 
Jeani Taylor (14) 
Man.fred Mann's 
Earth Band (7) 
10 .Fly Like An Eagle Steve Miller (6) 
11 The Things We Do For Love 10 CC (21) 
12 Weekend in'New England Barrymanilow (13) 
13 Enjoy Yourself Jacksons (15) 
14 Walk This Way Aerosmith (11) 
15 Night Moves Bob Seger (8) 
16 Boogie Child Bee Gees (19) 
17 Rich Girl Hall & Oates (25) 
18 Go Your Own Way Fleetwood Mac (10) 
19 Are You Ready For Love Patsy Gallant (20) 
20~ Save It for a Rainy Day StePhen Bishop (24) 
Cousteau/Oasis 
on space 
Options for long term 
energy sources are the 
subject of the next episode' 
of Cousteau-Oasis onSpace. 
Coal, nuclear and solar 
power will be examined on 
"The Power Game", 
Thursday, March 24 at 7:30 
p.m. on Public TV 9 
(rebroadcast Saturday, 
March 26 at 9:30 p.m.). 
The program visits 
Princeton University, where 
Gerard O'Neill looks 15 
years into the future to see a 
world in which it is possible 
to trap solar rays in space 
colonies and beam the 
collected energy to earth 
power stations. In Con- 
necticut, two families. 
already are making use of 
the sun, though on a much 
smaller scale. Host Philippe 
Co.usteau joins ranchers, 
miners , and en- 
vironmentalists in a con- 
troversy over stripmining 
western coal. And at 
Spring Concert: Christian 
Reformed Church 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, May 10 
Pacific N.W. Music Festival 
.Monthly Meeting. 8 p.m. 
Wednesday, May 11 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Snr. Citizens Tea. 
May 12, 1977 California's San Onofre. 
- Copper Mtn. Elem. School Nuclear Power Generating 
Spring Concert, R.E.M. Lee Station, viewers hear from 
Theatre " two sides of nuclear safety. 
May 13, 1977 Program consultants 
-Skeena Jr. Sec., Sch. Music include Herman Kalm who 
Program. Final Concert. speaks out in favor of. 
R,E.M. Lee Theatre.. nuclear power, Margaret 
Saturday, May 14 Mead who looks to coal and 
Salvation Army 3rd Annual oil for short-term needs and 
Celebrity Night Concert. solar energy for the future 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 8 p.m. and Barry Commoner who 
reduces energy to 
economics. Frank Zarb' 
gives the position of the 
Federal Energy Com- 
mission. 
"The Power Game"  
which stresses the sound 
survival of the planet - -  and 
not just some power com- 
pany ~ is a production of 
the Cousteau Society in 
cooperation with KAMU- 
College Station, Texas. 
Courthouse Squares 
01= MONEY 19 77-1E/144N I 
WHO BELIEVES. Y'OLI C4N 
Jumping to' conclusions 
seldom ieads to happy 
landings. 
HEC RAMSEY: Star Tissue 
A young man's personal ven.. 
delta to find and dO away with 
the father who abandoned him 
as an Infant sets the New 
Prospect Police Dept. on a 
search before a tragedy can 
take place. 
MELODY 
1971 Jack Wild and Mark Lester 
• and Tracy Hyde star in this 
delicate and sensitive story of 
an 11-year-old girl and one of 
her classmates who fal l  in love 
"and face the razzing of their 
fellow students and the In- 
terference of their parents~ 
UNWED FATHER 
1974Joe Bottoms, Kay Linz, Joe 
Campenella, BeVerly Garland. 
An unwed teenage father wants 
to keep his baby and fights the 
courts, his family and his 
girlfriend to gain legal custody 
of the illegltlma.te child. 
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN 
GUN 
Roger Moore returns as James 
Bond in the 1974 melodrama set 
In the exotic Far East, where an 
International assassin plots to 
monopollze al l  solar-energy ' 
power. Also starr lng 
Christopher Lee, Brltt Ekland, 
Maud Adams. 
A WAR OF CHILDREN 
1972 Stars Vlvlen Merchant, 
Jenny Agufler, John Roman~. A 
drama deplct lng the dlsln- 
tergratlon of a family of the 
1970's unintentionally Involved 
In a conflict whose seeds were 
sown In 1170 with the Anglo- 
Norman Invasion of Ireland. 
DEVILS OF DARKNESS 
1965 William Sylvester, Hubert 
Noel, TrBCy Reed. Wr i ter  
decides to invest igate 
mysterious k i l l ing of two 
friends and trail  leads to a 
group of devil worshippers led 
by a ,100 year old man. 
WAR DRUMS 
1957 Lex Barker, Joan Taylor, 
Ben Johnson. White goldminers• 
start Apache war just as Civ i l  
War breaks out. Frontiersman 
friend of Apache leader, now 
Cavalry Major, is sent to make 
peace. 
II'HE LOST WORLD 
'1960 Michael Rinnle, Jill St. 
John. Zoology professor leads 
group on South American ex- 
pedit ion in search of ' lost 
world'. They battle giant.sized 
Insects, Cannibalistic Indians 
Bnd a flight thru subterranean 
caverns. 
VALDEZ IS COMING 
1971 Burt Lancaster, Susan 
Clark. Mexican-Amer ican 
deputy is forced to kill a Black 
who is mistakenly thought to be 
a murderer. When he tries to  
collect money for the pregnant 
widow, he runs up against a 
powerful and corrupt lan- 
downer. 
$ DOLLARS 
1971 Warren Beatty, 'Goldle 
Hawn. P comic account of an 
elaborately planned, suc- 
cessfully executed robbery of a 
bank In Hamburg shows the 
culprits In a subsequent chase 
all over Germany. 
THE HOOK 
1963 Kirk Douglas, Robert 
Walker .Jr., Nick Adams. 
Problems of men in war when 
faced with ~illlng an unarmed 
prisoner face-to-face as opposed 
to the wholesale slaughter of 
battle. 
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VISION ON 
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HOURGLASS 
OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
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RICH MAN, POOR MAN , 
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MORNING B.C; " ; 
K,~iF.~'S YOGA 
"JEAN CANNEM .-:.), 
IT'S YOUR MOVE 
DEFINrtlON -~ 
HOT HANDS, ., 
NOON NE'NJ . ;; 
MOVIE MATINEE "The Lost 
V,~ ;,.;'" 
ALLAN HAMEL ° 
ANOTHER WORLD " 
LUCY SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
• NEWS HOUR 
GRAND OLD COUNTRY " " 
BLANSKY'S BEAUTIES 
c'rv MY$~r:RY MOVIE 
MACLEAR 
NEWAVENGERS 
NEWS HOUR FINAl. 
L~TE SHOW I "S Dollars" 
LATE SHOW II ,,'nl ~"  
9 
SESAME STREET "" I 
ANIt.~LS & SUCH " ". 
MUS!C PLACE .. 
MAKING MUSIC 
~INFINITY FACT-~Y i 
ELECTRIC CO. 
I 
SCIENCE St,ECiAL 
ART CART 
MAKING MUSIC 
BREAD & BUT-, 
TERFLIES ' 
VILLA ALEGRE 
Ihir'~NATI01hl~. MIME 
SESAME STREET 
MISTER ROGERS 
ELECTRIC CO. 
E 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
LEHRER REPORT " 
COUSTEAU 
ONEOIN LINE ' 
MOVIE "Kind Heads & 
WOMAN 
OLYMPIA"/'/ 
Minn Sjolseth, who 
exhibited her oil paintings. 
on Lapland in the Terrace 
Library last year, may 
again be visiting Terrace. 
The Norwegian-born 
artist, who .has lived in 
Canada since 1952, will be 
conducting a 3-day 
workshop on Rortraiture and 
still-life, April 13, 14 and 15, 
o .  
L ~  " ~ E  . 
: 
"sO r_-p._ _~ID _CL~_~_ 
it enough interest is in- 
dicated. 
Minn Sjolseth has. had: 
numerous one-man snows 
around the world and is 
currently exhibiting in 
Calgary. She is particularly 
not~l for the portrait work 
she has done of native 
people. Her husband, An- 
thony Carter, has echoed 
,."0'_-- _Y '~-  - -  S'~- " ~P-ES 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
BOCTORS 
~._W~TH. ER WOR_..LD " 
J 
rm --~t# MOVIE "H~i ~ --:-- 
MARY tIART~, ;~  
SEA_ '~lI.E 1~=,':C,-'~, " 
HOLLYWub~ S~J-AR =-S 
BOB HOPE SPEe_!~ 
3&6 
,FRI ,ENOLY GIANT : 
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BOB McLEAN SHOW 
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EDGE OF NI,QHI" 
TAKE 30 
r p~pmtlTY COOKS 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE 
CHP_~E-"JS SPE-~-!- A~- 
;RIDAY AFTER 
LOVE AMEP.. STYLE 
.HOJJ =CJ_A_~ _  
ROCKFORD FILES 
TONle~T SNeN 
:AMILY 
~MtY TYLER MOORE 
DAWSON PATROL 
~DElem sPF.c~. 
2 
i i "  
POI_I_¢~ STORY 
~E .~ION~- 
NIGtfl" FINAL. 
90 MINUTES, LIVE 
LOVE IS A MANY SPLEN- 
DORED THING 
1955 William Holden, Jennifer 
Jones. Hong Kong: 1949 ... True 
some of these interests in use oil, pastel and charcoal, story of the romance between 
such noted books as "This is phone 638-1331 or 63~-9282 or lovely Eurasian doctor and an 
Haida". contact the Terrace Art American war correspondent. 
For more informaUon on Association, Box 82; HOTEL PARADISO 
her workshop, which will Terrace. 1966 Alec Gulnness, Gina 
I I I j~ ~.  , ~ _ , ~ , . ~  ~ ~ ~ . - iiJll-Lollobrigida. Henpecked ~ ~  ~ ~ ' f ~ z : ~ ~ ~  Frenchman of blithe spirit with 
an unconfessed love for a 
• beautiful neighbor engineers a 
clandestine affair with her at a 
The front door should be equipped with a dead bolt lock: hotel. Night of comic disaster 
results. 
MADE FOR EACH OTHER 
1971 Stars Renee Tay lor  , 
Irt " Joseph Bologna. Couple In their 
4 :1 : mid.thirties meet for the first 
-, , ~' , t ime at an "emergency en. 
GOOD t.~0RNING B.C.. " ~ SESAME STREET ' counter group'. They each have 
KA~r-F.N'S YOGA~ " drast ical ly  dif ferent up. 
JEAN CANNEM i ELECTRICCO. ' brlngings and quarrel  con- 
stantly but their comic quarrels 
,IT'S YOUR MOVE : ART CART show a deep need for each 
DEFINITION . ; ART SiX other. 
HOT HANDS SCIENCE SPECIAL  RETURNING HOME 
NOONNEWS ELECTRIC CO. 1975 Dafney Coleman, Tom 
MOVIEMATINEE'Lo~ is a WORKING T-~E'/-HER " " ~ Delleck; Joan Goodfellow, 
. . . . .  --~-'=~-~-: "Thing" ' Depicts the casual meeting o f .  
,,,,,,q ~ INSIDE-OUT '~ three returning World War II 
MUSIC PLACE , veterans and examines the 
IMAGES & THINGS problems they face In adjusting . 
.~LA_N ~ L  ' REACHING OUT to the live s they left. 
WHAT'S THE ~--~0oD TENNYSON THE STRANGER WITHIN 
MEDIEVAL ART 1974 Barbara Eden, George ANOTHER WORUD .. 
SESAME STREET Grlzzard. Expectant mother's 
unborn chi ld controls her 
LUCY SHOW bizarre diet and er rat ic  
I~RGENCY behavior and orders her 
mysterious disappearance to 
give premature birth. 
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WALL ST. WK. 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
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9 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
INFINITY FACTORY 
REBOP 
CARRASOLENDAS 
SESAME STREET 
EIG re.us MARBLE 
FIRESIDE KITCHEN I 
uuAs i 
ERICA i 
IDF.ATHING 
~OMAN 
EKX)K BEAT 
FREVIN & THE PITT- 
SBURGH 
NOVA. 
MICROBES & MEN 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
PALLIsERs 
NINE'S JOURNAL 
COU:DVr.AU 
SOUN~-TAGE 
THE OUTF I t  
Two brothers rob a bank owned 
by the syndicate and one 
becomes the victim of mob hit 
men. The surviving brother 
decides to extract $250,000 more 
from the cr ime fami ly  to 
avenge the death of his brother. 
Stars Robert Duvall, Robert 
Ryan, Karen Black. :.this movie 
not recommended ~r  childr.en) 
THE ILLUSTRATED MAN 
1969 Rod Stelger, Claire'Bloom, 
Reber Drives. A hobo is seeking 
revenge on his wife because she 
persuaded him to have his body 
tatnoed from head to toe with 
' symbols depicting events in hls 
fife. He encounters a young man 
and slowly forces him in to  
living out the hallucinations 
~that are suggested by the 
tatDGs. 
THE STONE KILLER 
1973 Charles Br0nson, Martin 
Balsam. Underworld kingpin 
Vescari masterminds a plot to 
train malcontented Vietnam 
vets to e l iminate those 
responsible for 1931 gangland 
.slayings that wiped out hls 
cohorts.  Torrey,  a tough- 
!minded cop, tries to unravel the 
mystery. 
PATTON 
1970 Karl Malden, George C. 
.Scott, Stephen Young. World 
;War Ih General George S. 
:. Paflon Jr. and his baffles across 
North Africa, Sicily and Europe 
'and with the War Department. 
THE UNGUARDED MOMENT 
1956 Esther Williams, George 
Nader, Edward Andrews. High 
, school music teacher receives 
mash notes which a;most ruin 
her life. 
PHAROAH°S CURSE 
1957 Mark Dana, Zlva Rodann. 
Turn of  the century: British 
Army patrol sent to Egypt to 
bring back Anglo.Amer ican 
archaeological expedit ion.  
D iscover  4 ,000 .year -o ld  
minister has risen from the 
dead. 
TERM OF TRIAL 
Laurence Ol iv ler ,  
Slmone Slgnoret. Schoolmaster 
of integrity Is accused of assault 
by young student he has tried to 
help. In court, she confesses she 
lied but he Is found guilty. 
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Inside Amin's Uganda 
• Americans, finding their through the eyes of Ugandan World in Action also in- The exiles also condemn Uganda is a tragedy, a 
own citizensthreatened, are exiles living in Zambia, terviews a Ugandan Amin for Uganda's tragedy which p~ple in 
becoming aware of the Tanzania nd Britain. businessman who was desPerate conomic plight Europe have experienced 
governmental terrorism Their stories are not released from the infamous and the near destruction of during the Hitler reghne." 
being conducted in Uganda. pleasant: one •former of- Nagura prison in January standards in the civil ser- This documentary, in- 
Ugandans have been aware flcial was "executed" -- after witnessing the killing vice, judiciary and troduced by Public Affairs 
Manager Mike Kirk, was of it ever since Idi Amin took shot hrough the head by one of 22prisoners. education system. As Paul 
power, more than five years of Amin sbedyguards-- but He claims he - acquired from Granada 
ago. Nine's Journal, airing managed to survive and was ()rdered to "smash the Muwanga, Amin's former Television, • with funds 
Tuesday, March 29 at 7:30 "escape through Kenya to heads" of the dead ambassador to France, puts provided by.  Members of 
p.m., presents fresh Europe. -prisoners. - it: "For us Ugandans,- Nine. 
evidence of the butcheries ~ ~ [ ~ . ~ , ~ .  
and atrocities taking place. 
This World in Action 
documentary, produced • 
before the current headline 
making exploits ef Amin, , 
takes a detailed look at the 
consequences of Amin's rule 
Isaac Newton 
Isaac Newton, 17th cen- 
tury scholar and scientist, 
determined the basic prin- 
ciples of light and color. 
created the mathematics 
of calculus, and began to 
comprehend gravity, the 
workings of the tides, and 
the motions of the planets 
--all within an 18 month 
period. 
A MAN CALLED PETER 
1955 Richard Todd, Jean Peters, 
Richard Burton. True story of 
Peter Marshal l  from his arr ival  
in America from Scotland to 
attend Columbia Theological 
Seminary to his being named 
Chaplain to the U,S. Senate. 
CABARET 
1972 Liza Minnell i ,  Joel Grey, 
Michael York. Set in a cabaret 
in 1931, the rising tide of Nazism 
affects the lives of several in- 
dividuals. 
THE BROKEN PUZZLE 
1970 Gone Barry, Chuck Con- 
nors, Patricla Crowley. Glenn 
Howard su f fers  temporary  
amnesia after  a mysterious 
plane crash while investigating 
a corrupt governor. 
ROAD TO HONG KONG 
1962 Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, 
Dorothy Lamour. Two zany 
hoofers become Involved in 
International Intrigue in Hong 
Kong. 
THE DEFECTOR 
1966 Montgomery Cliff, Hardy . 
Kruger. U.S. physicist agrees to 
help ClA by getting secrets 
from a Russian spy who wants 
to defect to the West. 
SlNGIN' IN THE RAIN 
1952 Gone Kel ly,  Debble 
Reynolds. Hollywood during the 
hectic period of transition from 
si lent to sound movies. A 
hilarious satire on fi lm.making 
In the late twenties. 
SEVEN TIMES SEVEN 
• 1973. Ter ry  Thomas, Lionel 
Stander. Rib-tickling cops and 
robbers tale of a fabulous jail 
break that results in an even 
more fabulous swindle: Seven 
convicts plan to break outof  iall 
only to break Into the" Royal 
Mint and then break back into 
jail again. 
EL DORADO 
1967 John Wayne, Robert  
MI tchum,  Charlene Holt. 
Rancher with paralyzed right 
hand and his friend, a drunken 
sheriff on crutches from E leg 
wound, loin forces to rout out a 
ki l ler and his gang. 
ULZANA'S RAID 
1972 Bur, Lancaster, Bruce 
Davlson. Apache rebels leave 
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MOVIE MATI NEE "Singin ~ in 
• Ihe Rain" 
i ALLAN HAMEL 
ANOTHER WORLD 
.LUCY SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
NEWS HOUR 
J,-Wl-.-KSONS 
HEADLINE HUN1T ~'~-~ 
THE WALTONS 
PIG & WHISTLE 
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ZOOM 
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TENNYSON 
STRAWS FAMILY 
CLASSlC THEATRE 
MILD BUNCH 
BLACK JOURNAL rampage of k i l l ings.  The 
cavalry is led by an idealistic 
young lieutenant and-an  ex- 
perienced scout. 
PR IVATE L IFE  , OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES. 
A United Artists feature. Sorry, 
no storyline available. 
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POKE YOUR NOSE INTO 
THIS ONE 
Cut Graham Island from a 
Queen Charlotte Islands' 
map. Turn the island clock- 
wise half-circle. The result: 
an unusual land form 
resembling the silhouette of 
a contorted face with a long, 
pointed nose. 
The nose's tip is Rose 
Point. The Haidas, however, 
more aptly called it 
"Naikoon" or "Long Nose". 
Today, this "nose", some 
272 square miles (707.2 
square kilometres) of 
recreational wilderness, is 
Naikoon Provincial Park. 
This park, on 
"ON HIGHWAY 16" 
HlWt:I fl]]0Ttt ! I 
MASTER CHARGE CHARGEX 
Charlottes' northeast 
corner, has the islands' 
greatest recreational 
potential nd is near most of 
their 4,500 residents. 
Nature dominates here. 
The northern half is the 
Argonaut Plain, formed by 
alluvial deposits at the end 
of the last ice age some 
10,000 years ago. It is dotted 
with small lakes, mean- 
dering streams and fiat- 
topped hills hollered to be 
remnants ofvolcanic peaks. 
The southern half has 
better drainage and fewer 
muskeg areas. Here lies 
Mayer Lake, the largest and 
most accessible lake in the 
the region. . 
HI 
1737 - 20th AVENUE 
M 
FULLY  MODERN 
ELECTRIC HEATING 
KITCHEN FACILITIES 
COLOUR TELEVISION 
GOVrl " APPROVED 
FOR RESERVATIONS TELEPHONE 564-6869 
1737 TWENTIETH AVENUE'. 
MARC AND JOHN RAHIER PRINCE GEORGE, B,C. 
:T'he Place to" stay while shopping, skdng," 
holidaying, travelling through or lust visiting 
friends, close to major shopping centres, etc. 
. .  
Le i th  Ne l l i e  nccdcd  a nursery. 
N iagara  said: P ink  or  b lue  ? 
Last month, Leigh Neille received an 
eight pound, three ounce baby boy, doz- 
ens of best wishes and a husband with a 
non-stop smile• What she needed was a 
nursery. Niagara thought so too. That's 
because Niagara knows a lot about peo- 
pie's needs. We also know a lot about memberofyourfamily.lfwhatstandsbe- 
money. That's our business at Niagara. tween you and what you really need is a, 
Mortgage money, money for a new car, thing called money, come in and sit down 
money for home improvements, for your with the people you've come to know at 
child's education, or, if you're like Leigh Niagara. We know that one way to fulfdl 
Nellie, money to welcome the newest a need isto put money into action. 
.IA6ARA/IAC 
' Loans. Morw, gcs, S~'s financing. 
Moncyln action. ~ 
*II ,OA  AT HOMEI 
i 
A TRAVEL BRITISH COLUMBIA FEATURE 
I 
• The Tlell Estuary and i ts  attractive mature spruce- seashore there are eor- 
vicinity are extremely at- forest and a seashore with morants, murres, pigeon 
tractive with large sand beaches nearly 1,000 feet guillemots, a variety of 
danes, agently-flowing tidal (300 metres) wide that are gulls, oyster catchers, 
river, an exposed sea coast thehabitat o the rare razor crows and ravens as well as 
with extensive sand and clams, bald eagles. The latter are 
gravel beaches and large, The three-mile (4.8 *not yet a rarity in the 
level upland areas, kilometre) Rose Spit at the Charlottes. • 
Between Tlell and Rose" Rose Point's tip where the The numerous lakes are a 
Point stretch beaches for Hecate Strait and Dixon favourite nesting place for 
over 40 miles (64 Entrance meet is a fine ducks an~! geese. There are 
kilometres). They are faced shoreline rosion example, also refuge places for more 
by sand bluffs 15 to 200 feet It is also a hazard to pelagic species during sea 
(4.5 to 60 metres) high which mariners and the location of storms. 
are continually, receding many wrecks. The rivers and some lakes 
under fierce winter gales' The357-foot (107.1 metre) provide good trout and 
attack. Tow Hill, an eroded volcanic steclhead fishing. The Tleil 
You may camp at the plug, is an outstanding is famous for its autumn 
river mouths or fish along landmark and the subject of steelhead run while Mayer 
the quiet streams. These a charming Haida legend. Lake has a good reputation 
with extra time and en- The islands are a major for trout fishing. ' 
thusiasm may hike to stopover on the Pacific Isolation has been a way 
Spence, Clearwater or Flyway for a considerable of life for the islands' 
Lumme Lakes. variety of migrating birds, mammals and they have" 
McIntyre Bay, on the Sea birds are more thus evolved somewhat 
northern coast, has 20 miles numerous because of the differently from similar 
(32 kilometres) of sand plentiful food supply in the malnlandspecies. Thereare 
beaches lined by parallel, offshore waters, the endemic species uch as 
trec~overed dunes. Thereare, however, many black bear, otter, marten, 
Between Sangan River land species as well. Along ermine, deer mice and 
and Rose Point there is an the 60 mile (96 kilometre) shrews. The park's remote 
areas, it is hoped, will 
remain an almost corn- 
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Aca emy Awar s l iveon CBC 
films nominated this year: 
~oletely undisturbed habitat 
r these animals. - 
Other animalsiT.such as the 
Roosevelt elk~ beaver, 
raccoons and c0~st blacktail. 
deer, have been!introduced 
to the Charlottes. These 
mammals, without their 
natural predator, the 
cougar, have increased in 
numbers to the point where 
they have almost become a
nuisance. 
The frequent overcast 
skies over the Charlottes i  
the reason why: they have 
become known as the 
"Misty Islands'!. However, 
while the ~ annual 
precipitation hlong the 
western coastlixle is nearly 
200 inches (500 cen- 
timetres), the average 
figure for the park region is 
only S5 inches ~(137.5 cen- 
thnetres), i 
The islandem have a 
saying: "If yot~ don't like 
the weather, !wait five 
minutes, it'll! change." 
Sometimes it does change 
from sun to rain and back 
again that fast. 
There is much to see and 
enjoy in the Charlottes and 
Naikocn Provincial Park is, 
a good beginning. 
(This Roam at Home 
story is part of a series 
provided by Tourism British 
Columbia.) 
The 49th Annual Academy 
Awards, telecast live on 
CBC-TV Monday, March 28, 
will be a night of 'firsts' for 
stars like Barbra Streisand 
and a trip down memory 
lane for veteran Red 
Skelton. 
Barbra Streisand is no 
stranger to the Oscar 
presentations, having won 
Best Actress in 1968 for. 
Funny Girl and being 
nominated again in 1973 for 
The Way We Were. But this 
year she will become the 
first woman to sing her own 
composition on the Awards 
program. Evergreen, The 
Love Theme from A Star is 
Bern, with lyrics by Paul, 
Williams, has been' 
nominated as Best Original 
Song. 
For Red Skelton, this 
year's Academy Awards 
marks his return to the 
Oscar show after 27 years. 
Skelten, who will host a 
~ ia l  tribute to American 
comedy, last appeared 
on the Awards in 1949. 
Another veteran of the 
screen, William Holden, will 
be at the ~aia event for the 
first time m 22 years -- both 
as a nominee for Best Actor 
(Network) and as a 
preseuter. Holden last took 
part in the presentations in
' ,Film c ritic predicts Oscar winners 
, t  f 
For many of his in- 
terviews, Sheehan takes 
actors nominated for 
Academy Awards into 
settings appropriate o their 
roles -- William Holden, 
nominated for Best Actor in 
Network, talks with 
Sheehan i the control room 
of a news organization and 
Sylvester Sial]one, star of 
Rocky, is interviewed in a 
gymnasium. 
Best Actress for her role in 
Network and Paddy 
Chayefsky nominated for 
Best Screenplay for Net- 
work. 
Two days prior to the 49th 
Annual Academy Awards 
presentation, American 
Film critic David Sheehan 
predicts the stars and films 
most likely to win Oscars 
this year -- in a half-hour 
special, Oscar Hopefuls, on 
CBC-TV Saturday, March 
26. 
Previewing the Academy 
Awards, the program 
features a poignant in- 
terview by David Sheehan 
with the late Peter Finch 
(who died in January) and 
who has been nominated 
~orSthumousl~ for Best Actor 
his role m Network. In 
the interview Finch talks 
about himself as being 
'infinite'. 
• Also appearing on Oscar 
Hopefuls are Barbra 
Streisand, whose song 
Evergreen, for A Star Is 
Born, is nominated for Best 
Original Song; Faye- 
Dunaway nominated• for 
Oscar Hopefuls will also 
show clips of the five films 
nominated in the Best 
Picture of the Year -- 
Network, Rocky, All the 
President's Men, Round for 
Glory and Taxi Driver. 
CBC-TV will carry live the  
actual Academy Awards 
presentations from the 
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion 
of the Los Angeles Music 
Center on Monday, March 
8,  . . 
CANADA'S OSCAR CONTENDERS.  
1954, having won Best Actor 
for his performance in 
Stalag 17 the previous year. 
A newcomer at this year's 
awards is Ben Vereen, who 
'].he Street, based on a In the language of flowers a red chrysanthemum means 
Mordecai Richler story "1 love." 
(Short Subjects Category) 
and Blaekwood, on 
has been named to sing one Newfoundland artist David 
of the five nominated Best Blackwood (Documentary 
Original Songs-- Gonna Fly Short Subjects). 
Now, from the film Rocky. Live telecast of the 49th 
Vereen has been seen most annual Academy Awards 
recently in the television presentation from the inilBa 4'l~.Al~V 
series, Roots. Dorothy Chandler Pavilion 
Films nominated for Best of the Los Angeles Music 
Picture of the Year Award Centre commences on CBC- 
are Network, Rocky, Taxi 'IV at 7,p.m. ~O! IKNI / IU I I  JUNE aS,,} 1976 Cnl ' l ' in ld 
Driver, All the President's 
.e..., .o=,,o, - HAN ANg TREES mE TERRAOE HERALD, 
with Network and Rocky ~~ ' Will pay i 
heading the list of con- : 
tenders with 10 nominations 
in various categories . . . . . . .  M AH 
A film telecast last season /~ ~,~.~ SO Hucei ° $2 .00  ' ; 
on CBC-TV -- Volcano: An 
Deathinqu~Y into The Life a n d o  Malcobn Lowry by " " ~  TO [jCH! l OglJver |0 I j The Herald, 
Donald Brittain -- has been 
nominated for Beet Feature- i ~ ~  OTn[ai i ,919 Ko, I i .  Stq I 
Volcano is a National, .~UC/~:~U~'~!ez,~ s'  
Film Board of Canada . . . .  
production as are two other • ~o~,NM,~.o~BN,~,S~c,qm.o  
~ r  II I I I 
nOw read this! 
(it makes good road sense) 
}~m.o~Bm,  oqm.(  ) ,~ lB~ ) , ~  . 
WU D " 
"Times and needs change" - -  you will find these services offered by Canadian 
Drivers Club meet your needs and give you - -  Peaceof Mind - -  Protection 
Security - -  for $24.00 per year. 
8. MICROFILM MEDICAL CARD. Provides authori- 
ties with vital medical information for fast medical 
attention. 
9. HOTEL RESERVATIONS SERVICE• Phone loll 
free number for reservations at any of 1,500 hotels in 
Canada and U.S.A. 
10. TOURING SERVICE. Your club provides excellent 
trip-planning and information services for your vaca- 
tions. 
11. $500.00 CAR THEFT REWARD is provided for 
information leading to the arrest and conviction of 
anyone stealing a member's car. 
12. ACTION SERVICE is provided to help you in 
gaining satisfaction from auto manufacturers or 
garages or any service not in accordance with agree- 
ment. 
13. $500.00 HIT & RUN REWARD is provided to any 
member whose information leads to the arrest and 
conviction of a Hit & Run Driver whose vehicle is 
responsible for personal injury. 
14. TOURING & TRAVEL MAGAZINE subscription is 
provided by CDC to keepyou informed on where to go, 
what to do, and how to do it. 
BENEFITS 
1. $200.00 EMERGENCY EXPENSE for lodging. 
meals, transportation. When involved in a traffic acci- 
dent more than 100 miles from home the CDC will pay 
you up to $200.00. 
2. $25,00 TOWING SERVICE, If your car breaks 
down on a public street or highway, CDC will pay you 
up to $25.00 for towing charges. 
3. $10,00 START-UP SERVICE. If your car needs 
service while in your driveway or on a public street or 
highway, your CDC will pay you up to $10.00 to get you 
started. 
4. $200.00 LEGAL EXPENSE, You can claim up to 
$200.00 for expenses incurred for legal services. Just 
notify lhe club following an auto accident or traffic 
violation. 
5. $5,000,00 BAIL BOND. The club wilt guarantee' 
$5,000.00 Bail Bond where valid in the U.S.A. 
6. $200.00 ARREST BOND. The CDC will guarantee 
$200.00 if you are arrested for traffic violations while 
travelling in the U.S.A. where valid. 
7. KEY CHAIN & FOB• CDC sOpplies 'you with a 
handsome bronze key lob and chain with club insignia 
and membership number. Registered in case of loss. 
Plus many other excellent benefits 
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM Makecheque payable to CDC, 
CHECK ENCLOSED ~ CHARGE TO ACCOUNT 
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DATE.  ............................................................. • ................................................................ 
have been n0minated ~ t0 receive Oscars. Scenes from the three films, reading 
clodc~se, am "Volcano: An InquW into the Ufe and Death of Malcolm ~ ,  a 
feature-length documenta~ bout he author;, "Blackwood" a documentmy short 
about aNewfoundland artist; and "The SUrer", compeUne for top animation honom. 
i,• °'ni~, I PLEASE COMPLETE AND MAIL TO 
.~ ,~ Canadian Drivers Club 
i ~ C/O Terrace, B.C. 
ucnu VSG 4B4 
I 
. .  . . . . . .  . . ' . . .  . . . . • 
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Caledonia Band brings all star Big Band to Terrace 
The Band from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School in 
Terrace, is happy to an- 
nounce that arrangements 
have been made to bring the 
'Bobby Hales' Big Band to 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on 
Wednesday, April 20 at 8 
p.m. Tickets to hear this 
truly great 20 piece band 
will sell for $5 a seat. The 2½ 
Band era to contemporary 
works of today. 
This concert is brought o 
us with the assistance ofthe 
touring office of the Canada 
Council and is presented in 
conjunction with the 'band' 
portion of the Pacific North- 
west Music Festival. A one 
hour clinic, sponsored by the 
Pacific Northwest Music 
hour concert will range in Festival, will be presented 
music from the early Big_ by the band for all available 
1 INn [ I I I 
POEMS WANTED 
The National Society of Published Poets is compiling a book 
of poems. If you have written a poem and would l ike our 
society to consider It for publication, send your poem and a 
~ lf.addressed, stamped envelope to: 
NATIONAL SOCIETY 
OF PUBLISHED POETS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1976 
Rivervlew, Florida, U.S.A. 33569 -" 
band students. The time of 
the clinic is 3 p.m. 
The Bobby Hales Big 
Band, one of Canada's most 
exciting and dynamic jazz 
ensembles, proudly an- 
nounces that, with the 
assistance of the Touring 
Office of the Canada 
Council, it will make its first 
ever tour. The 20 piece band, 
formed in 1965, is made up of 
Vancouver's finest jazz and 
studio musicians and is 
featured frequentl~ on the 
CBC program, "Jazz Radio 
Canada". 
The tour marks the first 
time that this large ~.oup of 
premier players will take 
time out from their busy 
schedules to present heir 
music - -  in person -- to the 
people outside the lower 
mainland area. It is also the 
first time that the Canada 
Council has supported west 
coast jazz mustcians. The 
Council's Touring Off ice 
issues only a few major 
grants each year and has 
allocated one of them to this 
band. 
The trip will inclu~ie 
Vancouver Island, northern, 
central and eastern B.C. as 
well as major cities in 
Alberta, Saskatchewan d 
Manitoba and will take 
place during the last two 
weeks of Auril. 
The concerts will include 
original compositions by 
Bobby Hales, favourites 
from the Big Band era, and 
arrangements of standards, 
old and new. As a special 
educational feature, the 
band will present several 
clinic-workshops to high 
school and college music 
students throughout he 
tour. 
"The Goodbye Girl" 
Patricia Pearcy, formerly 
a member of the prestigious 
Long Wharf Theater 
Company in Connecticut, 
has been set to play an 
aspiring actress m Neff 
Simon's "The Goodbye 
Girl". The romantic omedy 
stars Richard Dreyfuss and 
Marsha Mason and in- 
troduces Quinn Cummings. 
Ray Stark produces and 
Herbert Ross directs from 
Simon's original screen- 
play.. 
Ms. Pearcy appeared .on 
Broadway in ~Solitaire. 
• * 
D°Um~:le aSt °~ea l r~ 'd~bt~ 
Festival and did a guest- 
starring role in TV's 
"Starsky and Hutch". 
'Ms. Pearcy recently 
moved her audience from 
New York to Hollywood. 
I'/.~RDW,4RE STOR*¢$ 
special 
• i ~i '~ "<i!'~i~ 
A 
i ¸  ~i!i !i~iii • 
BUTTERFLY GOLD OLD TOWN BLUE 
SPRINGBLOSSOM GREEN 
Gordon & Anderson 
Ltd. 
635-6576 Closed Mondays 4606 Lazelle Ave. 
s24a8 
r 
DENE NATION - -  THE 
COLONY WITHIN 
EDITED BY MEL 
WATKINS 
Mel Watkins is a member 
of the Department of 
Poligical Economy and 
University J:ollage at r the 
University of Toronto and 
was a consultant to the 
Indian Brotherhood of the 
N.W.T~ in Yellowknife. 
• This collection of papers 
by some 20 contributors has 
been selected in the main 
from presentations made to 
the Berger Inquiry and 
reflects the efforts of the 
Dene people to block the 
construetion of a pipeline 
through the Mackenzie 
Valley lands they claim as 
their own. The issue is 
broader than a pipeline or 
even a land elaim and the 
presentations go well 
beyond showing the adverse 
effects of a pipeline, serious 
though these may be, and 
beyond asserting an 
aboriginal elaim to the land, 
valid though that may b~. 
Rather, tl~ey reflect the 
Dene nation's fundamental 
perception that their 
struggle is for the most 
universal of human rights, 
the right to be a self- 
determining people, living 
with their land as they have 
always done. Should no 
pipeline ver materialize up 
the Mackenzie Valley, the 
Dene nation will continue to 
assert this right and con- 
tinue to strive for 
decolonization in matters of 
economics ,  po l i t i cs ,  
education, law and culture. 
The pa~rs, some of them 
written by Dene and others 
by specialists in a variety of 
fields, reveal the profound 
issues of human rights from 
which pipeline protest 
uliimate]y derives. This 
book is essential reading for 
all concerned with Canada's 
future as a compassionate 
democracy. 
~ q j - T U R N  ONi~ 
CORNER 
FLEETING. 
T[anya J. Brown 
og reaching the mountain 
A whispering dream of a thought 
Holding for a moment everything still 
Assessing what he has caught. 
Giving her thanks for such beauty 
If only to hold in his hand 
As once again he must release 
Her life back to the land. • 
THE SORCERER 
by Joe Rush 
age 13 
He's the man with the funny beard they 
~t~ odd shaped eyes and a funny nose. 
He's the man that walks down the road 
each day, ' + , 
When the sky is dark and "the cold wind 
blows. 
r 
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WHO BE THAT CHILD 
by D.H. Weher 
Who be that child 
At one time I might have known her 
Maybe once long ago I saw her 
Yes, T'was but in a sandbox 
• She was playing 
With, but a toy fox 
She's the pride of mother now 
Maybe, old man who know her 
"They say that's how 
She'll look when she's grown 
'For now I see the child 
That I knew years ago 
Seems like yesterday 
Well now I must go 
Tell your mother, boy 
That an old friend says Hello 
He lives in a castle up on the hill, 
The one with a thousand rooms. I i sa-noma" NN + And +very night he roams •at will, " " • . . . . . . .  " " " 
As mysterious as witches onbrooms. 
"He's a sorcerer]" they cry, 
"And he's out to get us aU." 
Then, as he's about to reply, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
There was no one left _at all.. -+ 
' •4828 W st 
O , • . Terrace,  B.C. i 
l 
• {Pining Room Open 
i ., p.m. to i l  p;iii 
' SAUNA BATH; 
• SWIMMING POOL 
RESTAURANT 
¢~|~E:~( & CANADIAN FoOD 
Business Hours " 
10 am to I am Monday -Saturday 11 am to 10 I~m Sundav., 
PHONE 6 3 5.6111 
,4642 Lazelle West of C FTK Terrace 
SEATTLE TOOA ~Y 
E ~.,=L OF Fomru. ! 
SNGoh=oR THe srA~s " 
.~V~ THAT ~me 
lOVERS & F:RI~_Ju_ n~ ,. 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES : 
DGCTORS 
ANOTHF.R WORLD 
MOVIE "N~m' TOo La~" 
MARY IIAR'lrMAN 
SEATTLE TONI're 
,~,~.'~ 1MAT TUNE, 
ALL C'.q$~-TURES GREAT 
'AND SMALL 
i 
i , i  
n~.n OF NIGHT 
TH'E APPOINTMENT 
1969 Omar Sharif ,  Anouk 
Aimee. Bri l l iant Roman lawyer 
falls in.love with the beautiful 
model his friend plans to marry.  
NEVER TOO SMALL 
1965 Connie Stevens, Paul Ford. 
When a middleaged man and .,...,, 
woman with a marr ied  . . . . .  , 
daughter f ind  they are ex- 
)ectant parents again,  the 
husband Is horrif ied but the wife 
Is pleased, 
ELEP, HANT WALK 
1954 Elizabeth Taylor, Dana 
Andrews, Young bride of Ceylon 
tea +plantation owner~has a 
difficult t ime adjusting to her 
# husband s way of life and ever 
present ghost of his father who 
controls him. ;;._.~. 
FURTHER PERILS "OF 
LAUREL AND HARDY , 
1967 A collection of the most 
hilarious moments In Laurel & 
# Hardy S rearly careers before 
they were a team and at. 
terwards. 
Lunch Buffet 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
M~nday to FHday. 
Restaurant open 6:00 A.M. to !1:00 P.M. Mon. 
day to Friday 
3t;6 
FRIENDLY GIANT 
s.c. sc~ 
~ ~ P  ~ 
S~. . 'R IVET  
R~ McI.EAN SHOW " 
CBC NEWS 
IT TAKES A THIEF: , % 
ALL IN THE FNNLY 
SDGE OF NIGHT i 
TAKE 30 
ceLEem~ 
• IT'S YO(JR cHOICE 
ELem,c cOrn,ANY 
CAREERS "IO COIME 
i I 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30, 
I1:@0 
11:30 
12:@0 
12:30 
1:00 
'i:3o 
2:00 i 
2:30 
' :o0 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 • 
m| l  i 
$:30 
6:00 6:3b 
, i  
7:00 
7 :30  
8:0O 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30' + 
I1:00 , 
11:30 
i 
12:00 
LOVE N~R.  STy ,  
HOURGL~, "
LITTLE HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE 
,HAPPY DAYS 
KING OF KEN,SINGTOI~ 
MASH 
FIFTH ESTATE 
i 
SARNSY ~LLSR 
NATIONAL meg 
I 
NIGHT FINAL 
90 MINUTES LIVE . : 
635-9151 
4 
r.cco +,0mNI,O, B.C.. 
K~EeN'S YOGA . 
JEAN CANNEm' SHOW 
iT'S Youa move ; 
Di='F I  N I  T ION , ' 
'HOT HANDS 
NOON NEWS, 
MOVIE' MATINEE "The 
,~,~;, , .~;"  
HAMS" SHOW 
' WHAr~,s'THE GOOD, WORI~ 
ANOTHER WORLD 
LUCY' SHOW • ' " 
NEWS HOUR. .~ 
BOBBY VI NTON 
, i 
.AWA. mrs O 
i 
TEE FOR TWO 
i 
ONE DAY AT A TIME 
DAVID STEINBERG 
Kmm 
" l  
• -+1 • 
MAKING MUSIC F:A: v 
ELECTRIC CO. 
EXPLORERS 
SELF iNC. " 
WHY 
'MAKING MUSIC 
IMAGES & THINGS 
BOOK 8EAT . 
I VALUES & MOEAUTY 
i 
isn ms  
MR. RDGERS , ,. ,, , 
EL~.ikeC CO. 
; G;F.,~,~CAL b~pF.HDEN~ 
om m.b m, mDLe 
i 
LEHRF.i "A~- ~(II~T 
NINE~ JOURNAL ' 
NA'noRm. OT.m)OmAPmC 
, tO l=r l  A I  
REAL AMERI C,A 
MONTY PY1HON 
i 
~;g,L,~,'TAR Y SHO~...-a- ~1: 
NEWS HOUR FIlliP. .... Ag,~R;CANA 
'OLYMPIA 'TI 
LATE S. N . 
LATE SHOW II "Purlt~ 
Perils ol I.am'd & Hardy" .. 
,M 
~,ONT S~mW 
WeOW S~W 
l 
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/ 
The Queen of Prince Ruper~ is a great way to go south 
whether your destination is Vancouver, the Island, or points 
beyond. 
Consider the convenience. You make your reservation and 
drive on board. You can relax and enjoy fine meals, 
comfortable loung.e~, spotless staterooms. 
An added,bon.us i the magnificent scenery and calm waters 
of the lovely Inside Passage. 
Twenty ho~rs later you'll drive off refreshed. 
Treat yourself. 
Driving? We'll "drive" you 330 miles. Busing? Your nearest 
terminal can provide information on services at both ends. 
Moving? Your van operat/~'knows this is the way. Arrive 
when he does. 
The Queen of Prince Rupert is still one of North America's 
great travel buys. 
QUEEN OF PRIIi(E RUPERT 
For more inforn~ation about sailing between Prince Rupert 
and Kelsey Bay on Vancouver Island, call 624-9627 in Prince 
Rupert or see your travel agent. 
/ 
~ ~i~i: ¸¸ . 
d •4• 
" "  ~:~ : " . ~- . , i i . :  
• .. . , ~- ,~ ~:.~'.- ..~ . . . . . - ,  :~:~ .~,.~',.. ... 
STAMP CORNER 
REVISED 1977 
STAMP PROGRAM 
Postmaster General Jean- 
Jacques Blais has an- 
nounced theaddition of a 12 
cent Coil :stamp to the 
Canada Po~t Office's 1977 
~tamp program. The new 
stamp.zd/dedicated to the 
institution of Parliament 
and is included in a revised 
schedule released recently. 
Because of the modification 
the previously announced 
launch date of the six 
stamps in the low-value 
deflmtive wildflowers eries 
has been changed. As well, 
the governors general series 
hasbeen reduced from four 
stamps to one. 
Plans to introduce the 12 
cent Queen Elizabeth 
definitive stamp on March 1 
remain unchanged. First 
class basic letter ate will be 
increased to 12 cents on that . . . . . .  
PASSES 
Details of the revised 1977 
stamp program are as 
follows: 
March 1, Low value 
definitive - Queen Elizabeth. 
II, 1 stamp; March 30, 
Endangered wildlife 
Eastern cougar, 1 stamp; [ ~ ,~ Hidden somewhere in the ads 
April 22,. low value 
definitives - Wildflowers, 6 i n  the entertain m ent section 
stamps; May 3 - low value 
definitive - Institution of'~ are two Terrace phone numbers. 
Parliament, 1 stamp; May 
26, Tom Thomson, 2stamps; 
June 30, 25th Anniversary - Find them, and if one is yours you've won. 
Canadian-born Governors 
10th Anniversary - Order of ~ ~ { ~ .  
Canada, I stamp; August 3, 
Peace Bridge - Fort Erie, I 
Ontario and Buffalo, N.Y.- [[ [ [  [ ]  ~ OOOH,TW ~ i 
50th Anniversary, 1 stamp; B i p - - "  ~ST~'TO 
August 7, low value ~ ~ONEOFTHOSE 
definitives- Canadian trees, ~ ~ ~ !  
3 stamps; September 16, 
Fleming-Bernier, 2stamps; ~ ~ ~  
September 19, Com- 
monwealth Parliamentary 
Conference, 1 stamp; Oc- 
tober 5, Medium value 
definitives -Street scenes, 4 
stamps; October 26, ~ : ~ ~ ' ~  ~ 
Christmas, 3 stamps; 
November 18, Inuit, 4 
stamps; November 18, Ships 
- Sailing vessels, 4 stamps. 
The profile of the Queen 
on the 12 cent stamp is from 
a sculpture by artist i~.~rtf~.,jtv~r-~.,t.~t.~lr~t.~tjt.% 
Jaroslav Huta based on a 
photographic study by 
British photographer Peter , ![ 
Grugeon. Heather Cooper, ~ ~  
of Burns, Cooper, 
Donoahue, Fleming & ~ ~,~NASm-~T, BUT) 
Company Limited, graphic t~os  ~ ~t - - - -  -/ 
designers of Toronto, 
prepared the layout and._ "~ '~.~-~.~,  
$1mps 
Pure goose down continental 
quilts that eliminate blankets, 
bedspreads, top Sheets and bed 
making forever. Simply e year 
round light weight sleep for 
the rest of your lifel 
Write for a free brochure: 
The European Eiderdown 
Shop Mail Order Division, 
4781 Kingsway St., Burnaby, 
B.C. 
Then phone your order 
collect (604) 437,9333 
Factory Outlets . 
, R .  VICIIIBG~TORIA~ , ~ ~  
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design of the stamp, which for us to i~su-e a stamp 
will be printed on a con- featuring Her Ma jes ty" ,  
Unuous basis by the British said Postmaster General 
American Bank Note Co. Jean.Jacpues Blais, in 
Ltd., Ottawa. making his announcement 
"The Silver Jubilee of of the changes in the Post 
Queen Elizabeth is a par- Office's 1977 stamp 
ticularly appropriate time program. 
' T i l l i eum : " .en,Thea   
4720 LAKELSE AVE." PHONE 6384111 
SHOWING AT 8 P .M.  
MAR. 23:2~ ' 
NIOKELODEON 
• . LOVE, ACTION, COMEDY " 
Ryan O'Neal, Bu~ Reynolds, Tatum O'Neal, Stella. Stevens 
= 
, SAT. MAR. 26 MATINEE 2 P.M.  
"THE FU/IN6 FOIITAINS" 
7 & ~ P.M. NIGHTLY 
p.M. ONLY ON SUNDAY 
MAR. 23-26 
CARRY ON BEHIND 
The Carry On Gang 
MAR.  27-30 
OONFESSlONS OF A 
, DRIVING INSTRUOTOR 
Some sex and suggestive dialogue 
i 
v 
~ET~ WOW/' 
~,NT/THAT'S 
' / '~./S UPER t 
" - /  IS HE 
/ INTHE 
6~P~NT 
\sus~N~ss~. 
N 
'!III~WELL-, ~'M NoT Jill' 
NJ 
~IT ON TIIE GROLJND Y W/I-/? :~ 
OVEK PI, ENE, ~E~TLN. J WAr~ HERE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ FIRST 
7-5 
WELL- ORPER ON E AND YOU 
ONLY EAT THE P~J~T$ THAT 
< 
 /J9 
a , .  
,¢ 
Hi- 
,] 
~ The Ter race  ~.~ Present  HH 
~-, ~: ~ ~ , . .~  ~,~ 
i ~ in ,  i ~ .. *o -  i ~, " *.~ o -  i 
" 'I I _ "1 
Vancouver  CPA- Pr ince  George  - Cass ia r  - ~tewart' 
' Srmthers-Quesne] - Ter race  . . 
~ A D M I S S I O N ~  ' ADVANCE TICKET SALES-- ~,  
[Adult/Studo Tournament Pass $8:00 avmlable at 
~hild Tournament Pass $5o00 , , ,~ 
Taylor s Men s Wear Adult/Student Day Pass $4.00 
Children Day Pass $3.00 All-Seasons Sporting Goods ~ 
Above Prices DO NOT . 
• • and Arena Box Ofhce  include Final Game ,q 
' FINAL GAME ADMISSION: $2.00 ~ ~q 
U i 
/ 
/ 
Skeena Cedar  Kings ~ ' ~ ~  
aJ2~ ~'~_~-~ C'~ V~-- ~ '~ 
sports or, n g 0 &&~e~ '~ ~ o
